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MATTERS REFERRED TO IN DECISIONS OF INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT, INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION AND 
INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATES CONTAINED IN VOL. 73 PART 2, SUB PART 7. 

Note: 'Denotes Industrial Appeal Court Decision. 2Denotes Full Bench Decision. 
'Denotes Commission in Court Session Decision. 4Denotes Decision of President 

ABSENCE WITHOUT LEAVE— 
Complaint re breach of award—Complainant union claimed that Defendant had failed to pay employee for public holiday—Defendant 

argued that under Adverse Weather Clause employee did not have reasonable excuse for absence on previous day and was 
therefore entitled to withhold monies—Industrial Magistrate found that employee leaving early under union's directive prior 
to public holiday was not reasonable—Dismissed—A.E.E.F.E.U. v. Chei Australia Pty Ltd—Complaint Nos. 174—176 of 
1993—Heaney S.M.—25/08/93—Electrical Services  

ACT—INTERPRETATION OF— 
Appeal against speaker of Legislative Assembly and President of Legislative Council to terminate employment—Applicant argued 

that dismissal arose from his opposition to another contractor's work with Legislative Council and defamation against 
him—Respondent argued that a thorough investigation was undertaken and management was not satisfied with his responses 
to questions regarding a sum of money and suspected dishonesty—PSAB found on evidence that poor management style and 
interpersonal skills, not technical competence, led to dismissal—PSAB found some elements of unfairness but on the totality 
of evidence there was ample good reason to exercise the right to terminate the contract—PSAB further found that Applicant 
was due a back dated salary increase and 3 months pay in lieu of notice—Granted in Part—Davids M. v. Hon. Mike Barrett 
JP, MLA and Another—PSAB 14 of 1992—Negus C, Musson/Farrar—13/7/93—Government Administration  

Complaint re alleged breach of award—Complainant union argued that Defendant had failed to grant compassionate leave to 
employee—Defendant raised issue that under S.83(l) of I.R. Act Complainant did not have standing to lodge complaint as it 
was not named party to award—Industrial Magistrate found that as technical point raised by Defendant was valid the 
Complainant union was incompetent to lodge application—Dismissed—F.M.W.U. v. St John Ambulance Australia—Complaint 
No. 36 of 1993—Brown S.M.—9/6/93—Ambulance Services  

'Application for enforcement of Industrial Relations Act re Summons to compulsory conference—Applicant argued a fine would 
be appropriate as the Respondent as an officer knew his obligations and chose to ignore them—Respondent argued Union had 
insufficient time to rearrange its schedule—Full Bench found on evidence Respondent failed to attend without 'good cause' 
contrary to Section 44(3) and was persuaded to accept undertaking as to future compliance—Granted in Part—The Registrar 
v. Ferguson G.W.—No. 1569 of 1992—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Gregor C.—2/6/93—Manufacturing (Food and 
Beverages)  

'Appeals against decision of Full Bench (73 WAIG 225) re redundancy payments based on implied term in contract of 
employment—Appellant argued Commission had no jurisdiction to deal with the matter—IAC reviewed authorities, Sections 
7,23 and 29 of the I.R. Act and found absent any industrial dispute and a claim to reinstate a dismissed employer the Commission 
did not have jurisdiction to deal with the common law contact between an ex-employer and ex-employee—Upheld—Coles Myer 
Ltd t/a Coles Supermarkets v. Coppin K.F. and Others—IAC No. 3, 4 and 5 of 1993 Kennedy J., Rowland J., Nicholson 
J.—9/6/93—Retail   

Conference referred re allegedly denied contractual entitlement in superannuation benefits—Applicant union claimed that as a result 
of employee being misled about eligibility for membership into State Government Superannuation Scheme a denial of substantial 
superannuation benefit occurred—Respondent argued in preliminary hearing that Commission lacked jurisdiction as the matter 
was between employee and treasurer not employer and employee—Respondent further argued that employee did have prior 
knowledge of the scheme via the information being supplied in employee handbook—Commission reviewed authorities and 
found that superannuation issue was an industrial matter and within jurisdiction and that the merits of the case favoured the 
Applicant—Granted—F.M.W.U. v. Hospital Laundry and Linen Service—No. CR553 of 1992—Halliwell S.C.—5/11/93— 
Laundry Service  

Appeal against decision of Public Service Commissioner to dismiss employee—Appellant argued that employment was as a 
permanent employee with a fixed term appointment—Respondent argued that as matter was result of a fixed term contract 
expiring at the end of term and therefore there was no dismissal to invoke the Boards jurisdiction—PSAB reviewed I.R. to 
and found on evidence that renewal or extension was a term of employee's contract and that he should be dealt with as if 
misconduct finding had not been made and be reinstated so that consideration of extension of employment could be 
made—Upheld—Metaxas J. v. P.S.C.—No. PSAB 9 of 1993—Negus C., Chinnery/Rea—16/6/93—Public Administration .. 

Conference referred re extension of contract—Applicant union claimed that Respondent's decision to deny permanency was harsh 
and unjust and by refusing to grant permanency had unfairly terminated employment—Respondent argued as employee's 
contract had expired before proceedings were instituted and no employment relationship existed to confer jurisdiction on the 
PSA—PSA examined Industrial Relations Act, 1979, reviewed authorities and found that Respondent did not terminate 
employment but declined to offer employee further contract of employment therefore it was unnecessary to consider the 
jurisdiction question—Dismissed—C.S.A. v. P.S.C.—No. PSA CR60 of 1992—Fielding C.—30/6/93—Dept. Productivity and 
Labour Relations  

Application for enforcement of Act re failure to produce employment records—Respondent failed to appear—Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and Act and found on evidence that whilst no previous breaches had been established Respondent had quite wrongly 
ignored proper requests to produce the documents—Full Bench further found that as there was no contrition or explanation 
offered for the breaches, penalties ought to be imposed and liberty given to apply for any further orders in relation to failure 
of witness to attend—Ordered Accordingly—McCorry G., Industrial Inspector v. Hoskin A.P.—No. 123 of 1993—Sharkey P., 
Coleman C.C., Beech C.—19/08/93—Cleaning  

Application for registration of an organisation—Full Bench found on evidence that whilst most sections of the Act had been complied 
with, there was not adequate information in the notice to the members of the intention of the organisation to apply for 
registration—In further Reasons for Decision, the Full Bench was satisfied that the requirements had teen complied with and 
authorised the registration of the organisation—Granted—Real Estate Employers' Federation—No. 1350 of 1992—Sharkey P., 
Gregor €., Kennedy C.—26/01/93—Real Estate  

'Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2872) re compensation payment for unfair dismissal—Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found that the real crux of the matter was that the Commission acted contrary to the ratio decidendi of decisions 
of the Industrial Appeal Court—Full Bench found until the Industrial Appeal Court reviewed the past decisions then the 
Commission was bound by those cases—Dismissed—Nappy Happy Service v. F.M.W.U.—Appeal No. 1592 of 1992—Sharkey 
P., Negus C., Kennedy C.—27/07/93—Laundry and Drycleaners  

'Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 412) re reinstatement to a lower grade position on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal—Appellant argued Commission erred in various finding of fact, in failing to properly apply the law in respect of 
misconduct, in failing to give sufficient weight to the public interest in whether the Respondent was a fit and proper person 
to hold office in the police force and having found that the actions of the Respondent required severe disciplinary action, by 
substituting the opinion for that of the Appellant—Full Bench reviewed authorities. Police Force Regulations and Police Force 
Act 1892 and found it was open to the Commission to find on video and oral evidence that there was no premeditation to the 
assault but that finding did not dispose of the Commission's duty to consider and give proper weight to those factors arising 
out of the assault—Full Bench further found that the Commissioner of Police did not abuse his statutory duty and it was not 
for the Commission to look at what was done in the light of punishment as it did—Upheld—Minister For Police and Another 
v. Smith D.J—Appeal No. 149 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Fielding C.—21/08/93—Police Service  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

ACT—INTERPRETATION OF—continued 
'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (72 WAIG 25) dismissing an appeal against the decision of the Commission making a new 

award—Appellant argued Full Bench erred in failing to hold that Commission had denied natural justice re findings about the 
motives of Appellant in retiring from Agreement when there was insufficient evidence and Appellant was not afforded the 
opportunity to make submissions or lead evidence—First Respondent argued it could be reasonably apprehended that the 
Commission would have considered the issues and that the findings were open to it—Industrial Appeal Court reviewed the I.R. 
Act, Wage Fixing Principles and found that though the retirement and failure to co-operate was squarely before the Commission 
the Appellant's motives were not and so were not open to evaluation—IAC further found Full Bench erred in its understanding 
of Steis case by not considering whether notification of the Appellant that its motives were on issue it would have made any 
difference to the decision—Upheld and Remitted—R.R.I.A. v. A.M.W.S.U. and Others—IAC Appeal No. 32 of 
1991—Nicholson J., Wallwork J., Owen J.—15/01/93—Iron Ore Mining  

Application for a new award to cover entertainers making live performances—Applicant union argued there were problems in securing 
reasonable and enforceable conditions of employment and sought terms reflecting a federal award—Objecting Respondents 
argued sub-contract and scope clauses were beyond jurisdiction, not in the public interest and beyond the union's constitutional 
coverage—Respondents further argued no sufficient merit had been established for award to issue—Commission reviewed 
authorities and found jurisdiction and merit to make an award—Commission divided matter to deal with terms and conditions 
in industries of rejecting Respondents—At Speaking to Minutes CCIWA argued parties had not been heard and Reasons for 
Decision had not disposed of obligations under Wage Fixing Principles—Commission found union failed to express minimum 
wages in 2 columns, deleted some Respondents from award to issue and incorporated changes to better reflect decision—Ordered 
Accordingly—A.E.W.A. v. Playback Theatre and Others—No. A18 of 1989—Kennedy C.—4/6/93, 23/8/93 and 27/8/93— 
Entertainment  

Application for declaration that Unions membership rule is deemed the same as Federal Counterpart Body and Alteration of rule 
re Committee of Management—remitted from Industrial Appeal Court (72 WAIG 2741)—Full Bench reviewed S.71 and S.72 
of Industrial Relations Act and found that the qualifications for membership of the Applicant and Federal branch were 
substantially the same—Full Bench found no requirement to gazette intended rule change and allowed time to prepare 
submissions re no union rule enabling alterations of rules—In Supplementary Reasons majority of Full Bench found Applicant 
had taken reasonable steps to inform members of right to object and reasonable opportunity to do so—Granted—A.P.E.A.—No.. 
1583 of 1991—Sharkey P., HaJliwell S.C, Negus C.—08/04/93 and 10/09/93—Unions  

'Appeal against Decision of Board of Reference (73 WAIG 1594) re assessment of amount of ordinary pay for purposes of long 
service leave entitlements—Appellant argued BOR failed to give sufficient reasons for decision, wrongly stated the question 
to be decided and failed to decide claim made—C1CS reviewed authorities, CIPFLSL Act, heard Appeal in stricto sensu and 
found the BOR applied the provisions of CIPPLSL Act to the agreed facts and reached the correct conclusion as a 
result—Dismissed—Kirfield Engineering Pty Ltd v. Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Payments 
Board—Appeal No. 914 of 1993—Halliwell S.C., George €., Parks C.—28/09/93—Construction  2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1352) re reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Application for 
extension of time for instituting appeal—Appellant argued appeal involved serious issues of fact and law delay was slight and 
it would be harsh to penalise the Appellant for an omission arising out of a misunderstanding between its representatives—Full 
Bench amended Respondent—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on majority that, having regard to all factual 
circumstances, the history of the proceedings, the conduct of the Applicant/Respondent during and after those proceedings, the 
consequences for the parties and the "vested right to retain the judgement" no inequity was done to the Appellant in refusing 
the application—Dismissed—Tip Top Bakeries v. T.W.U.—Appeal No. 844 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Halliwell 
S.C.—17/09/93—Food and Beverage Manufacture  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal and application to dismiss substantive application—Applicant 
claimed that repercussions of IAC Coles/Myer decision effectively wiped out previous contractual entitlements claim and 
prompted re-application—Respondent argued length of time between termination and claim was too long and it was not in public 
interest to deal with matter—Commission found that Applicant had not shown good reason why, 18 months after event, the 
Commission should entertain the claim—Dismissed—Taylor TB. v. S.G.S. Australia Pty Ltd—Nos. 977 and 1115 of 
1993—Beech C.—30/11/93—Wholesaling Farm Produce  

'Appeal against decision of President (73 WAIG 254) re orders relating to the conduct of union committee of management and its 
business—Respondent argued notwithstanding the fact that each resolution of the committee of management may not be capable 
of being struck down as a matter of law the President was able to look at the conduct of the majority and the way in which 
they conducted the affairs of the union and decide that the resolutions as a whole could not stand—Appellant argued President 
acted without or in excess jurisdiction and erred in law in various respects—IAC reviewed authorities, I.R. Act 1979, Union 
Rules and found the failure of the committee of management to elect a chair for each meeting did not necessarily result as a 
matter of law in the invalidity of the resolution passed by the committee and that nothing in S.66(2) empowered the President 
to declare the resolutions of the meeting as null and void—IAC further found it was open to the President to conclude that the 
industrial officers were in fact organisers—But not that the Acts including award variation approved of the industrial officers 
and the acting secretary were void—Upheld and Orders Quashed and Varied Respectively—IAC Appeal No. 2 of 1993—Carter 
L.B. and Others v. Drake M.A. and Others—Rowland I, Nicholson/Anderson J.J.—14/10/93—Unions  

Application to alter union rules re name and eligibility continued from (73 WAIG 563, 1232, 1471 and 1764)—Applicant Union 
argued alterations to rules would bring the eligibility rule of the Applicant in line with that of the LTU, that it was consistent 
with the objects of the I.R. Act, the public interest and there was a community of interest between the persons covered by the 
existing eligibility rule of the Applicant and those set out by the proposed rules—LTU, objecting, argued proposed new name 
would confiise the Applicant with itself and that the new rule was almost identical to its existing constitutional rule—Employer 
Objector argued relevant employees were currently eligible for membership of other unions and that there was potential for 
demarcation disputes and that it would adversely prejudice the industrial relations of the objector and the employees—Other 
objecting employers argued that there were not "good reasons" consistent with the objects of the I.R. Act to permit registration 
of the eligibility rule and that the LTU was not in disarray to such an extent that it no longer functioned properly—Other objectors 
withdrew—Full Bench reviewed authorities, union rule, the relationship between the Applicant and its federal counterpart body, 
the state of the LTU, the ability of the Applicant and LTU to serve its members, standards of evidence, and found that there 
was negligible overlapping with unions oilier than the LTU—Full Bench further found a substantial number of persons wished 
to be eligible to be members of the Applicant, that the Applicant and its federal counterpart body were the predominant 
organisations in the hospitality and tourism industry to which the extended coverage was sought and the LTU was not—Full 
Bench plainly found good reasons to allow application despite overlapping, no evidence of likely disputation and that the name 
change was not likely to mislead or be deceptive—Full Bench also gave reasons to do with matters of adjournment and sufficient 
interest to lodge objections—Granted—F.M.W.U.—No. 1167 of 1992—Sharkey P., Negus €., George C.—17/2/93 and 
15/11/93—Unions   

ALLOWANCES— 
Application to vary award re increase in Motor Vehicle Hire Allowance—Respondents argued with changes of second subclause 

currently classifying motor vehicles allowances should be paid under 2 age of vehicle ranges—Commission found on evidence 
that increases sought were warranted and motor vehicle clause should be amended in terms claimed by Applicant—Granted— 
F.C.U. v. Bailiffs Office, Perth and Others—No. 1457 of 1992—Parks C.—4/6/93—Community Services (Bailiffs)  30 

Application for variation to General Order re location allowances—C1CS found on evidence that there had been an increase of 1% 
in the Consumer Price Index and that the allowances should be adjusted to reflect this increase—Granted—T.L.C. v. Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry and Others—No. 943 of 1993—Fielding C, Kennedy C., Parks C.—14/7/93—Private Industry . 1989 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

ALLOWANCES—continued 
Application to vary award re expense related allowances by consent save question of operative date—Applicant union argued that 

the variation should commence from the same date as the corresponding variation to the National Building and Construction 
Industry Award—Respondent employers opposed any retrospectivity—Commission found that the specific application of this 
award to the amendment, being for expenses already incurred during the preceding 12 months, provided special circumstances 
to award date as claimed—Gramed-Al.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Transfield WA Pty Ltd and Others—No. 1181 of 1993—Beech 
C.—21/09/93—Construction  

Application to vary award re increase in expense related allowances—Applicant union sought retrospective operative 
date—Respondent argued that it would be unfair to parties of state award for operative date to be same as federal award as the 
federal award had not been similarly varied—Commission found that Applicant's operative date would not achieve consistency 
across any given building site—Granted in Part—C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Bell Basic Industries Ltd and Others—No. 1182 of 
1993—Beech C.—22/09/93—Building  

Application to vary award re expense related allowances—Applicant union sought operative date the same as counterpart federal 
award—Respondent argued each case depended on its own circumstances—Commission found that expenses had already been 
incurred during preceeding 12 months and was a well established nexus—Granted—C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Adsigns Pty Ltd and 
Others—No. 1183 of 1993—Beech C.—22/09/93—Building  

Application to vary award re insertion of Production Employee classification and mooring allowance—Applicant union sought to 
cover an employee who, with minimum or no supervision, performs all of the tasks assigned including mooring, unmooring, 
rigging and other sea work—Respondent argued that it was inappropriate to provide an allowance for mooring duties in addition 
to the existing wages structure already provided for in the award—Commission found on evidence that based on a 12 hour shift, 
an appropriate sum would be $24 per shift for each shift or part thereof and granted retrospectivity to the initial lodgement of 
the application—Ordered Accordingly—A.W.U. v. Dampler Salt (Operations) Pty Ltd and Others—No. 1225 of 1992—Gregor 
C—05/11/93—Salt    

Application to vary award re district allowance—Parties sought to increase allowance following General Order on location 
allowance—Commission found no reason to not allow order to issue but service pay should reflect amounts in company's copy 
of award and adjusted totals accordingly—Granted—Hamersley Iron Pty Limited v. A.W.U. and Others—No. 1220 of 
1993—Fielding G—29/09/93—Mining   

ANNUAL LEAVE— 
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re wages, pro rata annual leave and payment in lieu of two weeks notice 

and dismissals—Respondent argued that nothing was stated in contract in regards to payment of 2 weeks pro rata annual 
leave—Commission found on evidence claim for wages for work performed and annual leave were made out—Granted in 
Part—Reilly G.M. v. Aust Asian Feeds Pty Ltd—No. 217 of 1993—Beech C.—21/5/93—Stock Feeds  1861 

Complaint re alleged breach of award—Complainant Union sought payment for accrued untaken annual leave and pro rata leave 
pursuant to the award—Industrial Magistrate found undisputed evidence in favour of Applicant—Granted—F.P.F.A.I.I.U. v. 
Jackobin Holding Pty Ltd t/a Total Jarrah—Complaint No. 221 of 1992—Black S.M.—26/05/93—Furniture Manufacturing . 2474 

Complaint re breach of Annual Leave General Order—Complainant argued that it was entitled to payment in lieu of annual leave 
when employment terminated—Defendant argued that no employee relationship existed as Complainant was a principal not 
employee—Industrial Magistrate found on evidence in favour of Respondent—Dismissed—Koivisto J.W. v. Barrett Koivisto 
Scatena Pty Ltd—No. SCP 33 of 1993—Architectural Services  2474 

APPEAL— 
'Application for alteration of union rules re eligibility for membership (continued from 73 WAIG 563, 1232 and 1471)—TWU 

withdrew objection following amendment of application—Applicant argued solicitors and "Acting Secretary" had no authority 
to act on behalf of the FLAIEU and that an appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court had no effect because it was incompetent—Full 
Bench reviewed matters before the President, IAC, Regulation 6 of the Industrial Arbitration Act (WA Industrial Appeal Court) 
Regulations 1980 and found the order of the President subject of the appeal remained valid but unenforceable therefore no order 
prevented the objection of the FLAIEU being treated as valid—Full Bench granted in part application for further and better 
particulars—Full Bench further found it was not for it to determine whether an appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court was 
competent or not and that therefore the stay of proceedings under Regulation 6 of the IAC Regulations operated—Ordered 
Accordingly and Adjourned—F.M.W.U—No. 1167 of 1992—Sharkey P., Negus C, George C.—25/6/93—Unions  

Appeal against speaker of Legislative Assembly and President of Legislative Council to terminate employment—Applicant argued 
that dismissal arose from his opposition to another contractor's work with Legislative Council and defamation against 
him—Respondent argued that a thorough investigation was undertaken and management was not satisfied with his responses 
to questions regarding a sum of money and suspected dishonesty—PSAB found on evidence that poor management style and 
interpersonal skills, not technical competence, led to dismissal—PSAB found some elements of unfairness but on the totality 
of evidence there was ample good reason to exercise the right to terminate the contract—PSAB further found that Applicant 
was due a back dated salary increase and 3 months pay in lieu of notice—Granted in Part—Davids M. v. Hon. Mike Barrett 
IP, MLA and Another—PSAB 14 of 1992—Negus C., Musson/Farrar—13/1/93—Government Administration  

Appeal against decision of State Government Insurance Commission re termination of employment—Appellant argued that her 
dismissal was harsh and unfair because confusion surrounded the circumstances by which certain insurance proposals were 
rejected by the employer and thus deducted from her running total of successes—Respondent argued dismissal was due to 
employee's low performance level and had been counselled no less than 8 times—PSAB found on evidence that constant 
problems arose as a result of Appellant's lack of attention to detail and administrative follow-up, that Appellant had breached 
F.A.A. Act rules and numerous complaints were received from customers and therefore the Respondent's decision was not 
unfair—Dismissed—Foster B. v. S.G.U.C.—No. PSAB 16 of 1992—Negus C, Sivewright/Williams—24/6/93—Insurance . 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2836) re contractual entitlements—Commission found on the authority of an 
IAC decision delivered after the Full Bench had reserved its decision that there was no jurisdictional to hear the matter on appeal 
or at first instance and it was its duty to entertain the jurisdiction point—^Dismissed—Keating Dr P.—Biotech International 
Limited—Appeal No. 1588 of 1992—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Salmon C.—25/6/93—Bio Technology  

'Appeals against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 397) re dismissed contractual entitlements and unfair dismissal claims—Full 
Bench found amended claim was not properly before the Commission and the claim at best sought contractual entitlements after 
the termination without seeking reinstatement at the same time—Dismissed—Michael J.M. & Another v. Ridgeway B.W. and 
Others—Appeal Nos. 177 & 178 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Halliwell S.C.—6/7/93—Electronics  

'Appeal against decision of Commission in Court Session (72 WAIG 2529) re refusal to grant leave to appeal out of time against 
decision of Long Service Leave Board of Reference—IAC reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the Appellant failed 
to establish the necessary chain of transmission of Services and having regard to the weakness of the Appellant's case the 
dismissal of the application did not give rise to an injustice—Dismissed—Ryan R.J. v. Hazelby K.N. and Lester t/a Carnarvon 
Waste Disposals—IAC No. 13 of 1992—Kennedy C, Rowland L, Nicholson J.—21/5/93—Waste Disposal  

'Appeals against decision of Full Bench (73 WAIG 225) re redundancy payments based on implied term in contract of 
employment—Appellant argued Commission had no jurisdiction to deal with the matter—IAC reviewed authorities. Sections 
7,23 and 29 of the I.R. Act and found absent any industrial dispute and a claim to reinstate a dismissed employer the Commission 
did not have jurisdiction to deal with the common law contact between an ex-employer and ex-employee—Upheld—Coles Myer 
Ltd t/a Coles Supermarkets v. Coppin K.F. and Others—IAC No. 3, 4 and 5 of 1993 Kennedy J., Rowland J., Nicholson 
L—9/6/93—Retail     

'Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1865) re contractual entitlements—Application to alter grounds of appeal—Full 
Bench reviewed authorities and found no questions of policy, waiver or estoppel were material and it was the duty of an appellate 
court to entertain a plea as to jurisdiction at any stage even if the point was not raised in the court below—Granted—SGS 
Australian Pty Ltd v. Taylor T.—Appeal No. 35 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C., Kennedy C.—29/6/93—Wool  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

APPEAL—continued 
Appeal against decision of Public Service Commissioner to dismiss employee—Appellant argued that employment was as a 

permanent employee with a fixed term appointment—Respondent argued that as matter was result of a fixed term contract 
expiring at the end of term and therefore there was no dismissal to invoke the Boards jurisdiction—PSAB reviewed I.R. Act 
and found on evidence that renewal or extension was a term of employee's contract and that he should be dealt with as if 
misconduct finding had not been made and be reinstated so that consideration of extension of employment could be 
made—Upheld—Metaxas Jf. v. P.S.C.—No. PSAB 9 of 1993—Negus C., Chinnery/Rea—16/6/93—Public Administration .. 

Appeal against decision of Commission (71 WAIG 2655) re additional redundancy payments—Appellant argued that Commission 
erred in law in finding that it had jurisdiction to award payment to dismissed employees without an order for reinstatement as 
per Pepler's Case and Kounis Case and that the federal award standard for redundancy applicable in the plastics industry was 
that of the TCR provisions where there was no such evidence—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that 
as the case was a claim for redundancy after termination of contract of service, there was no industrial matter therefore no 
jurisdiction to award payment—Upheld and Decision Quashed—F.M.W.U. v. Gromark Packaging Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 1568 
of 1991—Sharkey P., Negus C, George C.—30/07/93—Plastics  

Appeal against decision of Totalisator Agency Board to terminate employment for alleged gross neglect of duty—Respondent 
employer argued that Appellant was charged with breaching the TAB Betting Act and sought payment of a shortfall in the 
agencies funds—PSAB found on evidence that Appellant was aware of his employers instructions and attitude to credit betting 
and conducted himself in a way which repudiated the contract of service therefore summary dismissal was neither harsh nor 
unfair—Dismissed—Hamersley G. v. Totalisator Agency Board—No. PSAB 11 of 1993—Negus €., Sivewright/Reynolds— 
18/8/93—Betting   

Cross Appeals against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1865) re denied contractual entitlements—Appellant employer argued 
that Commission's order at first instance was made without jurisdiction as per Coles Supermarkets v. Coppin and Others in 
that there was no industrial matter and no claim for reinstatement—Respndent argued that it would be inequitable for the Full 
Bench to hear appeal whilst orders of the Commission were flagrantly disobeyed—^Respondent further argued that Commission 
had erred in fact or law which went to the amount ordered to be paid—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence 
that it could not enforce the order, that as the contract of employment had ceased there was no jurisdiction to hear claim—Upheld 
and Dismissed—SGS Australia Pty Ltd v. Taylor T.—Appeal Nos. 35 of 1993 and 72 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C, Kennedy 
C.—12/08/93—'Wool   

Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1336) re denied contractual entitlements—Appellant sought an extension of time 
within which to file an application to extend time and appeal book—Full Bench found that there was not sufficient prejudice 
suffered by the Respondent therefore adjournment should be granted—Adjourned Sine Die—Pampus Pty Ltd t/a Lancet 
Scientific and Surgical Supplies v. Weir D.N.—Appeal No. 770 of 1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., George 
C.—21/08/92—Scientific and Surgical Supplies  

Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re breach of award—Appellant employer argued that the decision to 
not grant an adjournment was a miscarriage of the discretion of the Industrial Magistrate—Full Bench found on evidence that 
the injustice to the Appellant in not having the matter heard was outweighed by the injustice occasioned to the Respondent in 
not having the matter completed in a reasonable time—Dismissed—Jackobin Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Tbtal Jarrah v. 
F.P.F.A.I.U.—Appeal No. 934 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., George C.—06/09/93 Furniture  

Application for stay of order re denied contractual entitlements pending appeal to Full Bench—President found appeal was not 
instituted in time and therefore had no jurisdiction—Dismissed—Tri Star Group Pty Ltd v. Ball D.J.—No. 1033 of 
1993_lsharkey P.—02/09/93—^Business Management Services  

Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1798) re award variation for redundancy provisions—Appellant argued that 
Commission erred in law in hearing and deciding matter as Respondent was not an organisation named as party to award 
therefore it had no standing to bring application and it was bound to apply wage fixing principles—Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found on evidence that Respondent was not able to submit application, that Commission was bound to give effect 
to wage fixing principles which should have been referred to Commission in Court Session as a special case and therefore appeal 
must fail—Upheld and Decision Quashed—Albany Plasterers and Others v. B.T.A. and Others—Appeal Nos. 975 and 982 of 
1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., George C.—12/08/93—Building  

2Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re breach of award—Appellant argued Industrial Magistrate erred in 
denying an adjournment contrary to natural justice, finding the defendant was bound by the award, failing to consider whether 
an exclusion in the definitions clause applied and in ordering payment for the total claim—Full Bench reviewed authorities and 
found an injustice had occurred such as to enable the Full Bench to interfere—At speaking to the minutes the Respondent argued, 
inter alia, that Full Bench should review its decision or that a question of law was raised and the President should state a case 
to the Industrial Appeal Court—Full Bench found Respondent was attempting to argue an appeal and that the appeal was fully 
heard, determined and decided upon—Upheld and Remitted—Grade Pty Ltd (Formerly World Enzymes Pty Ltd) v. McCorry 
G., Department of Productivity and Labour Relations—Appeal No. 1390 of 1992—Sharkey P., Fielding C., Negus C.—04/05/93 
and 03/08/93—Retail and Wholesale Trade  

2Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2872) re compensation payment for unfair dismissal—Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found that the real crax of the matter was that the Commission acted contrary to the ratio decidendi of decisions 
of the Industrial Appeal Court—Full Bench found until the Industrial Appeal Court reviewed the past decisions then the 
Commission was bound by those cases—Dismissed—Nappy Happy Service v. F.M.W.U.—Appeal No. 1592 of 1992—Sharkey 
P., Negus C., Kennedy C.—27/07/93—Laundry and Drycleaners  

2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 412) re reinstatement to a lower grade position on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal—Appellant argued Commission erred in various finding of fact, in failing to properly apply the law in respect of 
misconduct, in failing to give sufficient weight to the public interest in whether the Respondent was a fit and proper person 
to hold office in the police force and having found that the actions of the Respondent required severe disciplinary action, by 
substituting the opinion for that of the Appellant—Full Bench reviewed authorities. Police Force Regulations and Police Force 
Act 1892 and found it was open to the Commission to find on video and oral evidence that there was no premeditation to the 
assault but that finding did not dispose of the Commission's duty to consider and give proper weight to those factors arising 
out of the assault—Full Bench further found that the Commissioner of Police did not abuse his statutory duty and it was not 
for the Commission to look at what was done in the light of punishment as it did—Upheld—Minister For Police and Another 
v. Smith D.J—Appeal No. 149 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Fielding C.—27/08/93—Police Service  

2Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2613) dismissing claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal—Appellant argued Commission erred in finding relating to a car accident, failed to account for all facts and erred 
in finding that the Respondent did not act with harshness or oppression towards the Appellant—Full Bench found Commission's 
failure to find that a denial of representation was unfair was not an error which should result in finding the dismissal unfair 
and no procedural unfairness in not making certain specifications in letters of dismissal—Full Bench further found that findings 
relating to inter alia failure to comply with directions, provide books and reports were open on the evidence—Dismissed— 
Mac ale D.M. v. Ngowar Aerwah Aboriginal Corporation—Appeal No. 1491 of 1992—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Fielding 
C.—22/07/93—Health and Community Services  

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (72 WAIG 25) dismissing an appeal against the decision of the Commission making a new 
award—Appellant argued Full Bench erred in failing to hold that Commission had denied natural justice re findings about the 
motives of Appellant in retiring from Agreement when there was insufficient evidence and Appellant was not afforded the 
opportunity to make submissions or lead evidence—First Respondent argued it could be reasonably apprehended that the 
Commission would have considered the issues and that the findings were open to it—Industrial Appeal Court reviewed the I.R. 
Act, Wage Fixing Principles and found that though the retirement and failure to co-operate was squarely before the Commission 
the Appellant's motives were not and so were not open to evaluation—IAC further found Full Bench erred in its understanding 
of Steads case by not considering whether notification of the Appellant that its motives were on issue it would have made any 
difference to the decision—Upheld and Remitted—R.R.I.A. v. A.M.W.S.U. and Others—IAC Appeal No. 32 of 
1991—Nicholson J., Wallwork L, Owen J.—15/01/93—Iron Ore Mining  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

APPEAL—continued 
Appeal against decision of Public Service Commissioner re termination of employee for alleged misconduct—Respondent employer 

argued that employee had attempted to cover up his serious demeanours and was left with no alternative but to dismiss 
Appellant—PSAB found on evidence there was no corrupt intent or profit from the misconduct, that Appellant had an 
unblemished record of service and ordered that he be given the strongest possible sanction short of dismissal—Upheld—Marek 

■ J. v. Public Service Commission—PSAB 10 of 1993—Negus C, King/Treymant—27/08/93—Fisheries  
Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2859) re dismissed claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 

dismissal—Appellant union argued that the Commission erred in fact or in law in finding that the Respondent was entitled to 
summarily dismiss employees when there was no sufficient evidence that the fight was one of serious enough nature to render 
the employees liable to dismissal and potential to disrupt harmony of the village—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found 
on evidence that the altercation was a serious one, that although it did not create disharmony in the village it was such that 
amounted to rejection of the contract of employment—Dismissed—A.W.U. v. Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 
1525 of 1992—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Parks C—24/09/93—Mining  

Appeal against decision to summarily dismiss employee for misconduct—Applicant claimed that he was unaware of Code of Conduct 
and use of wife's promotional firm was due in good faith as main concern was to hire best promotional group—^Respondent 
argued that as employee had breached Code of conduct and was 'prima facie' a criminal offence and there now existed a total 
lack of trust dismissal was warranted—PSAB reviewed authorities and found on evidence that by Respondent dismissing 
employee after Minister's decision for formal reprimand and options to resolve conflict were given the dismissal was unfair 
but was not persuaded that reinstatement should occur as position was lost in Respondent's restructure—PSAB further found 
that employee should be compensated in amount equal to 6 months salary—Granted in part—Denver D. v. W.A.P.M.A.—PSAB 
15 of 1993—Public Service Appeal Board—14/09/93—Market Research Services (Public Administration)  

2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1626) re dismissed claim over speed and manning of mutton chain—Appellant 
argued Commission denied natural justice by not allowing submissions, examination of witness or opposing evidence on a report 
received as evidence—Appellant fttrther argued Commission did not completely hear matter and failed to issue minutes of 
proposed order and reasons for decision—Respondent conceded Appeal—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that there 
had been a denial of natural justice and that the appropriate remedy was to quash the decision—Upheld—W.A.M.C. v. 
A.M.E.l.E.U.—Appeal No. 890 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Gregor C—05/08/93—Meat  

'Appeal against Decision of Board of Reference (73 WAIG 1594) re assessment of amount of ordinary pay for purposes of long 
service leave entitlements—Appllant argued BOR failed to give sufficient reasons for decision, wrongly stated the question 
to be decided and failed to decide claim made—CICS reviewed authorities, C1PPLSL Act, heard Appeal in stricto sensu and 
found the BOR applied the provisions of CIPPLSL Act to the agreed facts and reached the correct conclusion as a 
result—Dismissed—Kirfield Engineering Pty Ltd v. Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Payments 
Board—Appeal No. 914 of 1993—Halliwell S.C., George C, Parks C.—28/09/93—Construction  

'Appeal against Decision of Commission (71 WAIG 582) re new Award, remitted from Industrial Appal Court (73 WAIG 1993) 
to consider the correct principle and test on whether the Commission at first instance could not possibly have come to any other 
conclusion—Appellant argued test in Steads' case could only be satisfied if the Wage Fixing Principles bound the Commission 
to impse the conditions previously contained in an Industrial Agreement—Full Bench found that the Commission erred as 
discretion to come to another opinion existed and that the whole order was null and void whether appealed in whole or in 
part—Upheld and Quashed—RR1A v. AMWSU and Others-—Appeal No. 436 of 1991—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Gregor 
C—23/08/93—Mining   

'Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1352) re reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Application for 
extension of time for instituting appal—Appellant argued appal involved serious issues of fact and law delay was slight and 
it would be harsh to penalise the Appellant for an omission arising out of a misunderstanding between its representatives—Full 
Bench amended Respondent—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on majority that, having regard to all factual 
circumstances, the history of the proceedings, the conduct of the Applicant/Respndent during and after those proceedings, the 
consequences for the parties and the "vested right to retain the judgement" no inequity was done to the Appellant in refusing 
the application—Dismissed—Tip Top Bakeries v. T.W.U.—Appeal No. 844 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Halliwell 
S.C.—17/09/93—Food and Beverage Manufacture  

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (72 WAIG 1282) to uphold appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (71 WAIG 207) 
following remittal from Industrial Appeal Court (71 WAIG 2259) to hear and determine matters subject of complaints— 
Appllant argued Full Bench made errors of principle in deciding there was insufficient evidence to justify Industrial Magistrate's 
findings and matter should be remitted to Industrial Magistrate or Full Bench—IAC reviewed authorities and found although 
it was not necessary to know precisely what the employee received per week for all her work it was not determinative of the 
Appeal—IAC further found having regard to the insufficient evidence to establish the hourly rate paid by the Respondent, the 
long history of the litigation, and relative insignificance of the complaints to which evidence of taxation paid was irrelevant, 
there was little justification in remitting the matter—Dismissed—McCorry G. v. Como Investments Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 7 
of 1992—Franklyn J. (A.P.)/Nicholson J/IPP J.—23/10/92—Hotels and Restaurants  

'Cross Appals against decision of Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re breaches of award—Appellant employer argued that 
Industrial Magistrate erred in finding that employee was a cashier and not a receptionist—Appellant further argued that Industrial 
Magistrate erred in failing in respect of each complaint and each week of each complaint to make the necessary findings of 
fact or law on the essential elements necessary to establish each such complaint in respect of each week of 
employment—Respondent argued that penalties imposed were manifestly inadequate in regard to seriousness of the breaches 
and that Industrial Magistrate erred in finding that payment to the employee in excess of the rates prescribed was a mitigating 
factor—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that Industrial Magistrate erred in imposing multiple penalties 
for the one breach and imposed the one penalty in lieu of the 68 penalties—Upheld—Como Investments Pty Ltd v. McCorry 
G.—Appeal Nos. 1133 and 1164 of 1990—Sharkey P., Fielding C, George C.—19/10/93—Hospitality  

'Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1900) re reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Appellant argued 
Commission erred in finding that the Respondent was dismissed when offered alternative employment or that it failed to have 
sufficient regard to the established principles in exercising the power of reinstatement—Full Bench found no term in contract 
of service re transferability and that the dismissal was summary—Full Bench found, though the order was within jurisdiction, 
the Commission miscarried in its discretion to order re-employment—Upheld—Real Estate Institute of W.A. Inc. v. 
F.C.U.—Appeal No. 939 of 1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Beech C.—23/11/93—Property Services  

'Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (73 WAIG 2473) re failure to pay wages for public holiday pursuant to award—Full 
Bench gave reasons for extending time to file and serve appeal book—Appellant argued Industrial Magistrate erred in finding 
no reasonable excuse for absence on day prior to public holiday—Majority of Full Bench reviewed authorities and found 
employee absented himself contrary to award and acting pursuant to a union mattered not—Dissenting opinion found employee 
not absent from work before public holiday—Dismissed—A.E.E.F.E.U. v. Chei Australia Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 1286 of 
1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Fielding C.—2/12/93—Construction  

'Application for substituted service (incorporating notice in newspaper) and extension of time to lodge appeal books—Appellant 
argued cost of serving all parties was unwarranted and unjust—Full Bench found an order was necessaty and expedient for the 
expeditious and just hearing and determination of the matter—Granted—Burswood Resort (Management) Limited v. Actors 
Equity—No. 1283 of 1993—Sharkey P., Beech C., Parks C.—15/11/93—Accommodation, Cafes and Restaurants  

'Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1600) re contractual entitlements—Full Bench gave reasons for ordering 
adjournment, leave to apply for costs due to adjournment and that justice required extension of time to lodge appeal—Full Bench 
found case not distinguishable from Coles/Myer—Upheld—Tri Star Group Pty Ltd v. Ball D.J.—Appeal No. 1032 of 
1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C.—Beech C.—22/9/93 and 3/11/93—Computer Services  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

APPEAL—continued 
'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (73 WAIG 1458) re contractual entitlements—Respondent conceded appeal but argued IAC 

had no jurisdiction to make any order in relation to the sum held in a joint bank account pursuant to the Presidents' order as 
there was no appeal against the stay—IAC found interlocutory order made in the case of an appeal against an order the 
Commission made without jurisdiction is void—Ordered Accordingly—Gail Force Manpower Services Pty Ltd and Another 
v. Pozzi R.—IAC Appeal No. 15 of 1993—Kennedy J., Rowland J., Franklyn J.—16/9/93—Marketing and Business 
Management Services  2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1612) re denied contractual entitlements—Respondent argued contract of service 
was on foot when application was filed due to payment of benefits on termination—Full Bench reviewed authorities, applied 
Coles/Myer decision and found there was no jurisdiction—Upheld—O'Connor T. and Sons Pty Ltd v. Sakal H.J.—Appeal No. 
936 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C, Beech C.—26/11/1993—Construction Trade Services  2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1344) re Tally and Rodding Allowance—Appellant argued, inter alia, the 
Commission erred in finding tally should be increased despite the fact the slaughtering system was not 100% efficient—Further 
Appellant argued Commission erred in various findings of fact, refusal to grant inspection and breached natural justice in 
receiving a DOSHWA evidence without allowing submissions on it—Respondent argued earnings of employees were actually 
increasing and that operation between different abbatoirs were comparable—Full Bench found there was a sparseness of findings 
or reasons which would put the reasons close to offending the authorities—Full Bench reviewed authorities, adopted plain 
meaning of the award and found that the Commission having found that the systems was not a 100% efficient, had no alternative 
under the award but to say that the tally was not to be negotiated—Full Bench paid no attention to the loss of earning as required 
under the Wage Fixing Principles and erred in not deciding upon a request for an inspection—Full Bench further found that 
no opportunity to be heard in relation to the DOSHWA report or afford the party speaking to the minutes or producing orders 
in the form of minutes which rendered the decision invalid such that it must be quashed—Upheld and Quashed—A.M.I.E.U. 
v. Clover Meats—Appeal No. 837 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C, Parks C.—26/11/93—Meat and Meat Product 
Manufacturing   

'Appeal against decision of President (73 WAIG 254) re orders relating to the conduct of union committee of management and its 
business—Respondent argued notwithstanding the fact that each resolution of the committee of management may not be capable 
of being struck down as a matter of law the President was able to look at the conduct of the majority and the way in which 
they conducted the affairs of the union and decide that the resolutions as a whole could not stand—Appellant argued President 
acted without or in excess jurisdiction and erred in law in various respects—IAC reviewed authorities, I.R. Act 1979, Union 
Rules and found the failure of the committee of management to elect a chair for each meeting did not necessarily result as a 
matter of law in the invalidity of the resolution passed by the committee and that nothing in S.66(2) empowered the President 
to declare the resolutions of the meeting as null and void—IAC further found it was open to the ftesident to conclude that the 
industrial officers were in fact organisers—But not that the Acts including award variation approved of the industrial officers 
and the acting secretary were void—Upheld and Orders Quashed and Varied Respectively—IAC Appeal No. 2 of 1993—Carter 
L.B. and Others v. Drake M.A. and Others—Rowland J., Nicholson/Anderson J.J.—14/10/93—Unions  

Application to vary awards re Key Minimum Classification Rates under Minimum Rates Adjustment Principle—In Supplementary 
Reasons, Respondent argued that changes to the skill levels would be required and the union had refused to amend any aspect 
of the structure—CICS found on evidence that Appendix A should be varied to accommodate changes to clarify the skill 
adaptors, that it was not prepared to issue a timeframe to review all clerical classifications and ordered arrangements for 
implementation and payment where increases result from the new classification structure—Ordered Accordingly—F.C.U. v. 
Bunning Bros. Limited and Others—nos. 1579C, 1583C and 1584D of 1989(R2)—Coleman C.C., Negus C., Parks 
C.—25/6/93—Clerical   

Application to be joined as parties to awards—Commission was satisfied that those named unions should be added to reflect the claim 
as filed—Granted—S.D.A. v. Premier of Western Australia and Others—Nos. 342, 344-348 and 351 of 1993—Kennedy 
C—8/6/93—Wholesale   

Application to vary award re increase in Motor Vehicle Hire Allowance—Respondents argued with changes of second subclause 
currently classifying motor vehicles allowances should be paid under 2 age of vehicle ranges—Commission found on evidence 
that increases sought were warranted and motor vehicle clause should be amended in terms claimed by Applicant—Granted— 
F.C.U. v. Bailiffs Office, Perth and Others—No. 1457 of 1992—Parks C.—4/6/93—Community Services (Bailiffs)  

Application to vary award re insertion of redundancy provision—Commission was asked to determine as preliminary points whether 
the matter should be referred to a Commission in Court Session and that matter should be adjourned to await developments 
in the Federal Commission or listed with another party in that Commission—Application was adjourned and relisted for 
hearing—Commission further heard evidence from both parties as to what definition was more pertinent to the building industry 
and found that the wider meaning of redundancy although not as literal as that in the federal award should apply—Ordered 
Accordingly—B.T.A. v. Adsigns Pty Ltd and Others—No. 1686 of 1990—Beech C.—4/6/93—Building  

Application for inteipretation of definition of non-working day in Clerks' (Hotels, Motels and Clubs) Award—Respondent sought 
to amend definition by deleting "part-time' so 'non-working day' was recognised as any day where employee was unavailable 
to perform ordinary hours of work—Union argued that part-time employees should not be denied traditional privilege equivalent 
to day workers for holiday falling on Saturday or Sunday and being observed on Monday or Tuesday—Commission found an 
evidence that amendment to include both part-time and full-time employees did not alter status of 'non-working day' and 
definition of 'paid holiday* was to remain as a named holiday—Granted—F.C.U v. Commercial Hotel and Others—No. 1582B 
of 1989 (R2)-—Parks C.—19/7/93—Pubs, Taverns and Bars (Clerical)  

Application to vary award re horizontal pay scales—Applicant union argued that the implementation of merit promotion clearly was 
integral to the introduction of overlapping pay scales—Respondent argued that the operative date for the application of 
performance increments should be later to allow management systems to ensure integrity of the appraisal—Commission found 
on evidence that the overlapping pay scales would see increments being expressed separate from the salary rates—Ordered 
Accordingly—W.A.P.U. v. Minister for Police—No. P10(3) of 1991—Kennedy C.—14/7/93—Police  

Application to vary award re Special Conditions—Applicant employers argued that in relinquishment of special rights and associated 
benefits it removed the justification to vary the $9.00 wage component which would be absorbed into wage 
increases—Respondent union argued that the application was motivated by pecuniary interest—Commission found on evidence 
that both parties wrongly viewed the status of the Clause in terms of the wage component being dependent on the flexibility 
trade-offs however agreed with the employers that the $9.00 component was an anachronism—Granted—F.D.U. v. Woolworths 
(WA) Ltd and Others—No. 269 of 1993—Parks C.—11/8/93—Retail  

Application to vary award re Special Rates and Provisions—Applicant unions sought to increase allowances due to additional 
responsibilities imposed on Government employees who are required to act as nominated electrical workers—Respondent 
employers argued that any increase should be based on indexation movements—Commission reviewed Regulations and 
definition of "nominated electrical worker" and found that there was insufficient evidence before it to decide whether the 
allowance should be abolished and included in the classification or accommodated under existing classification 
definitions—Commission further found that the existing allowance should be increased to reflect State Wage Case 
Decisions—Ordered Accordingly—A.E.E.F.E.U. and Another v. Hon. Minister for Works and Others—No. 440 of 
1991—George C.—11/8/93—Electricity  

Application to vary award re Transfers and Relieving—Applicant employer argued that the changes reflected a review of the 
conditions applying to public servants which have teen endorsed formally in the relevant award—Respondent union argued 
that the employers' proposals amounted to an attempt to reduce conditions of employment in this area—Commission found 
on evidence that the link with public service standards did not go to standards of accommodation in relation to the employees 
concerned and found it appropriate to insert provisions within the amendment for genuine choice of alternatives—Ordered 
Accordingly—W.A.F.B.B. v. U.F.U.—No. 128 of 1993—Kennedy C.—23/08/93—Emergency Services  
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AWARDS—continued 
Application for stay of order re award variation pending appeal to Full Bench—Appellant employers argued that balance of 

convenience lied with it as there were a large number of employers who employed a large number of employees and the recovery 
of payments made in the event that the appeals succeeded was an impractical exercise—Applicant further argued that the trust 
deed had not been amended and there was an element of reboactivity—Respondent unions argued that a lengthy delay had 
already being paid into the fund—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that a stay should be granted only 
insofar as it entitled employees who are bona fides dismissed for misconduct or refusal of duty—Ordered Accordingly—Albany 
Plasterers and Others v. B.T.A. and Others—Nos. 1055 and 1091 of 1993—Sharkey P.—04/08/93—Building  

Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1798) re award variation for redundancy provisions—Appellant argued that 
Commission erred in law in hearing and deciding matter as Respondent was not an organisation named as party to award 
therefore it had no standing to bring application and it was bound to apply wage fixing principles—Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found on evidence that Respondent was not able to submit application, that Commission was bound to give effect 
to wage fixing principles which should have been referred to Commission in Court Session as a special case and therefore appeal 
must fail—Upheld and Decision Quashed—Albany Plasterers and Others v, B.T.A. and Others—Appeal Nos. 975 and 982 of 
1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., George C.—12/08/93—Building  

Application to vary award re changes in working arrangement, increase functions of integrated work group and additional 
classification level by consent—Applicant argued that extra selected skills gained from the changes in operation warranted an 
additional classification level for mine transport services—Commission found significant net additions to work requirements 
warranted the new additional classification—Granted—Hamersley Iron Pty Limited v. A.W.U.—No. 927 of 1993—Fielding 
C—12/08/93—Iron Ore  

Application to vary award re overtime provisions—Applicant argued exclusive jurisdiction of PSA might allow improvement in 
conditions despite they being contrary to Wage Fixing Principles—Public Service Arbitrator approved only matters agreed upon 
by parties—Granted in Part—C.S.A. v. Commissioner, Public Service Commission—No. P22 of 1992—Negus C.—27/08/93— 
Government Administration  

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (72 WAIG 25) dismissing an appeal against the decision of the Commission making a new 
award—Appellant argued Full Bench erred in failing to hold that Commission had denied natural justice re findings about the 
motives of Appellant in retiring from Agreement when there was insufficient evidence and Appellant was not afforded the 
opportunity to make submissions or lead evidence—First Respondent argued it could be reasonably apprehended that the 
Commission would have considered the issues and that the findings were open to it—Industrial Appeal Court reviewed the I.R. 
Act, Wage Fixing Principles and found that though the retirement and failure to co-operate was squarely before the Commission 
the Appellant's motives were not and so were not open to evaluation—1AC further found Full Bench erred in its understanding 
of Steals case by not considering whether notification of the Appellant that its motives were on issue it would have made any 
difference to the decision—Upheld and Remitted—R.R.I.A. v. A.M.W.S.U. and Others—1AC Appeal No. 32 of 
1991—Nicholson J., Wallwork J., Owen J.—15/01/93—Iron Ore Mining  

Application for a new award to cover entertainers making live performances—Applicant union argued there were problems in securing 
reasonable and enforceable conditions of employment and sought terms reflecting a federal award—Objecting Respondents 
argued sub-contract and scope clauses were beyond jurisdiction, not in the public interest and beyond the union's constitutional 
coverage—Respondents further argued no sufficient merit had been established for award to issue—Commission reviewed 
authorities and found jurisdiction and merit to make an award—Commission divided matter to deal with terms and conditions 
in industries of rejecting Respondents—At Speaking to Minutes CCIWA argued parties had not been heard and Reasons for 
Decision had not disposed of obligations under Wage Fixing Principles—Commission found union failed to express minimum 
wages in 2 columns, deleted some Respondents from award to issue and incorporated changes to better reflect decision—Ordered 
Accordingly—A.E.W.A. v. Playback Theatre and Others—No. A18 of 1989—Kennedy C.—4/6/93, 23/8/93 and 27/8/93— 
Entertainment   

Application for interpretation of award re commuted overtime allowance—Applicant union argued that the clause could not be said 
to be in any way ambiguous and was designed to compensate fisheries officers for being required to work in excess of prescribed 
hours of duty—Respondent argued that only time worked in excess of prescribed hours of duty would count for the purposes 
of receiving the 15% allowance—Commission found that the clause was clear and that if the Applicant desired a more liberal 
exercise of the C.E.O.'s discretion an application could be lodged to determine precisely the work patterns which should result 
in the additional 15% being payable—-C.S.A. v. Public Service Commission—No. P28 of 1992—Negus C.—15/09/93— 
Fisheries   

Application to vary award re expense related allowances by consent save question of operative date—Applicant union argued that 
the variation should commence from the same date as the corresponding variation to the National Building and Construction 
Industry Award—Respondent employers opposed any retrospectivity—Commission found that the specific application of this 
award to the amendment, being for expenses already incurred during the preceding 12 months, provided special circumstances 
to award date as claimed—Granted—-C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Transfield WA Pty Ltd and Others—No. 1181 of 1993—Beech 
C.—21/09/93—Construction  

Application to vary award re increase in expense related allowances—Applicant union sought retrospective operative 
date—Respondent argued that it would be unfair to parties of state award for operative date to be same as federal award as the 
federal award had not been similarly varied—Commission found that Applicant's operative date would not achieve consistency 
across any given building site—Granted in Part—C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Bell Basic Industries Ltd and Others—No. 1182 of 
1993—Beech C.—22/09/93—Building  

Application to vary award re expense related allowances—Applicant union sought operative date the same as counterpart federal 
award—Respondent argued each case depended on its own circumstances—Commission found that expenses had already been 
incurred during preceeding 12 months and was a well established nexus—Granted—C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Adsigns Pty Ltd and 
Others—No. 1183 of 1993—Beech C.—22/09/93—Building  

Application to vary award re district allowance—Parties sought to increase allowance following General Order on location 
allowance—Commission found no reason to not allow order to issue but service pay should reflect amounts in company's copy 
of award and adjusted totals accordingly—Granted—Hamersley Iron Pty Limited v. A.W.U. and Others—No. 1220 of 
1993—Fielding C.—29/09/93—Mining  

Application to vary award re allowances—Applicant claimed increase in meal allowance to reflect change in CP1 for industry bringing 
clause up to date and to establish an isolation allowance—Commission examined adjustments and found changes to be within 
General Order and the Principles and acceded to request for separate operative dates—Granted—Co-operative Bulk Handling 
v. G.H.S.O.A.—No. 1156 of 1993—Fielding C.—06/10/93—Grain Storage  

2Appeal against Decision of Commission (71 WAIG 582) re new Award, remitted from Industrial Appeal Court (73 WAIG 1993) 
to consider the correct principle and test on whether the Commission at first instance could not possibly have come to any other 
conclusion—Appellant argued test in Steads' case could only be satisfied if the Wage Fixing Principles bound the Commission 
to impose the conditions previously contained in an Industrial Agreement—Full Bench found that the Commission erred as 
discretion to come to another opinion existed and that the whole order was null and void whether appealed in whole or in 
part—Upheld and Quashed—RRIA v. AMWSU and Others—Appeal No. 436 of 1991—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Gregor 
G—23/08/93—Mining   

Application to vary award re insertion of Production Employee classification and mooring allowance—Applicant union sought to 
cover an employee who, with minimum or no supervision, performs all of the tasks assigned including mooring, unmooring, 
rigging and other sea work—Respondent argued that it was inappropriate to provide an allowance for mooring duties in addition 
to the existing wages structure already provided for in the award—Commission found on evidence that based on a 12 hour shift, 
an appropriate sum would be $24 per shift for each shift or part thereof and granted retrospectivity to the initial lodgement of 
the application—Ordered Accordingly—A.W.U. v. Dampier Salt (Operations) Pty Ltd and Others—No. 1225 of 1992—Gregor 
C—05/11/93—Salt   
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST- 

AWARDS—continued 
Application to vary award re hours, meal break and wages—Parties sought to increase casual employees' maximum engagement, 

reduce new employees' minimum daily engagement, allow casual employees to forgo meal breaks, exclude company from Easter 
eve overtime, increase wages and superannuation—Commission found that superannuation increase would exceed state wage 
principles however other variations were approved and the superannuation claim withdrawn Granted in Part—S.D.A. v. Coles 
Supermarket Australia and Another—No. 285 of 1993—Beech C.—20/10/93—Supermarket and Grocery Stores  

Application to vary award re Named Parties to Award, Definitions and Liberty to Apply—Applicant claimed that variations arose 
from a technical requirement to name parties of initial proceeding as parties to the award, incorporate definition of the 
Association into the awards and the deletion of Liberty to Apply clause from the Metro Tfcaching Hospitals Award—Commission 
was satisfied that variations sought should issue—Granted—Western Australian Branch of the Australian Medical Association 
Inc v. Minister for Health and the Boards of Management of the Metropolitan Tfeaching Hospitals and Another—Nos. P48 and 
P49 of 1993—Fielding C.—05/11/93—Health Services  

Application to vary award re definitions and maintenance employee classification—^Applicant employer argued that an error had 
occurred in previous orders of the Commission which had changed the level of maintenance employee from one to 
three—Respondent union argued that their position on the proper classification had been constant it thought there had been 
agreement—Commission found on evidence that a simple clerical error had occurred which should be corrected and the interests 
of persons immediately concerned protected—Granted—St John of God Hospital and Others v. F.M.W.U.—No. 1301 of 
1991—Negus C.—2/4/93—Hospitals and Nursing Homes  

Conference referred re claim over terms and conditions of employment relating to a mine site—Respondent argued terms and 
conditions presently on site were consistent with common terms and conditions employed by the company across all its mining 
sites—Respondent further argued that overall range of disabilities identified were inherent in mining industry and did not warrant 
special allowance—Commission found on evidence that as employment conditions had been well established between parties 
for many years it could see no reason to interfere—However, Commission found merit on Applicant's claim for relief of 
circumstances at mine site and ordered company to provide and pay for Rest and Recreation Leave after 7 weeks 
employment—Granted in Part—A.W.U. v. Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd—No. CR303 of 1993—Gregor C.—9/11/93—Metal 
Ore Mining   

Applications to vary award re Sunday work, amended trading hours, substituted public holidays, hours of work, overtime and penalty 
rates—Applicant argued application allowed employees the same number of public holidays accepted throughout the 
country—Applicant further argued that common rule variation was essential as enterprise by enterprise approach was impractical 
and under Structural Efficiency Principle, applications should proceed—Respondent union argued that applications were lodged 
by a small number of 'major player' employers and there was no groundswell of employer sentiment which supported 
changes—Respondent union further argued that s.26 must embrace 'defacto principle' and applications did not fit within 
Principles because of 'negative cost cutting'—Commission found on evidence that award be amended to permit seven day week 
rosters to be drawn up for retail stores currently engaged in seven day business week, but was not convinced that reduction 
in penalty rate was 'emerging trend'—Commission further found that it could not grant substituted public holiday claim as award 
did not have double public holiday provision—Granted in Part—Bunnings Limited and Others v. S.D.A.—No. 1818 of 1991, 
1343 of 1992 and 843 of 1993—Beech C—11/11/93—Retail Trade  2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WA1G 1344) re Tally and Rodding Allowance—Appellant argued, inter alia, the 
Commission erred in finding tally should be increased despite the fact the slaughtering system was not 100% efficient—Further 
Appellant argued Commission erred in various findings of fact, refusal to grant inspection and breached natural justice in 
receiving a DOSHWA evidence without allowing submissions on it—Respondent argued earnings of employees were actually 
increasing and that operation between different abbatoirs were comparable—Full Bench found there was a sparseness of findings 
or reasons which would put the reasons close to offending the authorities—Full Bench reviewed authorities, adopted plain 
meaning of the award and found that the Commission having found that the systems was not a 100% efficient, had no alternative 
under the award but to say that the tally was not to be negotiated—Full Bench paid no attention to the loss of earning as required 
under the Wage Fixing Principles and erred in not deciding upon a request for an inspection—Full Bench further found that 
no opportunity to be heard in relation to the DOSHWA report or afford the party speaking to the minutes or producing orders 
in the form of minutes which rendered the decision invalid such that it must be quashed—Upheld and Quashed—A.M.I.E.U. 
v. Clover Meats—Appeal No. 837 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor €., Parks C.—26/11/93—Meat and Meat Product 
Manufacturing   

Application for a new award to replace two existing awards—Applicant union sought to cover persons employed in cleaning, catering 
and gardening services in private hospital care to the public, residential accommodation for aged or disabled persons as well 
as education, training or residential accommodation to intellectually handicapped persons—Employer company sought as a 
preliminary issue to be excluded from the operation of the proposed award or to have their respondency set aside pending other 
matters and objected on the grounds that it was contrary to the Wage Fixing Principles—Commission found that the definition 
of establishments clearly fell within the health care industry which would overcome potential for disputation and subject to 
amendment of scope clause, the Applicant union had discharged the onus of establishing that the award should be 
granted—Reasons Issued—F.M.W.U. v. Berkeley Challenge Pty Ltd and Others—No. A7 of 1991—Coleman C.C.—3/11/93— 
Health and Community Services  

Application to vary award re terms and conditions to cover existing conditions of employment and complete two new awards—Parties 
argued that the provisions being sought were in line with the Wage Fixing Principles, were within the jurisdiction of the 
Commission and had merit—Respondent sought insertion into contract of service clause which empowered the employer to 
force resignations of employees aged 60 years or more—CICS found that it did have jurisdiction as there was an industrial matter, 
reviewed what conditions currently applied in the award, and determined each claim and gave reasons therefore—Ordered 
Accordingly—S.S.T.U. v. Minister for Education and Another—Nos. T4 and T5 of 1993—Coleman C.C., Kennedy C, George 
C.—27/10/93—^Education  

BOARD OF REFERENCE— 
'Appeal against decision of Commission in Court Session (72 WAIG 2529) re al to grant leave to appeal out of time against decision 

of Long Service Leave Board of Reference—IAC reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the Appellant failed to 
establish the necessary chain of transmission of Services and having regard to the weakness of the Appellant's case the dismissal 
of the application did not give rise to an injustice—Dismissed—Ryan R.J. v. Hazelby K.N. and Lester t/a Carnarvon Waste 
Disposals—IAC No. 13 of 1992—Kennedy C, Rowland J., Nicholson J.—21/5/93—Waste Disposal  

'Appeal against Decision of Board of Reference (73 WAIG 1594) re assessment of amount of ordinary pay for purposes of long 
service leave entitlements—Appellant argued BOR failed to give sufficient reasons for decision, wrongly stated the question 
to be decided and failed to decide claim made—CICS reviewed authorities, CIPPLSL Act, heard Appeal in stricto sensu and 
found the BOR applied the provisions of CIPPLSL Act to the agreed facts and reached the correct conclusion as a 
result—Dismissed—Kirfield Engineering Pty Ltd v. Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Payments 
Board—Appeal No. 914 of 1993—Halliwell S.C., George C, Parks C.—28/09/93—Constfuction  

Claim re determination of long service leave entitlements—BOR found on evidence that as there was no termination of contract of 
service, employment was deemed to be continuous for the purposes of long service leave entitlements—Granted—Hill A.N. 
v. Paul Druitt Real Estate Pty Ltd—File No. 6 of 1993—Pope/Beech/Uphill—Real Estate  

Claim re pro rata long service leave entitlement—BOR found on evidence that as Applicant had only completed 8 years and 5 months 
of service he had not completed the requisite 10 years service to enable pro rata payment—Dismissed—Rideout E. v. Baker 
Hughes Australia Pty Ltd t/a Exlog Australia—File No. 15 of 1993—Pope/Jones/Bcech—16/08/93—Exploration  

Application for long service leave entitlements—Board of Reference found that honorarium paid to Applicant was not a gift for 
voluntary work but a yearly payment for prescribed work undertaken—BOR further found that employer/employee relationship 
had existed between the parties—Granted—Arlow W.R. v. West Australian Suburban TUrf Cricket Association (Inc)—No. 2 
of 1993—Pope (DR)., Beech/Uphill—4)8/06/93—Sport and Recreation  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

BOARD OF REFERENCE—continued 
Application for pro rata long service leave entitlements—Board of Reference found that as applicant had resigned after period of 

7 years and commenced new contract for 5 years it lacked jurisdiction as neither periods of employment were of sufficient length 
to provide an entitlement—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction—Taylor P.W. v. Manely Stanwell Holden—No. 24 of 
1993—Carrigg (Registrar)., Latter/Blyth—04/08/93   

Claim re calculation of long service leave—Applicant argued that absences from work were approved leave without pay on two 
occasions—Respondent argued that it did not grant the leave—BOR found on evidence that Applicant terminated her own 
services on the second period of leave therefore accrual for long service leave entitlements should commence from that 
date—F.M.W.U. v. St John of God Hospital—File No. 12 of 1993—Carrigg/Latter/Uphill—18/05/93—Health  

Claim for pro rata long service leave—BOR found on evidence that Applicant's employment was continuous due to transmission 
of business—BOR also found pro rata long service leave should be paid at the salary rate when services were 
terminated—Granted—Todorovska S v. Express Travel Pty Ltd—File No. 17 of 1993—Carrigg/Jones/Beech—04/08/93— 
Travel   

Application for back payment of allegedly underpaid pro rata long service leave payment—Applicant claimed payment should have 
been made on basis of a salary "package" including annual salary, sum for vehicle, sum for telephone use and statutory 
superannuation contributions—Board of Reference also considered impact of Statute of Limitations, District Court action by 
Applicant against Respondent, Coles/Myer Decision and Long Service Leave Act as to CICS long service leave General 
Order—BOR found that components other than actual salary had not been considered as part of "gross salary, wages, bonus, 
commission "for taxation purposes it is difficult to now accept the argument that they are now part of a rate of pay—Further, 
the definition of "rate of pay" in General Order did not support claim—Dismissed—Marsh K.R. v. Mayne Nickless Limited 
and Another—No. 28 of 1993 -Pope (DR)., Beech/Uphill—21/10/93—^Transport  

BREACH OF AWARD— 
Complaint re alleged breach of award—Complainant union argued that Defendant had failed to grant compassionate leave to 

employee—Defendant raised issue that under S.83(l) of I.R. Act Complainant did not have standing to lodge complaint as it 
was not named party to award—Industrial Magistrate found that as technical point raised by Defendant was valid the 
Complainant union was incompetent to lodge application—Dismissed—F.M.W.U. v. St John Ambulance Australia—Complaint 
No. 36 of 1993—Brown S.M.—9/6/93—Ambulance Services  

Complaints re alleged breaches of award—Complainant argued Defendant had in separate incidents failed to pay for overtime, to 
keep within required casual employment ratio, to keep time and wages records, to pay employees for change of shift work and 
had failed to implement a four week break—Defendant argued that casual employees had been paid in accordance to a consent 
award, that new payroll system implemented required other particulars to be recorded and that required time and wages record 
were available the week after union visit—Industrial Magistrate found that consent award over-rode award when inconsistencies 
arose, that on balance of probabilities employment ratio exceeded that in award—Industrial Magistrate further found that 
Defendant was not required to maintain both time and wages book and a record and that list with employees to four week break 
constituted prima facie evidence of breach of award—Dismissed and Granted Accordingly—Textile Clothing and Footwear 
Union v. Albany Woollen Mills Ltd—Complaint Nos. 113, 114, 115, 116, 122 and 123 of 1993—Robins S.M.—26/8/93— 
Tbxtile Product Manufacturing  

Appeal against decision of Industrie Magistrate (unreported) re breach of award—Appellant employer argued that the decision to 
not grant an adjournment was a miscarriage of the discretion of the Industrial Magistrate—Full Bench found on evidence that 
the injustice to the Appellant in not having the matter heard was outweighed by the injustice occasioned to the Respondent in 
not having the matter completed in a reasonable time—^Dismissed—Jackobin Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Total Jarrah v. 
F.P.F.A.I.U.—Appeal No. 934 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., George C.—06/09/93 Furniture  

Complaint re alleged breach of award—Complainant Union sought payment for accmed untaken annual leave and pro rata leave 
pursuant to the award—Industrial Magistrate found undisputed evidence in favour of Applicant—Granted—F.P.F.A.I.I.U. v. 
Jackobin Holding Pty Ltd t/a Total Jarrah—Complaint No. 221 of 1992—Black S.M.—26/05/93—Furniture Manufacturing . 

Complaint re breach of award—Industrial Magistrate found that complaint was not properly maide before the appropriate authority 
pursuant to Regulation 3(3) of Industrial Arbitration (Industrial Magistrates) Regulation 1980—Struck Out—T.W.U. v. 
Wesfarmers Kleenheat Gas Pty Ltd t/a Kleenheat—Complaint Nos. 74 and 75 of 1993—Cicchini S.M.—19/05/93—Domestic 
Appliances Retailing   2Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re breach of award—Appellant argued Industrial Magistrate erred in 
denying an adjournment contrary to natural justice, finding the defendant was bound by the award, failing to consider whether 
an exclusion in the definitions clause applied and in ordering payment for the total claim—Full Bench reviewed authorities and 
found an injustice had occurred such as to enable the Full Bench to interfere—At speaking to the minutes the Respondent argued, 
inter alia, that Full Bench should review its decision or that a question of law was raised and the President should state a case 
to the Industrial Appeal Court—Full Bench found Respondent was attempting to argue an appeal and that the appeal was fully 
heard, determined and decided upon—Upheld and Remitted—Grade Pty Ltd (Formerly World Enzymes Pty Ltd) v. McCony 
G., Department of Productivity and Labour Relations—Appeal No. 1390 of 1992—Sharkey P., Fielding C, Negus C.—04/05/93 
and 03/08/93—Retail and Wholesale Trade  

Complaint re breach of award—Complainant union claimed that Defendant had failed to pay employee for public holiday—Defendant 
argued that under Adverse Weather Clause employee did not have reasonable excuse for absence on previous day and was 
therefore entitled to withhold monies—Industrial Magistrate found that employee leaving early under union's directive prior 
to public holiday was not reasonable—Dismissed—A.E.E.F.E.U. v. Chei Australia Pty Ltd—Complaint Nos. 174—176 of 
1993—Heaney S.M.—25/08/93—Electrical Services  

Complaint re breach of Annual Leave General Order—Complainant argued that it was entitled to payment in lieu of annual leave 
when employment terminated—Defendant argued that no employee relationship existed as Complainant was a principal not 
employee—Industrial Magistrate found on evidence in favour of Respondent—Dismissed—Koivisto J.W. v. Barrett Koivisto 
Scatena Pty Ltd—No. SCP 33 of 1993—Architectural Services  

Complaints re breach of award—Complainant union argued that Defendant breached Contract of Service clause by withholding 
payments of employees wages for refusal to work as directed due to industrial bans—Defendant argued that doctrine "no work 
as directed no pay" applied and justified failure to pay wages—Industrial Magistrate reviewed contracts of employment and 
found employer's requests could not be described as unreasonable—Dismissed—Bowden D. and Others v. W.M.C.—Complaint 
Nos. 59 to 64 of 1993—Bromfield S.M.—18/8/93—Nickel Ore Mining  

Complaint re alleged breath of award—Complainant union argued that Defendant for a period of twenty three consecutive weeks 
had underpaid employee in respect of ordinary hours worked over that time—Industrial Magistrate found on evidence that 
employee's true classification was higher than what Defendant alleged and therefore employee was due the difference for the 
appropriate time—Proven—F.P.F.A.I.U. v. Carey A., Merry P.D. and Merry S.J. t/a Western Master Furniture—Complaint No. 
131 of 1993—Black S.M.—22/90/93—Furniture  

Complaint re alleged breach of Commission order—Complaint union claimed that breach of order had resulted from failure to reinstate 
employee—Industrial Magistrate reviewed Commission order and found that Defendant's request for interpretation of the order 
was unacceptable and favoured Complainant's case—Granted—F.P.F.A.I. v. TJ. and M B. Waugh—Complaint No. 273 of 
1992—Heaney S.M.—11/08/93—Road Transport  

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (72 WAIG 1282) to uphold appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (71 WAIG 207) 
following remittal from Industrial Appeal Court (71 WAIG 2259) to hear and determine matters subject of complaints— 
Appellant argued Full Bench made errors of principle in deciding there was insufficient evidence to justify Industrial Magistrate's 
findings and matter should be remitted to Industrial Magistrate or Full Bench—IAC reviewed authorities and found although 
it was not necessary to know precisely what the employee received per week for all her work it was not determinative of die 
Appeal—IAC further found having regard to the insufficient evidence to establish the hourly rate paid by the Respondent, the 
long history of the litigation, and relative insignificance of the complaints to which evidence of taxation paid was irrelevant, 
there was little justification in remitting the matter—Dismissed—McCorry G. v. Como Investments Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 7 
of 1992—Franklyn J (A.P.)/Nicholson J/IPP J—23/10/92—Hotels and Restaurants  
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BREACH OF AWARD—continued 

Industrial Magistrate erred in finding that employee was a cashier and not a receptionist—Appellant further argued that Industrial 
Magistrate erred in failing in respect of each complaint and each week of each complaint to make the necessary findings of 
fact or law on the essential elements necessary to establish each such complaint in respect of each week of 
employment—Respondent argued that penalties imposed were manifestly inadequate in regard to seriousness of the breaches 
and that Industrial Magistrate erred in finding that payment to the employee in excess of the rates prescribed was a mitigating 
factor—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that Industrial Magistrate erred in imposing multiple penalties 
for the one breach and imposed the one penalty in lieu of the 68 penalties—Upheld—Como Investments Pty Ltd v. McCony 
G.—Appeal Nos. 1133 and 1164 of 1990—Sharkey P., Fielding C, George C.—19/10/93—Hospitality  2925 

Complaint re alleged breach of award—Complainant argued that Defendant company had not paid outstanding annual leave 
entitlements and reasonable expenses incurred in the course of employment on termination—Defendant argued that employee's 
main duties were those of manager and the award did not apply to him—Industrial Magistrate found on evidence that 
Complainant had not proved to the required standard that employee's duties and employment were such that an award should 
apply but considered that if it was necessary to make a finding as to amounts there would no problem in doing 
so—Dismissed—McCony G., DOPLR v. World Enzymes Pty Ltd—Complaint Nos. 192—193 of 1992—Tarr S.M.—23/9/93— 
Basic Chemical Manufacturing  3466 

'Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (73 WAIG 2473) re failure to pay wages for public holiday pursuant to award—Full 
Bench gave reasons for extending time to file and serve appeal book—Appellant argued Industrial Magistrate erred in finding 
no reasonable excuse for absence on day prior to public holiday—^Majority of Full Bench reviewed authorities and found 
employee absented himself contrary to award and acting pursuant to a union mattered not—Dissenting opinion found employee 
not absent from work before public holiday—Dismissed—A.E.E.F.E.U. v. Chei Australia Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 1286 of 
1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Fielding C.—2/12/93—Construction  3336 

CASUAL WORK— 
Application to vary award re hours, meal break and wages—Parties sought to increase casual employees' maximum engagement, 

reduce new employees' minimum daily engagement, allow casual employees to forgo meal breaks, exclude company from Easter 
eve overtime, increase wages and superannuation—Commission found that superannuation increase would exceed state wage 
principles however other variations were approved and the superannuation claim withdrawn Granted in Part—SDA v. Coles 
Supermarket Australia and Another—No. 285 of 1993—Beech C.—20/10/93—Supermarket and Grocery Stores  2997 

CLASSIFICATION— 
Application to vary awards re Key Minimum Classification Rates under Minimum Rates Adjustment Principle—In Supplementary 

Reasons, Respondent argued that changes to the skill levels would be required and the union had refused to amend any aspect 
of the structure—CICS found on evidence that Appendix A should be varied to accommodate changes to clarify the skill 
adaptors, that it was not prepared to issue a timeframe to review all clerical classifications and ordered arrangements for 
implementation and payment where increases result from the new classification structure—Ordered Accordingly—F.C.U. v. 
Bunning Bros. Limited and Others—Nos. 1579C, 1583C and 1584D of 1989(R2)—-Coleman C.C., Negus C, Parks r ns/fi/oi  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—^Applicant union argued that employee was 
terminated because he was overweight and refused to accept a reduction in classification—Respondent argued that it had a duty 
of care to other employees, that it took all necessary action to assist in the rehabilitation of the employee as well as offer of 
alternative employment however this was refused and it was forced to terminate contract of service—Commission reviewed 
authorities and found on evidence that there was not an abuse by the employer of its legal right to terminate therefore dismissal 
was neither harsh nor unfair—Dismissed—A.W.U. v. Sons of Gwalia Ltd—No. CR90 of 1993—Gregor C.—18/6/93— 
Minino 

Conference referred re introduction of broad-banded salary classification system—Applicant association claimed that classification 
levels for Chiefs and Deputy Chiefs employed in teaching hospitals was a matter of concern—Respondent argued that no 
evidence of work value increase was produced and that Applicant's claims relied on maintenance of relativities—Commission 
found on evidence that number of positions situated at extremities of patterns present did not merit special consideration of 
further anomalies—Commission reminded parties that aggrieved employees may apply to have their classification reviewed 
under S.80E—Dismissed—H.S.O.A. v. Board of Management, Royal Perth Hospital and Others—No. PSA CR73 of 
1991—Negus C.—2/8/93—Hospitals  

Application to vary award re Special Rates and Provisions—Applicant unions sought to increase allowances due to additional 
responsibilities imposed on Government employees who are required to act as nominated electrical workers—^Respondent 

allowance should be abolished and included in the classification or accommodated under existing classification 
definitions—Commission further found that the existing allowance should be increased to reflect State Wage Case 
Decisions—Ordered Accordingly—A.E.E.F.E.U. and Another v. Hon. Minister for Works and Others—No. 440 of 
1991—George C.—11/8/93—Electricity  

Application to vary award re changes in working arrangement, increase functions of integrated work group and additional 
classification level by consent—Applicant argued that extra selected skills gained from the changes in operation warranted an 
additional classification level for mine transport services—Commission found significant net additions to work requirements 
warranted the new additional classification—Granted—Hamersley Iron Pty Limited v. A.W.U.—No. 927 of 1993—-Fielding 
C—12/08/93—Iron Ore  

Application to vary award re insertion of Production Employee classification and mooring allowance—Applicant union sought to 
cover an employee who, with minimum or no supervision, performs all of the tasks assigned including mooring, unmooring, 
rigging and other sea work—Respondent argued that it was inappropriate to provide an allowance for mooring duties in addition 
to the existing wages structure already provided for in the award—Commission found on evidence that based on a 12 hour shift, 
an appropriate sum would be $24 per shift for each shift or part thereof and granted retrospectivity to the initial lodgement of 
the application—Ordered Accordingly—A.W.U. v. Dampier Salt (Operations) Pty Ltd and Others—No. 1225 of 1992—Gregor 
C.—05/11/93—Salt   

Conference referred re claim for confirmation of permanency—^Applicant union claimed that employee understood that employment 
was probationary leading to permanent employment and did not receive any documentary advice to the contrary—Respondent 
argued that employee was employed on short, finite contracts in accordance with Circulars and Administrative Instructions 
operative at the time—Public Service Arbitrator found on evidence that employee had been continuously employed by the same 
Department for more than one year and had received salary increment after performance appraisal—Further, as the employment 
confusion was due to administrative neglect the employee was declared to be of permanent status—^Declared Accordingly— 
C.S.A. v. Public Service Commission—No. PSA CR22 of 1993—Public Service Arbitrator—06/09/93—State Government 
Administration   

Application to vary award re definitions and maintenance employee classification—Applicant employer argued that an etror had 
occurred in previous orders of the Commission which lad changed the level of maintenance employee from one to 
three—Respondent union argued that their position on the proper classification had been constant it thought there had been 
agreement—Commission found on evidence that a simple clerical error had occurred which should be corrected and the interests 
ofpersons immediately concerned protected—Granted—St John of God Hospital and Others v. F.M.W.U.—No. 1301 of 
1991—Negus C.—2/4A>3—Hospitals and Nursing Homes  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

COMMON RULE— 
Application for a new award to cover entertainers making live performances—^Applicant union argued there were problems in securing 

reasonable and enforceable conditions of employment and sought terms reflecting a federal award—Objecting Respondents 
argued sub-contract and scope clauses were beyond jurisdiction, not in the public interest and beyond the union's constitutional 
coverage—Respondents further argued no sufficient merit had been established for award to issue—Commission reviewed 
authorities and found jurisdiction and merit to make an award—Commission divided matter to deal with terms and conditions 
in industries of rejecting Respondents—At Speaking to Minutes CCIWA argued parties had not been heard and Reasons for 
Decision had not disposed of obligations under Wage Fixing Principles—Commission found union failed to express minimum 
wages in 2 columns, deleted some Respondents from award to issue and incorporated changes to better reflect decision—Ordered 
Accordingly—A.E.W.A. v. Playback Theatre and Others—No. A18 of 1989—Kennedy C—4/6/93, 23/8/93 and 27/8/93— 
Entertainment   2391 

COMPASSIONATE LEAVE— 
Complaint re alleged breach of award—Complainant union argued that Defendant had failed to grant compassionate leave to 

employee—Defendant raised issue that under S.83(l) of I.R. Act Complainant did not have standing to lodge complaint as it 
was not named party to award—Industrial Magistrate found that as technical point raised by Defendant was valid the 
Complainant union was incompetent to lodge application—Dismissed—F.M.W.U. v. St John Ambulance Australia—Complaint 
No. 36 of 1993—Brown S.M.—9/6/93—Ambulance Services  

COMPENSATION— 
Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair summary dismissal—Applicant argued that the 

delay in lodging the application was due to efforts in seeking advice from various departments—Respondent argued that 
employee had deceived the employer in claiming sick leave whilst she had been observed working in her shop—Commission 
found on evidence that Applicant had a medical certificate, there was no proof that she was actually working and ordered 
reinstatement, two weeks pay as compensation and that annual, long service and sick leave should be treated as if her service 
had been continuous but not counted for calculation of those entitlements—Granted in Part—McBeath L. v. Community 
Newspapers—No. 723 of 1993—Negus C.—9/7/93—Newspaper  

Conference referred re claim for severance payment at rate of four weeks pay per year of service—Commission determined as a 
preliminary point whether it had jurisdiction to hear claim—Commission reviewed authorities (Pepler's Case and the Kounis 
Case) and found on evidence that it did not have jurisdiction to hear matter as Applicant was no longer an employee of the 
Respondent—Dismissed—F.C.U. v. Runnings Forest Products Ply Ltd—No. CR500 of 1992—Parks C.—22/6/93—Timber . 

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal and denied contractual 
entitlements—Respondent argued the dismissal was warranted because of serious repercussions from errors in her work and 
failure to maintain standards and Applicant's action since dismissal militated against re-employment- -Commission found on 
evidence that in all the circumstances the dismissal was unfair and contractual benefits claim not within jurisdiction- 
Commission further found compensation should be limited to five weeks pay due to length of time in bringing the case before 
the Commission—Granted in Part—Dimovska A. v. Express Travel Pty Ltd—No. 956 of 1992—Kennedy C.—17/07/93— 
Travel  2Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2872) re compensation payment for unfair dismissal—Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found that the real crux of the matter was that the Commission acted contrary to the ratio decidendi of decisions 
of the Industrial Appeal Court—Full Bench found until the Industrial Appeal Court reviewed the past decisions then the 
Commission was bound by those cases—Dismissed—Nappy Happy Service v. F.M.W.U.—Appeal No. 1592 of 1992—Sharkey 
P., Negus €., Kennedy C.—27/07/9$—Laundry and Drycleaners  

Appeal against decision to summarily dismiss employee for misconduct—Applicant claimed that he was unaware of Code of Conduct 
and use of wife's promotional firm was due in good faith as main concern was to hire best promotional group—Respondent 
argued that as employee had breached Code of conduct and was 'prima facie' a criminal offence and there now existed a total 
lack of trust dismissal was warranted—PSAB reviewed authorities and found on evidence that by Respondent dismissing 
employee after Minister's decision for formal reprimand and options to resolve conflict were given the dismissal was unfair 
but was not persuaded that reinstatement should occur as position was lost in Respondent's restructure—PSAB further found 
that employee should be compensated in amount equal to 6 months salary—Granted in part—Denver D. v. W.A.P.M.A.—PSAB 
15 of 1993—Public Service Appeal Board—14/09/93—Market Research Services (Public Admin)  

CONFERENCE— 
Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the ground of unfair dismissal—Applicant union claimed that employee was given 

permission to remove materials by sub-contractor—Respondent argued that employee did not have permission to remove 
materials and admitted to have stolen the goods in an interview with Police—Commission reviewed authorities and found on 
evidence that employee was given every opportunity to explain his case before the Respondent and the Respondent had good 
reason to reaching the conclusion it did—Dismissed—A.B.L.F. v. B.M.A.—No. CR100 of 1993—Fielding C.—18/6/93— 
Construction   

Conference referred re allegedly denied contractual entitlement in superannuation benefits—Applicant union claimed that as a result 
of employee being misled about eligibility for membership into State Government Superannuation Scheme a denial of substantial 
superannuation benefit occurred—Respondent argued in preliminary hearing that Commission lacked jurisdiction as the matter 
was between employee and treasurer not employer and employee—Respondent further argued that employee did have prior 
knowledge of the scheme via the information being supplied in employee handbook—Commission reviewed authorities and 
found that superannuation issue was an industrial matter and within jurisdiction and that the merits of the case favoured the 
Applicant—Granted—F.M.W.U. v. Hospital Laundry and Linen Service—No. CR553 of 1992—Halliwell S.C.—5/11/93— 
Laundry Service  

Conference referred re dispute over proposals for access to promotion positions—^Applicant argued that proposal would remove an 
inequity and was fair and reasonable in all the circumstances—Respondent argued that due to a decision of the Annual 
Conference, it was precluded from agreeing to any change involving the 1990 Memorandum of Agreement unless rescinded 
by ballot—GSTT was satisfied on evidence that there was no reason why the employer should be inhibited from taking the 
course it proposed—Granted—Ministry for Education v. S.S.T.U.—Kennedy C, Reeves/Pollard—9/7/93—Education  

Conference referred re extension of contract—Applicant union claimed that Respondent's decision to deny permanency was harsh 
and unjust and by refusing to grant permanency had unfairly terminated employment—Respondent argued as employee's 
contract had expired before proceedings were instituted and no employment relationship existed to confer jurisdiction on the 
PSA—PSA examined Industrial Relations Act, 1979, reviewed authorities and found that Respondent did not terminate 
employment but declined to offer employee further contract of employment therefore it was unnecessary to consider the 
jurisdiction question—Dismissed—C.S.A. v. P.S.C.—No. PSA CR60 of 1992—Fielding C.—30/6/93—Dept. Productivity and 
Labour Relations  

Conference referred re dispute over contract of employment of an employee—^Applicant union argued that employee was offered 
a job with the company and on that basis resigned from a position to commence work with the company—Respondent argued 
that there was no formal contract entered into—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that it did not have 
jurisdiction to issue a declaration of the type sought and which would not resolve the dispute between the parties—Dismissed 
for want of jurisdiction—M.E.W.U. v. Clyde Carruthers—No. CR 252 of 1993—George C.—6/8/93—Construction  

Conference referred re unfair dismissal—Reinstatement and payment of contractual entitlements sought—Respondent argued that 
dismissal occutred when employee struck another employee without reasonable provocation and action was seen as 
misconduct—Commission reviewed authorities and found a evidence that as there was no history of violent conduct towards 
other employees the dismissal was unfair—Granted—F.M.W.U. v. Cadbury Schweppes Pty Ltd—No. CR19 of 1993—Parks 
C.—27/7/93-—Food Manufacturing  
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CONFERENCE—continued 
Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued 

that termination was a result of employee assaulting supervisor by pushing him without reasonable provocation which was 
viewed as misconduct—Commission found no unfairness had occurred—Dismissed—A.B.L.F. v. B.M.A.—No. CR253 of 
1993—Halliwell S.C.—4/8/93—Construction   

Conference referred re introduction of broad-banded salary classification system—Applicant association claimed that classification 
levels for Chiefs and Deputy Chiefs employed in teaching hospitals was a matter of concern—Respondent argued that no 
evidence of work value increase was produced and that Applicant's claims relied on maintenance of relativities—Commission 
found on evidence that number of positions situated at extremities of patterns present did not merit special consideration of 
further anomalies—Commission reminded parties that aggrieved employees may apply to have their classification reviewed 
under S.80E—Dismissed—H.S.O.A. v. Board of Management, Royal Perth Hospital and Others—No. PSA CR73 of 
1991—Negus C.—2/8/93—Hospitals  

Conference referred re claim of unfair dismissal—Applicant union claimed that consideration should be given to length of time 
between incident leading to dismissal and previous occurrence—Respondent argued that dismissal was not unfair as employee 
had not only been previously warned but had been counselled for breaches of policies—Commission found on evidence that 
on balance, there was no establishment of Respondent's actions being harsh or unfair—Dismissed—S.D.A. v. Cecil Brothers 
Pty Ltd t/a Belts and Belts—No. CR229 of 1993—Kennedy C.—10/8/93—Retail  

Conference referred claim of permanency—Applicant Association claimed that based on policy outlined in circular employee had 
expectation of permanent employment and Respondent's assessment that Applicant was not deserving of satisfactory staff 
Assessment Report was misconceived—Public Service Arbitrator found on evidence that as contract of employment ceased by 
effluxion of time no claim for unfair dismissal could be made—PSA further found that Respondent's refiisal to complete and 
approve Assessment was justified as employee was not working to required level—Dismissed—C.S.A. v. P.S.A.—No. PSA 
CR60 of 1992—Fielding C.—20/10/93—State Government Administration  

Conference referred for hearing and determination re dispute over claim for reinstatement of Leisure Day—Respondent argued that 
industrial action by Applicant was in breach of dispute settling procedure—Commission reviewed procedure and found breach 
had occurred—Dismissed—A.W.U. v. Western Mining Corporation Limited—No. CR159 of 1993—Gregor C.—23/09/93— 
Nickel Mining  

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX— 
Application for variation to General Order re location allowances—C1CS found on evidence that there had been an increase of 1% 

in the Consumer Price Index and that the allowances should be adjusted to reflect this increase—Granted—T.L.C. v. Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry and Others—No. 943 of 1993—Fielding C, Kennedy C, Parks C.—14/7/93—Private Industry . 1989 

CONTRACT OF SERVICE— 2Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2836) re contractual entitlements—Commission found on the authority of an 
IAC decision delivered after the Full Bench had reserved its decision that there was no jurisdictional to hear the matter on appeal 
or at first instance and it was its duty to entertain the jurisdiction point—Dismissed—Keating Dr P.—Biotech International 
Limited—Appeal No. 1588 of 1992—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Salmon C.—2516/93—Bio Tfechnology  2Appeals against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 397) re dismissed contractual entitlements and unfair dismissal claims—Full 
Bench found amended claim was not properly before the Commission and the claim at best sought contractual entitlements after 
the termination without seeking reinstatement at the same time—Dismissed—Michael J.M. & Another v. Ridgeway B.W. and 
Others—Appeal Nos. 177 & 178 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Halliwell S.C.—6/7/93—Electronics  

'Appeals against decision of Full Bench (73 WAIG 225) re redundancy payments based on implied term in contract of 
employment—Appellant argued Commission had no jurisdiction to deal with the matter—IAC reviewed authorities. Sections 
7,23 and 29 of the I.R. Act and found absent any industrial dispute and a claim to reinstate a dismissed employer the Commission 
did not have jurisdiction to deal with the common law contact between an ex-employer and ex-employee—Upheld—Coles Myer 
Ltd t/a Coles Supermarkets v. Coppin K.F. and Others—IAC No. 3, 4 and 5 of 1993 Kennedy J., Rowland J., Nicholson 
J—9/6/93—Retail   

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re wages, pro rala annual leave and payment in lieu of two weeks notice 
and dismissals—Respondent argued that nothing was stated in contract in regards to payment of 2 weeks pro rata annual 
leave—Commission found on evidence claim for wages for work performed and annual leave were made out—Granted in 
Part—Reilly G.M. v. Aust Asian Feeds Pty Ltd—No. 217 of 1993—Beech C.—27/5/93—Stock Feeds  

Conference referred re allegedly denied contractual entitlement in superannuation benefits—Applicant union claimed that as a result 
of employee being misled about eligibility for membership into State Government Superannuation Scheme a denial of substantial 
superannuation benefit occurred—Respondent argued in preliminary hearing that Commission lacked jurisdiction as the matter 
was between employee and treasurer not employer and employee—Respondent further argued that employee did have prior 
knowledge of the scheme via the information being supplied in employee handbook—Commission reviewed authorities and 
found that superannuation issue was an industrial matter and within jurisdiction and that the merits of the case favoured the 
Applicant—Granted—F.M.W.U. v. Hospital Laundry and Linen Service—No. CR553 of 1992—Halliwell S.C.—5/11/93— 
Laundry Service  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re wages and costs for lodging of application—Respondent argued that 
employee was paid for 472 days, the remaining amount was unpaid however no period of notice was given to the 
employer—Commission found on evidence that Applicant had established part of his claim however deducted one day's pay 
in lieu of notice—Granted in Part—Houghton M.W. v. Broken Chains Ministry (W.A.) Inc—No. 338 of 1993—Beech 
C.—28/5/93—Sales   

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re notice of termination and severance pay—Applicant claimed that notice 
period of 12 months and severance pay of 10 months would have been reasonable—Respondent argued that under contract of 
service a term of more than 1 month was unreasonable—Commission reviewed authorities including Peplers Case and found 
it was what the Commission as constituted thought was just and reasonable that mattered—Commission further found that 
Applicant had not been told of company policies surrounding termination and retrenchment, ordered that the Applicant be paid 
for the 12 months notice, provision of a car, superannuation contributions and bonuses gained on sales and gave reasons 
therefore—Granted—Thylor T. v. SGS Australia Pty Limited—No. 526 of 1992—Salmon C.—23/12/92—Wool  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re wages—Applicant argued he had not been fully paid for a certain 
period—Respondent argued that Applicant was not an employee of the company but a shareholder and director who received 
payments by way of loans—Commission found on evidence that Applicant was an employee however due to the fact that 
Commission was unable to determine with any preciseness the amount of underpayment there was no identifiable 
remedy—Dismissed—Palmer A.F. v. Metro Radiators Pty Ltd—No. 95 of 1993—Parks C.—17/6/93—Spare Parts Retail ... 

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re salary and pro rata annual leave—Respondent failed to 
appear—Commission was satisfied that Applicant had made out his claim as filed—Granted—Bell A.D. v. Corporate Media 
Group Pty Ltd—No. 462 of 1993—Beech C.—24/5/93—Media  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re wages—Commission found that as there was no contract of service in 
existence there was no jurisdiction for it to hear claim—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction—Wooton G. v. Personalised Tuition 
(Soia Seminars)—No. 718 of 1993—Kennedy C.—14/7/93—Personalised TUition  

Conference referred re dispute over contract of employment of an employee—Applicant union argued that employee was offered 
a job with the company and on that basis resigned from a position to commence work with the company—Respondent argued 
that there was no formal contract entered into—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that it did not have 
jurisdiction to issue a declaration of the type sought and which would not resolve the dispute between the parties—Dismissed 
for want of jurisdiction—M.E.W.U. v. Clyde Carruthers—No. CR 252 of 1993—George C.—6/8/93—-Construction  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

CONTRACT OF SERVICE—continued 
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re wages, annual leave and loading—Commission found on evidence that 

as there was no employment relationship afoot and taking into consideration the dicta of the Industrial Appeal Court, there was 
no jurisdiction to deal with claim—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction—Tbdorovska S. v. Express Travel Pty Ltd—No. 957 
of 1992—Kennedy C.—30/7/93—Travel              

Conference referred re unfair dismissal—Reinstatement and payment of contractual entitlements sought—Respondent argued that 
dismissal occurred when employee struck another employee without reasonable provocation and action was seen as 
misconduct—Commission reviewed authorities and found a evidence that as there was no history of violent conduct towards 
other employees the dismissal was unfair—Granted—F.M.W.U. v; Cadbury Schweppes Pty Ltd—No. CR19 of 1993—Parks 
C.—27/7/93—Food Manufacturing                  

Application for contractual entitlements re unpaid wages and annual leave—Respondent argued that no employment contract existed 
between itself and the applicant—Commission found on evidence that the applicant had not discharged the onus that an 
employment contract had existed—Dismissed—Newton R.G. v. Media, Entertainment and Arts Alliance (W.A. Branch)—No. 
838 of 1993—Kennedy C.—16/7/93—Media and Entertainment              

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re wages—Commission found that as there was no employment relationship 
there was no jurisdiction to hear matter—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction—Gregory L.C. v. Cohen G. and Oliver R. t/a 
Graphics Agencies—No. 84 of 1993—Kennedy C.—13/7/1993—Printing          

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued that 
employee was dismissed as a result of a degeneration of work relationship with supervisor and that poor work attitude and 
behaviour continued after warnings had been given—Commission found on evidence that respondent's right to terminate was 
exercised in a fair manner—Dismissed—F.M.W.U. v. Warton Road Small Animal Hospital—CR689 of 1992—Parks 
C.—3/8/93—Animal Welfare           

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal and denied contractual 
entitlements—Respondent argued the dismissal was warranted because of serious repercussions from errors in her work and 
failure to maintain standards and Applicant's action since dismissal militated against re-employment—Commission found on 
evidence that in all the circumstances the dismissal was unfair and contractual benefits claim not within jurisdiction— 
Commission further found compensation should be limited to five weeks pay due to length of time in bringing the case before 
the Commission—Granted in Part—Dimovska A. v. Express Travel Pty Ltd—No. 956 of 1992—Kennedy C.—17/07/93— 
Travel  

Cross Appeals against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1865) re denied contractual entitlements—Appellant employer argued 
that Commission's order at first instance was made without jurisdiction as per Coles Supermarkets v. Coppin and Others in 
that there was no industrial matter and no claim for reinstatement—Respondent argued that it would be inequitable for the Full 
Bench to hear appeal whilst orders of the Commission were flagrantly disobeyed—Respondent further argued that Commission 
had erred in fact or law which went to the amount ordered to be paid—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence 
that it could not enforce the order, that as the contract of employment had ceased there was no jurisdiction to hear claim—Upheld 
and Dismissed—SGS Australia Pty Ltd v. Taylor T—Appeal Nos. 35 of 1993 and 72 of 1993—Sharkey P., Greeor C, Kennedy 
C.—12/08/93—Wool              ;. 

Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1336) re denied contractual entitlements—Appellant sought an extension of time 
within which to file an application to extend time and appeal book—Full Bench found that there was not sufficient prejudice 
suffered by the Respondent therefore adjournment should be granted—Adjourned Sine Die—Pampus Pty Ltd t/a Lancet 
Scientific and Surgical Supplies v. Weir D.N.—Appeal No. 770 of 1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., George 
C.—27/08/93—Scientific and Surgical Supplies            

Complaints re breach of award—Complainant union argued that Defendant breached Contract of Service clause by withholding 
payments of employees wages for refusal to work as directed due to industrial bans—Defendant argued that doctrine "no work 
as directed no pay" applied and justified failure to pay wages—Industrial Magistrate reviewed contracts of employment and 
found employer's requests could not be described as unreasonable—Dismissed—Bowden D. and Others v. W.M.C.—Complaint 
Nos. 59 to 64 of 1993—Bromfield S.M.—18/8/93—Nickel Ore Mining        

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements—Tribunal had no jurisdiction as no 
contract of employment existed because the offer was not authorised and as no due service had occurred—G.S.T.T. found on 
evidence that actions of Respondent in unilaterally repudiating the contract of employment were unfair and ordered employee 
be re-employed and paid contractual benefits equal to 4 months' salary—Granted—S.S.T.U. v. Minister for Education—No. 
T8 of 1993—Kennedy C., Reeves/Pollard—03/09/93—Technical and Further Education  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re redundancy payments—Respondent argued that the judgements in the 
Coles Myer case and its predessors as to the law mean the claim raised was beyond jurisdiction of the Commission as there 
was no employment relationship—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that this matter was different from 
the cases cited as an employment relationship existed when the application was filed, therefore there was jurisdiction to proceed 
for further hearing and determination—Brandler M.F. v. Southern Oceanic Hotels Pty Ltd t/a Observation City Resort—No. 
755 of 1993—Kennedy C.-06/09/93—Hospitality            

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re unpaid sick leave, superannuation contributions and redundancy 
payment-—Respondent argued that termination was not a redundancy and in the absence of the employment relationship being 
re-established with the claim for contractual benefits only, the Commission was without jurisdiction—Commission reviewed 
authorities and found on evidence that as there was an employer/employee relationship when the application was filed, that the 
circumstances of employees' dismissal amounted to him being made redundant, an order for payment of abovementioned 
benefits should issue—Granted—Harris M.W. v. A.M.I.E.U.—No. 296 of 1993—Coleman C.C.—20/09/93—Meat  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements—Applicant claimed 
that Respondent had not accepted previous reinstatement had been justified and subjected to higher scrutiny them other 
employees—Respondent argued that dismissal was not summary—Commission reviewed authorities and found that employee 
had failed to adequately manage and maintain a high service and image of the centre and that lacked jurisdiction to deal with 
contractual entitlements—Dismissed—Candelaria A.D. v. Avel Pty Ltd t/a Timezone—No. 211 of 1993—Parks C.—06/10/93— 
Cultural and Recreational Services  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re discontinued weekly payments—Respondent argued Applicant was on 
Commission after change in business operations—Commission reviewed authorities, "Heads of Agreement" and found it was 
not possible to conclude that a employee/employer relationship ever existed and as Application lodged after relationship ended 
there was no jurisdiction—Dismissed—Fitzpatrick J. v. Milforo Pty Ltd—No. 874 of 1991—George C—20/09/93—Marine 
Equipment Retailing  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements—Applicant also sought unspecified amounts for costs and interest as well 
as an indefinite adjournment to allow for other matters before the Commission differently constituted to be concluded— 
Respondent argued as a premilinary point that Commission did not have jurisdiction to hear matter as per Coles/Myer decision 
in the Industrial Appeal Court—Commission found on evidence that as there was no employment relationship and not likely 
to be one in the future there was no industrial matter and therefore it could not determine claim—Dismissed—Bills J.C. v. Van 
Print Pty Ltd t/a Vanguard Press—No. 508 of 1993—George C.—08/10/93—Printing          

Application for denied contractual entitlements—Applicant claimed difference between wages received and amounts specified in his 
written contract after negotiated increases—Respondent argued that contract provided that increase was dependent on increased 
funding of statutory corporation being approved—Further, by employee continuing employment and making no effort to recover 
outstanding debt Respondent claimed it was led to believed that employee had acquiesced to any breach of 
contract—Commission found on evidence that as employee had entered into contract with common assumption that new salary 
would be paid only to the extent of increased finding it would be inequitable to allow Applicant that part of increase that was 
unfunded—Dismissed—Craig I.C. v. Bunbury Aboriginal Progress Association §nc}—No. 486 of 1993—Fielding 
C.—5/11/93—Community Services  
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CONTRACT OF SERVICE—continued 
Application for stay of order re denied contractual entitlements pending appeal to Full Bench—Applicant argued that there was a 

serious issue to be tried in whether the original application could have been amended without the consent of the Respondent 
at the time, and whether awarding redundancy payments in line with the Metal Trades standards other provisions of that standard 
were taken into consideration—President found that due to friction between parties, the balance of convenience favoured the 
Applicant and ordered monies to be paid into a trust account—A.M.I.E.U. v. Harris M.W.—No. 1336 of 1993—Sharkey 
P.—20/10/93—Meat  

Application for stay of order re denied contractual entitlements pending appeal to Full Bench—Applicant argued there was a serious 
issue to be tried in that as per the Coles/Myer case the appeal would succeed and it would be unjust to have to pay across any 
money due to this circumstance—President found that the balance of convenience favoured the Applicant and ordered monies 
to be paid into a trust account—Granted—T. O'Connor and Sons Pty Ltd v. Sakal H.J.—No. 1247 of 1993—Sharkey 
P.—22/4/93—Retail Services  

Applications for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re wages, superannuation benefits and losses associated with loss of 
opportunity to perform—Respondent argued that the contracts were casual and could be terminated with one weeks' notice on 
either side—Commission found on evidence that as per Coles/Myer case, there was no industrial matter as there was no 
employment relationship therefore it did not have jurisdiction to hear claim—Dismissed—Bozanic N.J. and Others v. Adventure 
World (WA) Pty Ltd as Trustee for the Adventure World Unit Trast trading as Adventure World—Nos. 44—47 of 
1993—Kennedy C.—15/10/93—Entertainment  

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (73 WAIG 1458) re contractual entitlements—Respondent conceded appeal but argued IAC 
had no jurisdiction to make any order in relation to the sum held in a joint bank account pursuant to the Presidents' order as 
there was no appeal against the stay—IAC found interlocutory order made in the case of an appeal against an order the 
Commission made without jurisdiction is void—Ordered Accordingly—Gail Force Manpower Services Pty Ltd and Another 
v. Pozzi R.—IAC Appeal No. 15 of 1993—Kennedy J., Rowland J., Franklyn J.—16/9/93—Marketing and Business 
Management Services  2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1600) re contractual entitlements—Full Bench gave reasons for ordering 
adjournment, leave to apply for costs due to adjournment and that justice required extension of time to lodge appeal—Full Bench 
found case not distinguishable from Coles/Myer—Upheld—Tri Star Group Pty Ltd v. Ball D.J.—Appeal No. 1032 of 
1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C.—Beech C.—22/9/93 and 3/11/93—Computer Services  

Application for reinstatement on grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued Applicant attempted to entice other employees 
to a new business—Commission found on evidence that Applicant was summarily and unfairly dismissed but could not grant 
reinstatement as employee was employed elsewhere—Commission further found that it lacked jurisdiction to award contractual 
benefits as no contract relationship existed when matter was first lodged—Dismissed—Kent K.T. v. Montreal Holdings Pty 
Ltd—No. 1029 of 1993—Fielding C—11/11/93—Property and Business Services  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed termination was a retribution for objection to 
unpaid wages and inadequate warning was given—Respondent argued that employee failed to enforce safety rules and breached 
management confidence in seeking legal advice on company matter—Respondent further argued no jurisdiction as no 
employment relationship existed when application was lodged—Commission reviewed authorities and found although dismissal 
was unfair having regard to employment record and restructure, reinstatement was not proper—Dismissed—Willmott L.E. v. 
Geo Services Pty Ltd—No. 1131 of 1993—Fielding C—26/11/93—Services to Mining  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed that duties were performed diligently and 
expeditiously in accordance with customs legislation—Respondent argued termination resulted from poor work performance 
and productivity—Commission reviewed authorities and found employer's right to terminate had not teen abused and without 
order to reinstatement was without jurisdiction to allow compensation payment for denial of adequate notice—Dismissed— 
Soukos A. v. Emery Worldwide—No. 1134 of 1993—Fielding C.—16/11/93—Services to Air Transport  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal and application to dismiss substantive application—Applicant 
claimed that repercussions of IAC Coles/Myer decision effectively wiped out previous contractual entitlements claim and 
prompted re-application—Respondent argued length of time between termination and claim was too long and it was not in public 
interest to deal with matter—Commission found that Applicant had not shown good reason why, 18 months after event, the 
Commission should entertain the claim—Dismissed—Taylor T.B. v. S.G.S. Australia Pty Ltd—Nos. 977 and 1115 of 
1993—Beech C.—30/11/93—Wholesaling Farm Produce  2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1612) re denied contractual entitlements—Respondent argued contract of service 
was on foot when application was filed due to payment of benefits on termination—Full Bench reviewed authorities, applied 
Coles/Myer decision and found there was no jurisdiction—Upheld—O'Connor T. and Sons Pty Ltd v. Sakal H.J.—Appeal No. 
936 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C., Beech C.—26/11/1993—Construction Trade Services  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Preliminary point re jurisdiction—Applicant argued that the degree 
of control which the Respondent held over the Applicant was such that the relationship created was that of employer and 
employee—Respondent argued that Applicant was engaged as an agent, that the contractual relationship had not teen one of 
employer and employee therefore the Commission did not have jurisdiction—Commission reviewed authorities and found on 
evidence that Applicant had teen an employee—Declared Accordingly—Fisher E. v. Tbtalisator Agency Board—No. 650 of 
1992—Parks C.—24/11/93—Cultural and Recreational Services  2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1900) re reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Appellant argued 
Commission erred in finding that the Respondent was dismissed when offered alternative employment or that it failed to have 
sufficient regard to the established principles in exercising the power of reinstatement—Full Bench found no term in contract 
of service re transferability and that the dismissal was summary—Full Bench found, though the order was within jurisdiction, 
the Commission miscarried in its discretion to order re-employment—Upheld—Real Estate Institute of W.A. Inc. v. 
F.C.U.—Appeal No. 939 of 1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Beech C.—23/11/93—Property Services  

CUSTOM AND PRACTICE— 
Conference referred re claim over terms and conditions of employment relating to a mine site—Respondent argued terms and 

conditions presently on site were consistent with common terms and conditions employed by the company across all its mining 
sites—Respondent further argued that overall range of disabilities identified were inherent in mining industry and did not warrant 
special allowance—Commission found on evidence that as employment conditions had been well established between parties 
for many years it could see no reason to interfere—However, Commission found merit on Applicant's claim for relief of 
circumstances at mine site and ordered company to provide and pay for Rest and Recreation Leave after 7 weeks 
employment—Granted in Part—A.W.U. v. Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd—No. CR303 of 1993—Gregor C.—9/11/93—Metal 
Ore Mining   3490 

DATE OF OPERATION— 
Application to vary award re increase in expense related allowances—Applicant union sought retrospective operative 

date—Respondent argued that it would be unfair to parties of state award for operative date to be same as federal award as the 
federal award had not teen similarly varied—Commission found that Applicant's operative date would not achieve consistency 
across any given building site—Granted in Part—C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Bell Basic Industries Ltd and Others—No. 1182 of 
1993—Beech C.—22/09/93—Building  2693 

Application to vary award re expense related allowances—Applicant union sought operative date the same as counterpart federal 
award—Respondent argued each case depended on its own circumstances—Commission found that expenses had already been 
incurred during preceeding 12 months and was a well established nexus—Granted—C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Adsigns Pty Ltd and 
Others—No. 1183 of 1993—Beech C.—22/09/93—Building  2690 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

DEMARCATION— 
Complaints re breach of award—Complainant union argued that Defendant breached Contract of Service clause by withholding 

payments of employees wages for refusal to work as directed due to industrial bans—Defendant argued that doctrine "no wort 
as directed no pay" applied and justified failure to pay wages—Industrial Magistrate reviewed contracts of employment and 
found employer's requests could not be described as unreasonable—Dismissed—Bowden D. and Others v. W.M.C.—Complaint 
Nos. 59 to 64 of 1993—Bromfield S.M.—18/8/93—Nickel Ore Mining  2471 

DISABILITIES— 2Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (73 WAIG 2473) re failure to pay wages for public holiday pursuant to award—Full 
Bench gave reasons for extending time to file and serve appeal book—Appellant argued Industrial Magistrate erred in finding 
no reasonable excuse for absence on day prior to public holiday—Majority of Full Bench reviewed authorities and found 
employee absented himself contrary to award and acting pursuant to a union mattered not—Dissenting opinion found employee 
not absent from work before public holiday—Dismissed—A.E.E.F.E.U. v. Chei Australia Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 1286 of 
1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Fielding C.—2112/93—Construction  3336 

Conference referred re claim over terms and conditions of employment relating to a mine site—Respondent argued terms and 
conditions presently on site were consistent with common terms and conditions employed by the company across all its mining 
sites—Respondent further argued that overall range of disabilities identified were inherent in mining industry and did not warrant 
special allowance—Commission found on evidence that as employment conditions had been well established between parties 
for many years it could see no reason to interfere—However, Commission found merit on Applicant's claim for relief of 
circumstances at mine site and ordered company to provide and pay for Rest and Recreation Leave after 7 weeks 
employment—Granted in Part—A.W.U. v. Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd—No. CR303 of 1993—Gregor C.—9/11/93—Metal 
Ore Mining   3490 

EMPLOYEE— 
Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal claim and denied contractual entitlements—Parties argued 

employment relationship existed—Commission reviewed authorities and found that because there was no power or right of 
dismissal the employment relationship had not existed—Dismissed—Hogg E.J. v. Angiel Pty Ltd t/a Fremantle Prison 
Guardians—No. 186 of 1993—Salmon C.—16/6193—Security  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re wages—Applicant argued he had not teen fully paid for a certain 
period—Respondent argued that Applicant was not an employee of the company but a shareholder and director who received 
payments by way of loans—Commission found on evidence that Applicant was an employee however due to the fact that 
Commission was unable to determine with any preciseness the amount of underpayment there was no identifiable 
remedy—Dismissed—Palmer A.F. v. Metro Radiators Pty Ltd—No. 95 of 1993—Parks C.—17/6/93—Spare Parts Retail ... 

Application for contractual entitlements re unpaid wages and annual leave—Respondent argued that no employment contract existed 
between itself and the applicant—Commission found on evidence that the applicant had not discharged the onus that an 
employment contract had existed—Dismissed—Newton R.G. v. Media, Entertainment and Arts Alliance (W.A. Branch)—No. 
838 of 1993—Kennedy €.—16/7/93—Media and Entertainment  

Complaint re breach of Annual Leave General Order—Complainant argued that it was entitled to payment in lieu of annual leave 
when employment terminated—Defendant argued that no employee relationship existed as Complainant was a principal not 
employee—Industrial Magistrate found on evidence in favour of Respondent—Dismissed—Koivisto J.W. v. Barrett Koivisto 
Scatena Pty Ltd—No. SCP 33 of 1993—Architectural Services  

Application for a new award to cover entertainers making live performances—Applicant union argued there were problems in securing 
reasonable and enforceable conditions of employment and sought terms reflecting a federal award—Objecting Respondents 
argued sub-contract and scope clauses were beyond jurisdiction, not in the public interest and beyond the union's constitutional 
coverage—Respondents further argued no sufficient merit had been established for award to issue—Commission reviewed 
authorities and found jurisdiction and merit to make an award—Commission divided matter to deal with terms and conditions 
in industries of rejecting Respondents—At Speaking to Minutes CCIWA argued parties had not been heard and Reasons for 
Decision had not disposed of obligations under Wage Fixing Principles—Commission found union failed to express minimum 
wages in 2 columns, deleted some Respondents from award to issue and incorporated changes to better reflect decision—Ordered 
Accordingly—A.E.W.A. v. Playback Theatre and Others—No. A18 of 1989—Kennedy C.—4/6/93, 23/8/93 and 27/8/93— 
Entertainment  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re discontinued weekly payments—Respondent argued Applicant was on 
Commission after change in business operations—Commission reviewed authorities, "Heads of Agreement" and found it was 
not possible to conclude that a employee/employer relationship ever existed and as Application lodged after relationship ended 
there was no jurisdiction—Dismissed—Fitzpatrick J, v. Milforo Pty Ltd—No. 874 of 1991—George C.—20/09/93—Marine 
Equipment Retailing   

Application for long service leave entitlements—Board of Reference found that honorarium paid to Applicant was not a gift for 
voluntary work but a yearly payment for prescribed work undertaken—BOR further found that employer/employee relationship 
had existed between the parties—Granted—Arlow W.R. v. West Australian Suburban TUrf Cricket Association (Inc)—No. 2 
of 1993—Pope (DR)„ Beech/Uphill—08/06/93—Sport and Recreation  

Conference referral re claim for confirmation of permanency—Applicant union claimed that employee understood that employment 
was probationary leading to permanent employment and did not receive any documentary advice to the contrary—Respondent 
argued that employee was employed on short, finite contracts in accordance with Circulars and Administrative Instructions 
operative at the time—Public Service Arbitrator found on evidence that employee had been continuously employed by the same 
Department for more than one year and had received salary increment after performance appraisal—Further, as the employment 
confusion was due to administrative neglect the employee was declared to te of permanent status—Declared Accordingly— 
C.S.A. v. Public Service Commission—No. PSA CR22 of 1993—Public Service Arbitrator—06/09/93—State Government 
Administration   

Conference referred claim of permanency—Applicant Association claimed that based on policy outlined in circular employee had 
expectation of permanent employment and Respondent's assessment that Applicant was not deserving of satisfactory staff 
Assessment Report was misconceived—Public Service Arbitrator found on evidence that as contract of employment ceased by 
effluxion of time no claim for unfair dismissal could be made—PSA further found that Respondent's refusal to complete and 
approve Assessment was justified as employee was not working to required level—Dismissed—C.S.A. v. P.S.A.—No. PSA 
CR60 of 1992—Fielding C.—20/10/93—-State Government Administration  

Application for back payment of allegedly underpaid pro rata long service leave payment—Applicant claimed payment should have 
been made on basis of a salary "package" including annual salary, sum for vehicle, sum for telephone use and statutory 
superannuation contributions—Board of Reference also considered impact of Statute of Limitations, District Court action by 
Applicant against Respondent, Coles/Myer Decision and Long Service Leave Act as to CICS long service leave General 
Order—BOR found that components other than actual salary had not been considered as part of "gross salary, wages, bonus, 
commission "for taxation purposes it is difficult to now accept the argument that they are now part of a rate of pay—Further, 
the definition of "rate of pay" in General Order did not support claim—Dismissed—Marsh K.R, v. Mayne Nickless Limited 
and Another—No. 28 of 1993 -Pope (DR)., Beech/Uphill—27/10/93—Transport  

Complaint re alleged breach of award—Complainant argued that Defendant company had not paid outstanding annual leave 
entitlements and reasonable expenses incurred in the coutse of employment on termination—Defendant argued that employee's 
main duties were those of manager and the award did not apply to him—Industrial Magistrate found on evidence that 
Complainant had not proved to the required standard that employee's duties and employment were such that an award should 
apply but considered that if it was necessary to make a finding as to amounts there would no problem in doing 
so—Dismissed—McCony G., DOPLR v. World Enzymes Pty Ltd—Complaint Nos. 192—193 of 1992—Tarr SM.—23/9/93— 
Basic Chemical Manufacturing  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

EMPLOYEE—continued 
Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Preliminary point re jurisdiction—Applicant argued that the degree 

of control which the Respondent held over the Applicant was such that the relationship created was that of employer and 
employee—Respondent argued that Applicant was engaged as an agent, that the contractual relationship had not been one of 
employer and employee therefore the Commission did not have jurisdiction—Commission reviewed authorities and found on 
evidence that Applicant had been an employee—Declared Accordingly—Fisher E. v. Totalisator Agency Board—No. 650 of 
1992—Parks C.—24/11/93—Cultural and Recreational Services  3469 

ENFORCEMENT OF AWARDS/ORDERS— 2Application for enforcement of Industrial Relations Act re Summons to compulsory conference—Applicant argued a fine would 
be appropriate as the Respondent as an officer knew his obligations and chose to ignore them—Respondent argued Union had 
insufficient time to rearrange its schedule—Full Bench found on evidence Respondent failed to attend without 'good cause* 
contrary to Section 44(3) and was persuaded to accept undertaking as to future compliance—Granted in Part—The Registrar 
v. Ferguson G.W.—No. 1569 of 1992—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Gregor C.—2/6/93—Manufacturing (Food and 
Beverages)  1763 

Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re breach of award—Appellant employer argued that the decision to 
not grant an adjournment was a miscarriage of the discretion of the Industrial Magistrate—Full Bench found on evidence that 
the injustice to the Appellant in not having the matter heard was outweighed by the injustice occasioned to the Respondent in 
not having the matter completed in a reasonable time—Dismissed—Jackobin Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Tbtal Jarrah v. 
F.P.F.A.I.U.—Appeal No. 934 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., George C.—06/09/93 Furniture  2334 

Application for enforcement of order re cessation of industrial action—Applicant recommended that the issue of a caution as a penalty 
should issue—Respondent organisation argued that they had substantially complied with the order however the action was 
something of a knee-jerk reaction to the events and did not demonstrate a disregard of the Commission's position—Full Bench 
found on evidence that a caution was a proper and fitting penalty in that Respondent had no record of breach of orders, there 
was a degree of contrition expressed and there was not a calculated defiance of the order—Ordered Accordingly—The Registrar 
v. A.E.E.F.E.U.—No. 712 of 1993—Sharkey P., Fielding C, Parks C—05/08/93—Construction  2337 

Application for enforcement of Act re failure to produce employment records—Respondent failed to appear—Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and Act and found on evidence that whilst no previous breaches had been established Respondent had quite wrongly 
ignored proper requests to produce the documents—Full Bench further found that as there was no contrition or explanation 
offered for the breaches, penalties ought to be imposed and liberty given to apply for any further orders in relation to failure 
of wimess to attend—Ordered Accordingly—McCorry G., Industrial Inspector v. Hoskin A.P.—No. 123 of 1993—Sharkey P., 
Coleman C.C., Beech C—19/08/93—Cleaning  2335 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (72 WAIG 1282) to uphold appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (71 WAIG 207) 
following remittal from Industrial Appeal Court (71 WAIG 2259) to hear and determine matters subject of complaints— 
Appellant argued Full Bench made errors of principle in deciding there was insufficient evidence to justify Industrial Magistrate's 
findings and matter should be remitted to Industrial Magistrate or Full Bench—IAC reviewed authorities and found although 
it was not necessary to know precisely what the employee received per week for all her work it was not determinative of the 
Appeal—IAC further found having regard to the insufficient evidence to establish the hourly rate paid by the Respondent, the 
long history of the litigation, and relative insignificance of the complaints to which evidence of taxation paid was irrelevant, 
there was little justification in remitting the matter—Dismissed—McCorry G. v. Como Investments Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 7 
of 1992—Franklyn J (A.P.)/Nicholson J/1PP J—23/10/92—Hotels and Restaurants  2643 

HOURS OF WORK— 
Applications to vary award re Sunday work, amended trading hours, substituted public holidays, hours of work, overtime and penalty 

rates—Applicant argued application allowed employees the same number of public holidays accepted throughout the 
country—Applicant further argued that common rule variation was essential as enterprise by enterprise approach was impractical 
and under Structural Efficiency Principle, applications should proceed—Respondent union argued that applications were lodged 
by a small number of "major player' employers and there was no groundswell of employer sentiment which supported 
changes—Respondent union further argued that s.26 must embrace 'de facto principle' and applications did not fit within 
Principles because of 'negative cost cutting'—Commission found on evidence that award be amended to pennit seven day week 
rosters to be drawn up for retail stores currently engaged in seven day business week, but was not convinced that reduction 
in penalty rate was 'emerging trend'—Commission further found that it could not grant substituted public holiday claim as award 
did not have double public holiday provision—Granted in Part—Runnings Limited and Others v. S.D.A.—No. 1818 of 1991, 
1343 of 1992 and 843 of 1993—Beech C—11/11/93—Retail Trade  3447 

INDUSTRY— 
Application for variation to General Order re location allowances—CICS found on evidence that there had been an increase of 1% 

in the Consumer Price Index and that the allowances should be adjusted to reflect this increase—Granted—T.L.C. v. Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry and Others—No. 943 of 1993—Fielding C., Kennedy C., Parks C.—14/7/93—Private Industry . 1989 

INDUSTRIAL ACTION— 
Complaints re breach of award—Complainant union argued that Defendant breached Contract of Service clause by withholding 

payments of employees wages for refusal to work as directed due to industrial bans—Defendant argued that doctrine "no work 
as directed no pay" applied and justified failure to pay wages—Industrial Magistrate reviewed contracts of employment and 
found employer's requests could not be described as unreasonable—Dismissed—Bowden D. and Others v. W.M.C.—Complaint 
Nos. 59 to 64 of 1993—Bromfield S.M.—18/8/93—Nickel Ore Mining    2471 

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal for participation in strike action—^Applicant union 
argued that employees went on strike because fie first group of employees had been unfairly dismissed and their employer 
refusal to reinstate them—Respondent employer argued that employees had at least four warnings that dismissal would occur 
if they withdrew their labour which was a breach of their contract of employment—Commission reviewed authorities and found 
on evidence that they had disobeyed lawful orders to return to work and fiat their conduct was a repudiation of their contract 
of service therefore dismissals were neither harsh nor unfair—Dismissed—C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Robe River Iron Associates—No. 
CR263 of 1993—Gregor C.—01/10/93—Mining  2754 

Conference referred for hearing and determination re dispute over claim for reinstatement of Leisure Day—Respondent argued that 
industrial action by Applicant was in breach of dispute settling procedure—Commission reviewed procedure and found breach 
had occurred—Dismissed—A.W.U. v. Western Mining Corporation Limited—No. CR159 of 1993—Gregor C.—23/09/93— 
Nickel Mining  3026 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

INDUSTRIAL ACTION—continued 
Conference about dispute re the fairness or otherwise of the termination of services of a number of persons referred for hearing and 

determination—Applicant sought reinstatement of persons concerned—Dispute occurred after employees of the Respondent 
withdrew their labour during a "national day of action"—Employees involved in the industrial action were subsequently 
interviewed and asked to give a commitment to work only in accordance with their contract of service and not take unauthorised 
absences in future-—'Those employees that would not give the required commitments were dismissed—Commission reviewed 
authorities on the right to strike and found that clearly no such right exists and if employees had been terminated for their failure 
to attend work on the "national day of action" it would have been likely there would be no warrant for the Commission to 
interfere with the employers' right to terminate—Commission also reviewed other authorities notably Blight Chemicals Limited 
v. Bushnell where the High Court ruled that mere apprehension that an employee might do something incompatible with proper 
performance of his duties is not ground for dismissal in the absence of actually having committed such incompatible 
conduct—Commission found that while the failure of the employees to give the required commitment was grounds for 
uneasiness for future conduct it was not in itself an act which would justify dismissal—Further, Commission found that the 
process of interviews by different managers where employees were required to make the commitment was unfair and the form 
of the commitment required was so broad in its effect that a reasonable, honest person could not make it—The termination of 
employees because they could not make such a commitment was unfair and justified the interference by the Commission in 
the Respondent's right to terminate—Reinstatement Ordered—C.M.E.T.S.U. v. Robe River Iron Associates—No. CR716 of 
1992—Gregor C.—3/6/93—Mining  1076 

INDUSTRIAL MATTER— 
appeals against decision of Full Bench (73 WAIG 225) re redundancy payments based on implied term in contract of 

employment—Appellant argued Commission had no jurisdiction to deal with the matter—1AC reviewed authorities, Sections 
7,23 and 29 of the I.R. Act and found absent any industrial dispute and a claim to reinstate a dismissed employer the Commission 
did not have jurisdiction to deal with the common law contact between an ex-employer and ex-employee—Upheld—Coles Myer 
Ltd t/a Coles Supermarkets v. Coppin K.F. and Others—IAC No. 3, 4 and 5 of 1993 Kennedy J., Rowland J., Nicholson 
J.—9/6/93—Retail               

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Commission reviewed question of 
jurisdiction (Pepler's Case) and found that as no employment relationship existed there was no industrial matter therefore could 
not hear claim—Dismissed—Isaacson D.J.M. v. Emu Freight Services Pty Ltd—No. 142 of 1993—Salmon C.—10/6/93— 
Freight Services  

Conference referred re claim for severance payment at rate of four weeks pay per year of service—Commission determined as a 
preliminary point whether it had jurisdiction to hear claim—Commission reviewed authorities (Pepler's Case and the Kounis. 
Case) and found on evidence that it did not have jurisdiction to hear matter as Applicant was no longer an employee of the 
Respondent—Dismissed—F.C.U. v. Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd—No. CR500 of 1992—Parks C—22/6/93—Timber . 

Application to vary award re terms and conditions to cover existing conditions of employment and complete two new awards—Parties 
argued that the provisions being sought were in line with the Wage Fixing Principles, were within the jurisdiction of the 
Commission and had merit—Respondent sought insertion into contract of service clause which empowered the employer to 
force resignations of employees aged 60 years or more—CICS found that it did have jurisdiction as there was an industrial matter, 
reviewed what conditions currently applied in the award, and determined each claim and gave reasons therefore—Ordered 
Accordingly—S.S.T.U. v. Minister for Education and Another—Nos. T4 and T5 of 1993—Coleman C.C., Kennedy C, George 
C—21/10/93—Education     

INTERPRETATION—WORDS & PHRASES— 
Application for alteration of union rules re eligibility for membership (continued from 73 WAIG 563, 1232 and 1471)—TWU 

withdrew objection following amendment of application—Applicant argued solicitors and "Acting Secretary" had no authority 
to act on behalf of the FLAIEU and that an appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court had no effect because it was incompetent—Full 
Bench reviewed matters before the President, IAC, Regulation 6 of the Industrial Arbitration Act (WA Industrial Appeal Court) 
Regulations 1980 and found the order of the President subject of the appeal remained valid but unenforceable therefore no order 
prevented the objection of the FLAIEU being treated as valid—Full Bench granted in part application for further and better 
particulars—Full Bench further found it was not for it to determine whether an appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court was 
competent or not and that therefore the stay of proceedings under Regulation 6 of the IAC Regulations operated—Ordered 
Accordingly and Adjourned—F.M.W.U—No. 1167 of 1992—Sharkey P., Negus C, George C—25/6/93—Unions  

Application for enforcement of Industrial Relations Act re Summons to compulsory conference—Applicant argued a fine would 
be appropriate as the Respondent as an officer knew his obligations and chose to ignore them—Respondent argued Union had 
insufficient time to rearrange its schedule—Full Bench found on evidence Respondent failed to attend without 'good cause' 
contrary to Section 44(3) and was persuaded to accept undertaking as to future compliance—Granted in Part—The Registrar 
v. Ferguson G.W.—No. 1569 of 1992—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Gregor C.—2/6/93—Manufacturing (Food and 
Beverages)  

Application for interpretation of award re Special Rates and Provisions—Applicant employer argued that allowances were not payable 
due to the nature of work required—Respondent union argued that the employees worked out what materials were needed for 
them to complete a days work and therefore qualified for additional allowances—Commission found on evidence that there 
was no ambiguity in the wording of the subclauses, that whilst there was no allowance for computing quantities there was for 
the setter out and detail worker—Declared Accordingly—C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. W.A. Glass and Aluminium Pty Ltd—No. 804 
of 1993—Halliwell S.C—21/7/93—Building                  

Application for interpretation of definition of non-working day in Clerks' (Hotels, Motels and Clubs) Award—^Respondent sought 
to amend definition by deleting 'part-time' so 'non-working day' was recognised as any day where employee was unavailable 
to perform ordinary hours of work—Union argued that part-time employees should not be denied traditional privilege equivalent 
to day workers for holiday falling on Saturday or Sunday and being observed on Monday or Tbesday—Commission found an 
evidence that amendment to include both part-time and full-time employees did not alter status of 'non-working day' and 
definition of 'paid holiday' was to remain as a named holiday—Granted—F.C.U v. Commercial Hotel and Others—No. 1582"^ 
of 1989 (R2>—Parks C.—19/7/93—Pubs, Taverns and Bars (Clerical)         

Complaint re breach of award—Industrial Magistrate found that complaint was not properly made before the appropriate authority 
pursuant to Regulation 3(3) of Industrial Arbitration industrial Magistrates) Regulation 1980—Struck Out—T.W.U. v. 
Wesfarmers Kleenheat Gas Pty Ltd t/a Kieenheat—Complaint Nos. 74 and 75 of 1993—Cicchini S.M.—19/05/93—Domestic 
Appliances Retailing  

Application for interpretation of union rules—Applicant argued that Respondent had breached rules by organising a campaign to 
raise funds to recover stolen breadcrates, prosecute offenders and co-ordinate publicity awareness—President found that 
resolution could not be struck down on the basis that it was passed for purposes outside the objects contained in rules and could 
see no conflict of interest as the benefits of the resolution would be for membership as a whole subject to monies being expended 
by and on behalf of the membership—Declared Accordingly—Saraceni Enterprises Pty Ltd v. Baking Industry Employers' 
Association—No. 740 of 1993—Sharkey P.—31/8/93—Bakery Product Manufacturing  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

INTERPRETATION—WORDS & PHRASES—continued 
Application for a new award to cover entertainers making live performances—Applicant union argued there were problems in securing 

reasonable and enforceable conditions of employment and sought terms reflecting a federal award—Objecting Respondents 
argued sub-contract and scope clauses were beyond jurisdiction, not in the public interest and beyond the union's constitutional 
coverage—Respondents further argued no sufficient merit had been established for award to issue—Commission reviewed 
authorities and found jurisdiction and merit to make an award—Commission divided matter to deal with terms and conditions 
in industries of rejecting Respondents—At Speaking to Minutes CCIWA argued parties had not been heard and Reasons for 
Decision had not disposed of obligations under Wage Fixing Principles—Commission found union failed to express minimum 
wages in 2 columns, deleted some Respondents from award to issue and incorporated changes to better reflect decision—Ordered 
Accordingly—A.E.W.A. v. Playback Theatre and Others—No. A18 of 1989—Kennedy C.—4/6/93, 23/8/93 and 27/8/93— 
Entertainment  

Application for interpretation of award re commuted overtime allowance—Applicant union argued that the clause could not be said 
to be in any way ambiguous and was designed to compensate fisheries officers for being required to work in excess of prescribed 
hours of duty—Respondent argued that only time worked in excess of presribed hours of duty would count for the purposes 
of receiving the 15% allowance—Commission found that the clause was clear and that if the Applicant desired a more liberal 
exercise of the C.E.O.'s discretion an application could be lodged to determine precisely the work patterns which should result 
in the additional 15% being payable—C.S.A. v. Public Service Commission—No. P28 of 1992—Negus C.—15/09/93— 
Fisheries   

Complaint re alleged breach of Commission order—Complaint union claimed that breach of order had resulted from failure to reinstate 
employee—Industrial Magistrate reviewed Commission order and found that Defendant's request for interpretation of the order 
was unacceptable and favoured Complainant's case—Granted—F.P.F.A.I. v. T.J. and M.B. Waugh—Complaint No. 273 of 
1992—Heaney S.M.—11/08/93—Road Transport  2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1344) re Tally and Rodding Allowance—Appellant argued, inter alia, the 
Commission erred in finding tally should be increased despite the fact the slaughtering system was not 100% efficient—Further 
Appellant argued Commission erred in various findings of fact, refusal to grant inspection and breached natural justice in 
receiving a DOSHWA evidence without allowing submissions on it—Respondent argued earnings of employees were actually 
increasing and that operation between different abbatoirs were comparable—Full Bench found there was a sparseness of findings 
or reasons which would put the reasons close to offending the authorities—Full Bench reviewed authorities, adopted plain 
meaning of the award and found that the Commission having found that the systems was not a 100% efficient, had no alternative 
under the award but to say that the tally was not to be negotiated—Full Bench paid no attention to the loss of earning as required 
under the Wage Fixing Principles and erred in not deciding upon a request for an inspection—Full Bench further found that 
no opportunity to be heard in relation to the DOSHWA report or afford the party speaking to the minutes or producing orders 
in the form of minutes which rendered the decision invalid such that it must be quashed—Upheld and Quashed—A.M.l.E.U. 
v. Clover Meats—Appeal No. 837 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C, Parks C.—26/11/93—Meat and Meat Product 
Manufacturing   2Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (73 WAIG 2473) re failure to pay wages for public holiday pursuant to award—Full 
Bench gave reasons for extending time to file and serve appeal book—Appellant argued Industrial Magistrate erred in finding 
no reasonable excuse for absence on day prior to public holiday—Majority of Full Bench reviewed authorities and found 
employee absented himself contrary to award and acting pursuant to a union mattered not—Dissenting opinion found employee 
not absent from work before public holiday—Dismissed—A.E.E.F.E.U. v. Chei Australia Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 1286 of 
1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Fielding C—2/12/93—Construction  

INTERVENTION— 2Application for alteration of union rules re eligibility for membership (continued from 73 WAIG 563, 1232 and 1471)—TWU 
withdrew objection following amendment of application—Applicant argued solicitors and "Acting Secretary" had no authority 
to act on behalf of the FLA1EU and that an appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court had no effect because it was incompetent—Full 
Bench reviewed matters before the President, IAC, Regulation 6 of the Industrial Arbitration Act (WA Industrial Appeal Court) 
Regulations 1980 and found the order of the President subject of the appeal remained valid but unenforceable therefore no order 
prevented the objection of the FLAIEU being treated as valid—Full Bench granted in part application for further and better 
particulars—Full Bench further found it was not for it to determine whether an appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court was 
competent or not and that therefore the stay of proceedings under Regulation 6 of the IAC Regulations operated—Ordered 
Accordingly and Adjourned—F.M.W.U—No. 1167 of 1992—Sharkey P., Negus C, George C.—25/6/93—Unions  1764 

Applications to vary award re Sunday work, amended trading hours, substituted public holidays, hours of work, overtime and penalty 
rates—Applicant argued application allowed employees the same number of public holidays accepted throughout the 
country—Applicant further argued that common rule variation was essential as enterprise by enterprise approach was impractical 
and under Structural Efficiency Principle, applications should proceed—Respondent union argued that applications were lodged 
by a small number of 'major player' employers and there was no groundswell of employer sentiment which supported 
changes—Respondent union further argued that s.26 must embrace 'de facto principle' and applications did not fit within 
Principles because of 'negative cost cutting'—Commission found on evidence that award be amended to permit seven day week 
rosters to be drawn up for retail stores currently engaged in seven day business week, but was not convinced that reduction 
in penalty rate was 'emerging trend'—Commission further found that it could not grant substituted public holiday claim as award 
did not have double public holiday provision—Granted in Part—Bunnings Limited and Others v. S.D.A.—No. 1818 of 1991, 
1343 of 1992 and 843 of 1993—Beech €.—11/11/93—Retail Trade  3447 

ISOLATION ALLOWANCE— 
Application to vary award re allowances—Applicant claimed increase in meal allowance to reflect change in CPI for industry bringing 

clause up to date and to establish an isolation allowance—Commission examined adjustments and found changes to be within 
General Order and the Principles and acceded to request for separate operative dates—Granted—Co-operative Bulk Handling 
v. G.H.S.O.A.—No. 1156 of 1993—Fielding C.—06/10/93—Grain Storage  2696 

Conference referred re claim over terms and conditions of employment relating to a mine site—Respondent argued terms and 
conditions presently on site were consistent with common terms and conditions employed by the company across all its mining 
sites—Respondent further argued that overall range of disabilities identified were inherent in mining industry and did not warrant 
special allowance—Commission found on evidence that as employment conditions had been well established between parties 
for many years it could see no reason to interfere—However, Commission found merit on Applicant's claim for relief of 
circumstances at mine site and ordered company to provide and pay for Rest and Recreation Leave after 7 weeks 
employment—Granted in Part—A.W.U. v. Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd—No. CR303 of 1993—Gregor C.—9/11/93—Metal 
Ore Mining  3490 

JURISDICTION— 
Complaint re alleged breach of award—Complainant union argued that Defendant had failed to grant compassionate leave to 

employee—Defendant raised issue that under S.83(l) of I.R. Act Complainant did not have standing to lodge complaint as it 
was not named party to award—Industrial Magistrate found that as technical point raised by Defendant was valid the 
Complainant union was incompetent to lodge application—Dismissed—F.M.W.U. v. St John Ambulance Australia—Complaint 
No. 36 of 1993—Brown S.M.—9/6/93—Ambulance Services  1847 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal claim and denied contractual entitlements—Parties argued 
employment relationship existed—Commission reviewed authorities and found that because there was no power or right of 
dismissal the employment relationship had not existed—Dismissed—Hogg E.J. v. Angiel Pty Ltd t/a Fremantle Prison 
Guardians—No. 186 of 1993—Salmon C.—16/6/93—Security  1851 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

JURISDICTION—continued 2Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2836) re contractual entitlements—Commission found on the authority of an 
IAC decision delivered after the Full Bench had reserved its decision that there was no jurisdictional to hear the matter on appeal 
or at first instance and it was its duty to entertain the jurisdiction point—Dismissed—Keating Dr P.—Biotech International 
Limited—Appeal No. 1588 of 1992—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Salmon C.—25/6/93—Bio Tfcchnology  

2Appeals against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 397) re dismissed contractual entitlements and unfair dismissal claims—Full 
Bench found amended claim was not properly before the Commission and the claim at best sought contractual entitlements after 
the termination without seeking reinstatement at the same time—Dismissed—Michael J.M. & Another v. Ridgeway B.W. and 
Others—Appeal Nos. 177 & 178 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Halliwell S.C.—6/7/93—Electronics  

'Appeals against decision of Full Bench (73 WAIG 225) re redundancy payments based on implied term in contract of 
employment—Appellant argued Commission had no jurisdiction to deal with the matter—IAC reviewed authorities, Sections 
7,23 and 29 of the I.R. Act and found absent any industrial dispute and a claim to reinstate a dismissed employer the Commission 
did not have jurisdiction to deal with the common law contact between an ex-employer and ex-employee—Upheld—Coles Myer 
Ltd t/a Coles Supermarkets v. Coppin K.F. and Others—IAC No. 3, 4 and 5 of 1993 Kennedy J., Rowland J., Nicholson 
J.—9/6/93—Retail   2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1865) re contractual entitlements—Application to alter grounds of appeal—Full 
Bench reviewed authorities and found no questions of policy, waiver or estoppel were material and it was the duty of an appellate 
court to entertain a plea as to jurisdiction at any stage even if the point was not raised in the court below—Granted—SGS 
Australian Pty Ltd v. Taylor T.—Appeal No. 35 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C, Kennedy C.—29/6/93—Wool  

Conference referred re allegedly denied contractual entitlement in superannuation benefits—Applicant union claimed that as a result 
of employee being misled about eligibility for membership into State Government Superannuation Scheme a denial of substantial 
superannuation benefit occurred—Respondent argued in preliminary hearing that Commission lacked jurisdiction as the matter 
was between employee and treasurer not employer and employee—Respondent further argued that employee did have prior 
knowledge of the scheme via the information being supplied in employee handbook—Commission reviewed authorities and 
found that superannuation issue was an industrial matter and within jurisdiction and that the merits of the case favoured the 
Applicant—Granted—F.M.W.U. v. Hospital Laundry and Linen Service—No. CR553 of 1992—Halliwell S.C.—5/11/93— 
Laundry Service  

Appeal against decision of Public Service Commissioner to dismiss employee—Appellant argued that employment was as a 
permanent employee with a fixed term appointment—Respondent argued that as matter was result of a fixed term contract 
expiring at the end of term and therefore there was no dismissal to invoke the Boards jurisdiction—PSAB reviewed I.R. Act 
and found on evidence that renewal or extension was a term of employee's contract and that he should be dealt with as if 
misconduct finding had not been made and be reinstated so that consideration of extension of employment could be 
made—Upheld—Metaxas J. v. P.S.C.—No. PSAB 9 of 1993—Negus C., Chinnery/Rea—16/6/93—Public Administration .. 

Conference referred re extension of contract—^Applicant union claimed that Respondent's decision to deny permanency was harsh 
and unjust and by refusing to grant permanency had unfairly terminated employment—Respondent argued as employee's 
contract had expired before proceedings were instituted and no employment relationship existed to confer jurisdiction on the 
PSA—PSA examined Industrial Relations Act, 1979, reviewed authorities and found that Respondent did not terminate 
employment but declined to offer employee further contract of employment therefore it was unnecessary to consider the 
jurisdiction question—Dismissed—C.S.A. v. P.S.C.—No. PSA CR60 of 1992—Fielding C.—30/6/93—Dept. Productivity and 
Labour Relations  

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Commission reviewed question of 
jurisdiction (Pepler's Case) and found that as no employment relationship existed there was no industrial matter therefore could 
not hear claim—Dismissed—Isaacson D.J.M. v. Emu Freight Services Pty Ltd—No. 142 of 1993—Salmon C.—10/6/93— 
Freight Services  

Conference referred re claim for severance payment at rate of four weeks pay per year of service—Commission determined as a 
preliminary point whether it had jurisdiction to hear claim—Commission reviewed authorities (Pepler's Case and the Kounis 
Case) and found on evidence that it did not have jurisdiction to hear matter as Applicant was no longer an employee of the 
Respondent—Dismissed—F.C.U. v. Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd—No. CR500 of 1992—Parks C.—22/6/93—-Timber . 

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re wages—Commission found that as there was no contract of service in 
existence there was no jurisdiction for it to hear claim—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction—Wooton G. v. Personalised Thition 
(Soia Seminars)—No. 718 of 1993—Kennedy C.—14/7/93—Personalised Hiition  

Conference referred re dispute over contract of employment of an employee—^Applicant union argued that employee was offered 
a job with the company and on that basis resigned from a position to commence work with the company—Respondent argued 
that there was no formal contract entered into—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that it did not have 
jurisdiction to issue a declaration of the type sought and which would not resolve the dispute between the parties—^Dismissed 
for want of jurisdiction—M.E.W.U. v. Clyde Carruthers—No. CR 252 of 1993—George C.—6/8/93—Construction  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re wages, annual leave and loading—Commission found on evidence that 
as there was no employment relationship afoot and taking into consideration the dicta of the Industrial Appeal Court, there was 
no jurisdiction to deal with claim—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction—Todorovska S. v. Express Travel Pty Ltd—No. 957 
of 1992—Kennedy C.—30/7/93—Travel  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re wages—Commission found that as there was no employment relationship 
there was no jurisdiction to hear matter—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction—Gregory L.C. v. Cohen G. and Oliver R. t/a 
Graphics Agencies—No. 84 of 1993—Kennedy C.—13/7/1993—Printing  

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal and denied contractual 
entitlements—Respondent argued the dismissal was warranted because of serious repercussions from errors in her work and 
failure to maintain standards and Applicant's action since dismissal militated against re-employment—Commission found on 
evidence that in all the circumstances the dismissal was unfair and contractual benefits claim not within jurisdiction— 
Commission further found compensation should be limited to five weeks pay due to length of time in bringing the case before 
the Commission—Granted in Part—Dimovska A. v. Express Travel Pty Ltd—No. 956 of 1992—Kennedy C.—11/01193— 
Travel   

Cross Appeals against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1865) re denied contractual entitlements—Appellant employer argued 
that Commission's order at first instance was made without jurisdiction as per Coles Supermarkets v. Coppin and Others in 
that there was no industrial matter and no claim for reinstatement—Respondent argued that it would be inequitable for the Full 
Bench to hear appeal whilst orders of the Commission were flagrantly disobeyed—Respondent further argued that Commission 
had erred in fact or law which went to the amount ordered to be paid—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence 
that it could not enforce the order, that as the contract of employment had ceased there was no jurisdiction to hear claim—Upheld 
and Dismissed—SGS Australia Pty Ltd v. Taylor T.—Appeal Nos. 35 of 1993 and 72 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C., Kennedy 
C.—12/08/93—'Wool   

Complaint re breach of award—Industrial Magistrate found that complaint was not properly made before the appropriate authority 
pursuant to Regulation 3(3) of Industrial Arbitration (Industrial Magistrates) Regulation 1980—Struck Out—T.W.U. v. 
Wesfarmers Kleenheat Gas Pty Ltd t/a Kleenheat—Complaint Nos. 74 and 75 of 1993—Cicchini S.M.—19/05/93—Domestic 
Appliances Retailing   

Application for stay of order re denied contractual entitlements pending appeal to Full Bench—President found appeal was not 
instituted in time and therefore had no jurisdiction—Dismissed—Tri Star Group Pty Ltd v. Ball D.J.—No. 1033 of 
1993—Sharkey P.—02/09/93—Business Management Services  

2Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2872) re compensation payment for unfair dismissal—Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found that the real crux of the matter was that the Commission acted contrary to the ratio decidendi of decisions 
of the Industrial Appeal Court—Full Bench found until the Industrial Appeal Court reviewed the past decisions then the 
Commission was bound by those cases—Dismissed—Nappy Happy Service v. F.M.W.U.—Appeal No. 1592 of 1992—Sharkey 
P., Negus C., Kennedy C.—21/07/93—Laundry and Drycleaners  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

JURISDICTION—continued 
Application to vary award re overtime provisions—Applicant argued exclusive jurisdiction of PSA might allow improvement in 

conditions despite they being contrary to Wage Fixing Principles—Public Service Arbitrator approved only matters agreed upon 
by parties—Granted in Part—C.S.A. v. Commissioner, Public Service Commission—No. P22 of 1992—Negus C.—27/08/93— 
Government Administration  

Application for a new award to cover entertainers making live performances—Applicant union argued there were problems in securing 
reasonable and enforceable conditions of employment and sought terms reflecting a federal award—Objecting Respondents 
argued sub-contract and scope clauses were beyond jurisdiction, not in the public interest and beyond the union's constitutional 
coverage—Respondents further argued no sufficient merit had been established for award to issue—Commission reviewed 
authorities and found jurisdiction and merit to make an award—Commission divided matter to deal with terms and conditions 
in industries of rejecting Respondents—At Speaking to Minutes CCIWA argued parties had not been heard and Reasons for 
Decision had not disposed of obligations under Wage Fixing Principles—Commission found union failed to express minimum 
wages in 2 columns, deleted some Respondents from award to issue and incorporated changes to better reflect decision—Ordered 
Accordingly—A.E.W.A. v. Playback Theatre and Others—No. A18 of 1989—Kennedy C.—4/6/93, 23/8/93 and 27/8/93— 
Entertainment   

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements—^Tribunal had no jurisdiction as no 
contract of employment existed because the offer was not authorised and as no due service had occurred—G.S.T.T. found on 
evidence that actions of Respondent in unilaterally repudiating the contract of employment were unfair and ordered employee 
be re-employed and paid contractual benefits equal to 4 months' salary—Granted—S.S.T.U. v. Minister for Education—No. 
T8 of 1993—Kennedy C., Reeves/Pollard—03/09/93—Tbchnical and Further Education  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re redundancy payments—Respondent argued that the judgements in the 
Coles Myer case and its predessors as to the law mean the claim raised was beyond jurisdiction of the Commission as there 
was no employment relationship—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that this matter was different from 
the cases cited as an employment relationship existed when the application was filed, therefore there was jurisdiction to proceed 
for further hearing and determination—Brandler M.F. v. Southern Oceanic Hotels Pty Ltd t/a Observation City Resort—No. 
755 of 1993—Kennedy C.—06/09/93—Hospitality  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements'—Applicant claimed 
that Respondent had not accepted previous reinstatement had been justified and subjected to higher scratiny them other 
employees—Respondent argued that dismissal was not summary—Commission reviewed authorities and found that employee 
had failed to adequately manage and maintain a high service and image of the centre and that lacked jurisdiction to deal with 
contractual entitlements—Dismissed—Candelaria A.D. v. Avel Pty Ltd t/aTimezone—No. 211 of 1993—Parks C.—06/10/93—■ 
Cultural and Recreational Services  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued that employee had used offensive language 
after verbal warning given, organised a petition against company's services and abandoned employment by leaving workplace 
unattended for 3 days without explanation justified—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that Respondent 
had failed to demonstrate the validity of grounds for summary dismissal but little prospect for an reasonable working 
relationships being re-established and therefore no further jurisdiction—Dismissed—Lawerence H. v. Kuljak Aboriginal 
Employment and Cultural Centre—No. 541 of 1993—Beech C.—17/09/93—Employment Placement Services  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re discontinued weekly payments—Respondent argued Applicant was on 
Commission after change in business operations—Commission reviewed authorities, "Heads of Agreement" and found it was 
not possible to conclude that a employee/employer relationship ever existed and as Application lodged after relationship ended 
there was no jurisdiction—Dismissed—Fitzpatrick J. v. Milforo Pty Ltd—No. 874 of 1991—George C.—20/09/93—Marine 
Equipment Retailing   

Application for pro rata long service leave entitlements—Board of Reference found that as applicant had resigned after period of 
7 years and commenced new contract for 5 years it lacked jurisdiction as neither periods of employment were of sufficient length 
to provide an entitlement—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction—Taylor P.W. v. Manely Stanwell Holden—No. 24 of 
1993—Carrigg(Registrar)., Latter/Blyth—04/08/93   

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements—Applicant also sought unspecified amounts for costs and interest as well 
as an indefinite adjournment to allow for other matters before the Commission differently constituted to be concluded— 
Respondent argued as a premilinary point that Commission did not have jurisdiction to hear matter as per Coles/Myer decision 
in the Industrial Appeal Court—Commission found on evidence that as there was no employment relationship and not likely 
to be one in the future there was no industrial matter and therefore it could not determine claim—Dismissed—Bills J.C. v. Van 
Print Pty Ltd t/a Vanguard Press—No. 508 of 1993—George C.—08/10/93—Printing  

Application for stay of order re denied contractual entitlements pending appeal to Full Bench—Applicant argued there was a serious 
issue to be tried in that as per the Coles/Myer case the appeal would succeed and it would be unjust to have to pay across any 
money due to this circumstance—President found that the balance of convenience favoured the Applicant and ordered monies 
to be paid into a trust account—Granted—T. O'Connor and Sons Pty Ltd v. Sakal H.J.—No. 1247 of 1993—Sharkey 
P.—22/4/93—Retail Services  

Applications for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re wages, superannuation benefits and losses associated with loss of 
opportunity to perform—Respondent argued that the contracts were casual and could be terminated with one weeks' notice on 
either side—Commission found on evidence that as per Coles/Myer case, there was no industrial matter as there was no 
employment relationship therefore it did not have jurisdiction to hear claim—Dismissed—Bozanic NJ. and Others v. Adventure 
World (WA) 1% Ltd as Trustee for the Adventure World Unit Trust trading as Adventure World—Nos. 44—47 of 
1993—Kennedy C.—15/10/93—Entertainment  

Application for reinstatement on grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued Applicant attempted to entice other employees 
to a new businessZcommission found on evidence that Applicant was summarily and unfairly dismissed but could not grant 
reinstatement as employee was employed elsewhere—Commission further found that it lacked jurisdiction to award contractual 
benefits as no contract relationship existed when matter was first lodged—Dismissed—Kent K.T. v. Montreal Holdings Pty 
Ltd—No. 1029 of 1993—Fielding C—11/11/93—Property and Business Services  

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (73 WAIG 1458) re contractual entitlements—Respondent conceded appeal but argued IAC 
had no jurisdiction to make any order in relation to the sum held in a joint bank account pursuant to the Presidents' order as 
there was no appeal against tire stay—IAC found interlocutory order made in the case of an appeal against an order the 
Commission made without jurisdiction is void—Ordered Accordingly—Gail Force Manpower Services Pty Ltd and Another 
v. Pozzi R.—IAC Appeal No. 15 of 1993—Kennedy J., Rowland J., Franklyn J.—16/9/93—Marketing and Business 
Management Services  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Preliminary point re jurisdiction—Applicant argued that the degree 
of control which the Respondent held over the Applicant was such that the relationship created was that of employer and 
employee—Respondent argued that Applicant was engaged as an agent, that the contractual relationship had not been one of 
employer and employee therefore the Commission did not have jurisdiction—Commission reviewed authorities and found on 
evidence that Applicant had been an employee—Declared Accordingly—Fisher E. v. Totalisator Agency Board—No. 650 of 
1992—Parks C.—24/11/93—Cultural and Recreational Services  

Appeals against recommendations for promotion to positions of District Officer Fire Brigade, WA Fire Brigade Board—Appellants 
argued in preliminary point that there was a question of law to be decided in the definition of "office" and that the PAB lacked 
jurisdiction therefore it should be referred to the Full Bench—Respondent employer argued that the Board did not have the 
powers to refer a matter to the Full Bench and that body did not have jurisdiction to deal with any such matter—PAB reviewed 
authorities and found that the public interest and natural justice would be served if the question were considered by the Full 
Bench—Palmer J.R. and Others v. Higgins A.T. and Others—PAB Nos. 66—70 of 1993—Parks C, Alchin/Parker—2/11/93— 
Public Order and Safety Services  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

JURISDICTION—continued 2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1612) re denied contractual entitlements—Respondent argued contract of service 
was on foot when application was filed due to payment of benefits on termination—Full Bench reviewed authorities, applied 
Coles/Myer decision and found there was no jurisdiction—Upheld—O'Connor T. and Sons Pty Ltd v, Sakal H.J.—Appeal No. 
936 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C., Beech C.—26/11/1993—Construction Trade Services  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed termination was a retribution for objection to 
unpaid wages and inadequate warning was given—Respondent argued that employee failed to enforce safety rules and breached 
management confidence in seeking legal advice on company matter—Respondent further argued no jurisdiction as no 
employment relationship existed when application was lodged—Commission reviewed authorities and found although dismissal 
was unfair having regard to employment record and restructure, reinstatement was not proper—Dismissed—Willmott L.E. v. 
Geo Services Pty Ltd—No. 1131 of 1993—Fielding C—26/11/93—Services to Mining  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—^Applicant claimed that duties were performed diligently and 
expeditiously in accordance with customs legislation—Respondent argued termination resulted from poor work performance 
and productivity—Commission reviewed authorities and found employer's right to terminate had not been abused and without 
order to reinstatement was without jurisdiction to allow compensation payment for denial of adequate notice—Dismissed— 
Soukos A. v. Emery Worldwide—No. 1134 of 1993—Fielding C.—16/11/93—Services to Air Transport  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal and application to dismiss substantive application—^Applicant 
claimed that repercussions of IAC Coles/Myer decision effectively wiped out previous contractual entitlements claim and 
prompted re-application—Respondent argued length of time between termination and claim was too long and it was not in public 
interest to deal with matter—Commission found that Applicant had not shown good reason why, 18 months after event, the 
Commission should entertain the claim—Dismissed—Taylor T.B. v. S.G.S. Australia Pty Ltd—Nos. 977 and 1115 of 
1993—Beech C.—30/11/93—Wholesaling Farm Produce  

Application for order to dismiss application No. C446 of 1993—Applicant claimed that as matter had been previously dealt with 
in another application Commission was functus officio and doctrines of res judicata and issue estoppel applied—Applicant 
further claimed that since matter was within jurisdiction of Industrial Magistrate the Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal 
with matter—Commission found on evidence that matter had not been previously dealt with and as there was no need to address 
issues of functus officio, res judicata or issue estoppel—Dismissed—R.R.I.A. v. M.E.W.U.—No. 1427 of 1993—Gregor 
C—30/11/93—Mining   

Application to vary award re terms and conditions to cover existing conditions of employment and complete two new awards—Parties 
argued that the provisions being sought were in line with the Wage Fixing Principles, were within the jurisdiction of the 
Commission and had merit—Respondent sought insertion into contract of service clause which empowered the employer to 
force resignations of employees aged 60 years or more—CICS found that it did have jurisdiction as there was an industrial matter, 
reviewed what conditions currently applied in the award, and determined each claim and gave reasons therefore—Ordered 
Accordingly—S.S.T.U. v. Minister for Education and Another—Nos. T4 and T5 of 1993—Coleman C.C., Kennedy C, George 
C.—27/10/93—Education   

'Appeal against decision of President (73 WAIG 254) re orders relating to the conduct of union committee of management and its 
business—Respondent argued notwithstanding the fact that each resolution of the committee of management may not be capable 
of being struck down as a matter of law the President was able to look at the conduct of the majority and the way in which 
they conducted the affairs of the union and decide that the resolutions as a whole could not stand—Appellant argued President 
acted without or in excess jurisdiction and erred in law in various respects—IAC reviewed authorities, I.R. Act 1979, Union 
Rules and found the failure of the committee of management to elect a chair for each meeting did not necessarily result as a 
matter of law in the invalidity of the resolution passed by the committee and that nothing in S.66(2) empowered the President 
to declare the resolutions of the meeting as null and void—IAC further found it was open to the President to conclude that the 
industrial officers were in fact organisers—But not that the Acts including award variation approved of the industrial officers 
and the acting secretary were void—Upheld and Orders Quashed and Varied Respectively—IAC Appeal No. 2 of 1993—Carter 
L.B. and Others v. Drake M.A. and Others—Rowland J., Nicholson/Anderson J.J.—14/10/93—Unions  2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1900) re reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Appellant argued 
Commission erred in finding that the Respondent was dismissed when offered alternative employment or that it failed to have 
sufficient regard to the established principles in exercising the power of reinstatement—Full Bench found no term in contract 
of service re transferability and that the dismissal was summary—Full Bench found, though the order was within jurisdiction, 
the Commission miscarried in its discretion to order re-employment—Upheld—Real Estate Institute of W.A. Inc. v. 
F.C.U.—Appeal No. 939 of 1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Beech C.—23/11/93—Property Services  

LEAVE WITHOUT PAY— 
Application for interpretation of definition of non-working day in Clerks' (Hotels, Motels and Clubs) Award—Respondent sought 

to amend definition by deleting 'part-time' so 'non-working day' was recognised as any day where employee was unavailable 
to perform ordinary hours of work—Union argued that part-time employees should not be denied traditional privilege equivalent 
to day workers for holiday falling on Saturday or Sunday and being observed on Monday or Thesday—Commission found an 
evidence that amendment to include both part-time and full-time employees did not alter status of 'non-working day' and 
definition of 'paid holiday' was to remain as a named holiday—Granted—F.C.U v. Commercial Hotel and Others—No. 1582B 
of 1989 (R2)—Parks C.—19/7/93—Pubs, Thvems and Bars (Clerical)  2055 

Application for order to dismiss application No. C446 of 1993—Applicant claimed that as matter had been previously dealt with 
in another application Commission was functus officio and doctrines of res judicata and issue estoppel applied—Applicant 
further claimed that since matter was within jurisdiction of Industrial Magistrate the Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal 
with matter—Commission found on evidence that matter had not been previously dealt with and as there was no need to address 
issues of functus officio, res judicata or issue estoppel—Dismissed—R.R.I.A. v. M.E.W.U.—No. 1427 of 1993—Gregor 
C.—30/11/93—Mining   3501 

LONG SERVICE LEAVE— 
'Appeal against decision of Commission in Court Session (72 WAIG 2529) re refusal to grant leave to appeal out of time against 

decision of Long Service Leave Board of Reference—IAC reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the Appellant failed 
to establish the necessary chain of transmission of Services and having regard to the weakness of the Appellant's case the 
dismissal of the application did not give rise to an injustice—Dismissed—Ryan R.J. v. Hazelby K.N. and Lester t/a Carnarvon 
Waste Disposals—IAC No. 13 of 1992—Kennedy C., Rowland J., Nicholson J.—27/5/93—Waste Disposal  3Appeal against Decision of Board of Reference (73 WAIG 1594) re assessment of amount of ordinary pay for purposes of long 
service leave entitlements—Appellant argued BOR failed to give sufficient reasons for decision, wrongly stated the question 
to be decided and failed to decide claim made—CICS reviewed authorities, CIPPLSL Act, heard Appeal in stricto sensu and 
found the BOR applied the provisions of CIPPLSL Act to the agreed facts and reached the correct conclusion as a 
result—^Dismissed—Kirfield Engineering Pty Ltd v. Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Payments 
Board—Appeal No. 914 of 1993—Halliwell S.C., George C, Parks C.—28/09/93—Construction  

Claim re determination of long service leave entitlements—BOR found on evidence that as there was no termination of contract of 
service, employment was deemed to be continuous for the purposes of long service leave entitlements—Granted—Hill A.N. 
v. Paul Druitt Real Estate Pty Ltd—File No. 6 of 1993—Pope/Beech/Uphill—Real Estate  

Claim re pro rata long service leave entitlement—BOR found on evidence that as Applicant had only completed 8 years and 5 months 
of service he had not completed the requisite 10 years service to enable pro rata payment—Dismissed—Rideout E. v. Baker 
Hughes Australia Pty Ltd t/a Exlog Australia—File No. 15 of 1993—Pope/Jones/Beech—16/08/93—Exploration  

Application for long service leave entitlements—Board of Reference found that honorarium paid to Applicant was not a gift for 
voluntary work but a yearly payment for prescribed work undertaken—BOR further found that employer/employee relationship 
had existed between the parties—Granted—Arlow W.R. v. West Australian Suburban Thrf Cricket Association (Inc)—No. 2 
of 1993—Pope (DR)., Beech/Uphill—08/06/93—Sport and Recreation  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

LONG SERVICE LEAVE—continued 
Application for pro rata long service leave entitlements—Board of Reference found that as applicant had resigned after period of 

7 years and commenced new contract for 5 years it lacked jurisdiction as neither periods of employment were of sufficient length 
to provide an entitlement—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction—Thylor P.W. v. Manely Stanwell Holden—No. 24 of 
1993—Camgg(Registrar)., Latter/Blyth—04/08/93   

Claim re calculation of long service leave—Applicant argued that absences from work were approved leave without pay on two 
occasions—Respondent argued that it did not grant the leave—BOR found on evidence that Applicant terminated her own 
services on the second period of leave therefore accrual for long service leave entitlements should commence from that 
date—F.M.W.U. v. St John of God Hospital—File No 12 of 1993—Carrigg/Lattcr/Uphill—18/05/93—Health  

Claim for pro rata long service leave—BOR found on evidence that Applicant's employment was continuous due to transmission 
of business—BOR also found pro rata long service leave should be paid at the salary rate when services were 
terminated—Granted—Todorovska S v. Express Travel Pty Ltd—File No. 17 of 1993—Carrigg/Jones/Beech—04/08/93— 
TYavel  

Application for back payment of allegedly underpaid pro rata long service leave payment—Applicant claimed payment should have 
been made on basis of a salary "package" including annual salary, sum for vehicle, sum for telephone use and statutory 
superannuation contributions—Board of Reference also considered impact of Statute of Limitations, District Court action by 
Applicant against Respondent Coles/Myer Decision and Long Service Leave Act as to CICS long service leave General 
Order—BOR found that components other than actual salary had not been considered as part of "gross salary, wages, bonus, 
commission "for taxation purposes it is difficult to now accept the argument that they are now part of a rate of pay—Further, 
the definition of "rate of pay" in General Order did not support claim—Dismissed—Marsh K.R. v. Mayne Nickless Limited 
and Another—No. 28 of 1993—Pope (DR)., Beech/Uphill—27/10/93—^Transport  

MANNING— 2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1626) re dismissed claim over speed and manning of mutton chain—Appellant 
argued Commission denied natural justice by not allowing submissions, examination of witness or opposing evidence on a report 
received as evidence—Appellant further argued Commission did not completely hear matter and failed to issue minutes of 
proposed order and reasons for decision—Respondent conceded Appeal—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that there 
had been a denial of natural justice and that the appropriate remedy was to quash the decision—Upheld—W.A.M.C. v. 
A.M.E.I.E.U.—Appeal No. 890 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Gregor C.—05/08/93—Meat  

MEAL BREAKS— 
Application to vary award re hours, meal break and wages—Parties sought to increase casual employees' maximum engagement, 

reduce new employees' minimum daily engagement, allow casual employees to forgo meal breaks, exclude company from Easter 
eve overtime, increase wages and superannuation—Commission found that superannuation increase would exceed state wage 
principles however other variations were approved and the superannuation claim withdrawn Granted in Part—SDA v. Coles 
Supermarket Australia and Another—No. 285 of 1993—Beech C.—20/10/93—Supermarket and Grocery Stores  

MEAL MONEY— 
Application to vary award re overtime provisions—Applicant argued exclusive jurisdiction of PSA might allow improvement in 

conditions despite they being contrary to Wage Fixing Principles—Public Service Arbitrator approved only matters agreed upon 
by parties—Granted in Part—C.S.A. v. Commissioner, Public Service Commission—No. P22 of 1992—Negus C.—27/08/93— 
Government Administration  

Application to vary award re allowances—Applicant claimed increase in meal allowance to reflect change in CP1 for industry bringing 
clause up to date and to establish an isolation allowance—Commission examined adjustments and found changes to be within 
General Order and the Principles and acceded to request for separate operative dates—Granted—Co-operative Bulk Handling 
v. G.H.S.O.A.—No. 1156 of 1993—Fielding C.—06/10/93—Grain Storage  

MISCONDUCT— 
Appeal against speaker of Legislative Assembly and President of Legislative Council to terminate employment—Applicant argued 

that dismissal arose from his opposition to another contractor's work with Legislative Council and defamation against 
him—Respondent argued that a thorough investigation was undertaken and management was not satisfied with his responses 
to questions regarding a sum of money and suspected dishonesty—PSAB found on evidence that poor management style and 
interpersonal skills, not technical competence, led to dismissal—PSAB found some elements of unfairness but on the totality 
of evidence there was ample good reason to exercise the right to terminate the contract—PSAB further found that Applicant 
was due a back dated salary increase and 3 months pay in lieu of notice—Granted in Part—Davids M. v. Hon. Mike Barrett 
JP, MLA and Another—PSAB 14 of 1992—Negus C, Musson/Farrar—13/7/93—Government Administration  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the ground of unfair dismissal—Applicant union claimed that employee was given 
permission to remove materials by sub-contractor—Respondent argued that employee did not have permission to remove 
materials and admitted to have stolen the goods in an interview with Police—Commission reviewed authorities and found on 
evidence that employee was given every opportunity to explain his case before the Respondent and the Respondent had good 
reason to reaching the conclusion it did—Dismissed—A.B.L.F. v. B.M.A.—No. CR100 of 1993—Fielding C.—18/6/93— 
Construction  

Appeal against decision of Public Service Commissioner to dismiss employee—Appellant argued that employment was as a 
permanent employee with a fixed term appointment—Respondent argued that as matter was result of a fixed term contract 
expiring at the end of term and therefore there was no dismissal to invoke the Boards jurisdiction—PSAB reviewed I.R. Act 
and found on evidence that renewal or extension was a term of employee's contract and that he should be dealt with as if 
misconduct finding had not been made and be reinstated so that consideration of extension of employment could be 
made—Upheld—Metaxas J. v. P.S.C.—No. PSAB 9 of 1993—Negus C., Chinnery/Rea—16/6/93—Public Administration .. 

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair summary dismissal without loss of entitlements—Application 
was heard conjointly with CR116 of 1993 and the main Reasons for Decision published with it—Commission found on evidence 
that employee had physically assaulted another colleague causing bodily harm and the decision to terminate employment was 
neither harsh nor unfair—Dismissed—F.M.W.U. v. Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital—No. CR119 of 1993—-Gregor C.— 
Health  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal for alleged misconduct—Applicant argued that he had no recollection 
of events and that he acted in a state of automatism—^Respondent argued that employee knew what he was doing and deliberately 
set out to assault another employee—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the Applicant's conduct was 
totally unacceptable, that Respondent had a duty of care to fellow employees and therefore dismissal was neither harsh nor 
unfair—Dismissed—Richards S.J. and BHP Iron Ore Limited—No. 184 of 1993—Fielding C.—21/6/93—Iron Ore  

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he had not had 
a proper induction into the company and he not received any feedback about incorrect procedures—Respondent argued that 
the way in which employee had gone about getting the job done was a breach of practice and general standard of 
behaviour—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that as Applicant had not been properly instructed in the 
company's operations, the decision to dismiss was unfair and ordered reinstatement and compensation for lost 
earnings—Granted—Fawcett P. v. Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd—No. 775'of 1993—Gregor C.—29/7/93—Mining  

Conference referred re unfair dismissal—Reinstatement and payment of contractual entitlements sought—^Respondent argued that 
dismissal occurred when employee struck another employee without reasonable provocation and action was seen as 
misconduct—Commission reviewed authorities and found a evidence that as there was no history of violent conduct towards 
other employees the dismissal was unfair—Granted—F.M.W.U. v. Cadbury Schweppes Pty Ltd—No. CR19 of 1993—Parks 
C.—27/7/93—Food Manufacturing  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

MISCONDUCT—continued 
Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued 

that termination was a result of employee assaulting supervisor by pushing him without reasonable provocation which was 
viewed as misconduct—Commission found no unfairness had occurred—Dismissed—A.B.L.F. v. B.M.A.—No. CR253 of 
1993—Halliwell S.C.--4/8/93—Construction   

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued that 
employee was dismissed as a result of a degeneration of work relationship with supervisor and that poor work attitude and 
behaviour continued after warnings had been given—Commission found on evidence that respondent's right to terminate was 
exercised in a fair manner—Dismissed—F.M.W.U. v. Warton Road Small Animal Hospital—CR689 of 1992—Parks 
C—3/8/93—Animal Welfare   

Conference referred re claim of unfair dismissal—Applicant union claimed that consideration should be given to length of time 
between incident leading to dismissal and previous occurrence—Respondent argued that dismissal was not unfair as employee 
had not only been previously warned but had been counselled for breaches of policies—Commission found on evidence that 
on balance, there was no establishment of Respondent's actions being harsh or unfair—Dismissed—S.D.A. v. Cecil Brothers 
Ply Ltd t/a Belts and Belts—No. CR229 of 1993—Kennedy C.—10/8/93—Retail  

Appeal against decision of Totalisator Agency Board to terminate employment for alleged gross neglect of duty—Respondent 
employer argued that Appellant was charged with breaching the TAB Betting Act and sought payment of a shortfall in the 
agencies funds—PSAB found on evidence that Appellant was aware of his employers instructions and attitude to credit betting 
and conducted himself in a way which repudiated the contract of service therefore summary dismissal was neither harsh nor 
unfair—Dismissed—Hamersley G. v. Totalisator Agency Board—No. PSAB 11 of 1993—Negus €., Sivewright/Reynolds— 
18/8/93—Betting   

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union 
claimed summary termination was effected where there was no misconduct and Respondent had not met its obligation in 
supplying safety boots—Respondent argued that employees' action re safety boots was further demonstration of his rude and 
unco-operative manner and attitude towards policies, management, staff and customers—Commission found on evidence that 
employees* dismissal was harsh in the circumstances of the actual application of policy on safety boots and that the Commission 
should order re-employment—Granted in Part—S.D.A. v. Alco Pty Ltd—No. CR240 of 1993—Kennedy C.—11/08/93— 
Retail   

2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 412) re reinstatement to a lower grade position on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal—Appellant argued Commission erred in various finding of fact, in failing to properly apply the law in respect of 
misconduct, in failing to give sufficient weight to the public interest in whether the Respondent was a fit and proper person 
to hold office in the police force and having found that the actions of the Respondent required severe disciplinary action, by 
substituting the opinion for that of the Appellant—Full Bench reviewed authorities. Police Force Regulations and Police Force 
Act 1892 and found it was open to the Commission to find on video and oral evidence that there was no premeditation to the 
assault but that finding did not dispose of the Commission's duty to consider and give proper weight to those factors arising 
out of the assault—Full Bench further found that the Commissioner of Police did not abuse his statutory duty and it was not 
for the Commission to look at what was done in the light of punishment as it did—Upheld—Minister For Police and Another 
v. Smith D.J—Appeal No. 149 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Fielding C.—27/08/93—Police Service  

Conference referred re application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union 
argued there was a denial of procedural fairness in the manner by which the summary dismissal was effected as die employee 
had not committed any misconduct—Respondent argued that as a result from employee failing to satisfactorily refute allegations 
of two separate assault incidents summarily dismissal occurred—Commission found on evidence that employee's actions were 
attempts to restrain the child concerned and employee was not guilty of misconduct—Granted—F.M.W.U. v. The Board of 
Management, Gurlongga Njininj Children's Centre—No. CR750 of 1992—Coleman C.C.—19/8/93—Child Care Services .. 

Appeal against decision of Public Service Commissioner re termination of employee for alleged misconduct—Respondent employer 
argued that employee had attempted to cover up his serious demeanours and was left with no alternative but to dismiss 
Appellant—PSAB found on evidence there was no corrupt intent or profit from the misconduct, that Appellant had an 
unblemished record of service and ordered that he be given the strongest possible sanction short of dismissal—Upheld—Marek 
J. v. Public Service Commission—PSAB 10 of 1993—Negus C, King/Treymant—27/08/93—Fisheries  

Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2859) re dismissed claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal—Appellant union argued that the Commission erred in fact or in law in finding that the Respondent was entitled to 
summarily dismiss employees when there was no sufficient evidence that the fight was one of serious enough nature to render 
the employees liable to dismissal and potential to disrupt harmony of the village—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found 
on evidence that the altercation was a serious one, that although it did not create disharmony in the village it was such that 
amounted to rejection of the contract of employment—Dismissed—A.W.U. v. Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 
1525 of 1992—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Parks C.—24/09/93—Mining  

Appeal against decision to summarily dismiss employee for misconduct—Applicant claimed that he was unaware of Code of Conduct 
and use of wife's promotional firm was due in good faith as main concern was to hire best promotional group—Respondent 
argued that as employee had breached Code of conduct and was 'prima facie' a criminal offence and there now existed a total 
lack of trust dismissal was warranted—PSAB reviewed authorities and found on evidence that by Respondent dismissing 
employee after Minister's decision for formal reprimand and options to resolve conflict were given the dismissal was unfair 
but was not persuaded that reinstatement should occur as position was lost in Respondent's restructure—PSAB further found 
that employee should be compensated in amount equal to 6 months salary—Granted in part—Denver D. v. W.A.P.M.A.—PSAB 
15 of 1993—Public Service Appeal Board—14/09/93—Market Research Services (Fhibiic Admin)  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued summary dismissal was warranted as Applicant 
breached company policy by knowingly offering non "check sealed" stock to other employees for consumption—Commission 
reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the act did not constitute misconduct sufficient to justify summary 
dismissal—Granted—S.D.A.E.A. v. Action Food Bams (W.A.) Pty Ltd—No. CR294 of 1993—Beech C.--<)8/09/93— 
Supermarket and Grocery Stores  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed termination was due to Respondent organising 
someone else for the job and no complaints had been made about her—Respondent argued that employee had been cautioned 
on a daily basis in regards to interrupting consultations with clients, negative attitude towards other staff members, lewd remarks 
to staff and clients and had observed her behaviour for a week and found no improvement—Commission reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that Applicant did not discharge the onus of proof to establish unfairness and favoured evidence of 
Respondent—Dismissed—Harper V. v. (Richard Strutt) Boulevard Pharmacy Newman—No. 955 of 1993—Gregor 
C.—21/09/93—Pharmaceutical, Cosmetic and Toiletry Retailing  

Claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal for alleged misconduct—Applicant argued that Respondent wrongly 
inputed her actions as incidents of disloyalty and disobedience—Respondent argued that they had lost trust in the employee 
because of her divided loyalty—Commission found on evidence that Applicant had done nothing to undermine the Respondents 
position therefore dismissal was unfair and ordered reinstatement to former position but declined to make an associated order 
as to loss of income in the interim—Granted in part—Keane S.J. v. Healthpoint Pty Ltd t/a Healthpoint Beimont—No. 518 of 
1993—Fielding C—02/09/93—Medical  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued that employee had used offensive language 
after verbal warning given, organised a petition against company's services and abandoned employment by leaving workplace 
unattended for 3 days without explanation justified—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that Respondent 
had failed to demonstrate the validity of grounds for summary dismissal but little prospect for an reasonable working 
relationships being re-established and therefore no further jurisdiction—Dismissed—Lawerence H. v. Kuljak Aboriginal 
Employment and Cultural Centre—No. 541 of 1993—Beech C.—17/09/93—Employment Placement Services  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Commission reviewed authorities and found that as 10 warnings 
had been given and no improvement resulted it favoured Respondent's case—Dismissed—Marklew D. v. City of Gosnells—No. 
813 of 1992—Halliwell S.C.—11/12/92—Local Government Administration  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

MISCONDUCT—continued 
Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal for participation in strike action—Applicant union 

argued that employees went on strike because tile first group of employees had been unfairly dismissed and their employer 
refused to reinstate them—Respondent employer argued that employees had at least four warnings that dismissal would occur 
if they withdrew their labour which was a breach of their contract of employment—Commission reviewed authorities and found 
on evidence that they had disobeyed lawful orders to return to work and that their conduct was a repudiation of their contract 
of service therefore dismissals were neither harsh nor unfair—Dismissed—C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Robe River Iron Associates—No. 
CR263 of 1993—Gregor C.—01/10/93—Mining  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union claimed that dismissal was in 
retribution for employee not taking a voluntary separation and alleged misdeeds occured in employee's role as union 
convenor—Respondent argued that dismissal was justified as despite repeated verbal and written warnings employee abused 
and disobeyed management and was generally unco-operative—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that 
ample warning had teen given of unacceptable employment attitude and behaviour—Commission was convinced that dismissal 
was in all aspects fair—Dismissed—M.E.W.U. v. Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd—No. CR305 of 1993—Fielding C.—15/10/93—Iron 
Ore Mining   

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed termination was 
unjust as he had not been adequately instructed as to his responsibility to monitor subordinate's timekeeping—Respondent 
argued that applicant had been given every opportunity to explain his position and assist in discovery of over payments—Further, 
termination was effected in terms of contract with benefits and due notice given—Commission found that in failing to adhere 
to written instructions on overtime principles Applicant had shown incompetence as a supervisor and termination was not 
unfair—Dismissed—Joyner L. v. Commissioner, Main Roads Department—No. 75 of 1993—Negus C.—10/11/93—Road and 
Bridge Construction   

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed termination was a retribution for objection to 
unpaid wages and inadequate warning was given—Respondent argued that employee failed to enforce safety rules and breached 
management confidence in seeking legal advice on company matter—Respondent further argued no jurisdiction as no 
employment relationship existed when application was lodged—Commission reviewed authorities and found although dismissal 
was unfair having regard to employment record and restructure, reinstatement was not proper—Dismissed—Willmott L.E. v. 
Geo Services Pty Ltd—No. 1131 of 1993—Fielding C—26/11/93—Services to Mining  

MIXED FUNCTIONS— 
Application to vary award re changes in working arrangement, increase functions of integrated work group and additional 

classification level by consent—Applicant argued that extra selected skills gained from the changes in operation warranted an 
additional classification level for mine transport services—Commission found significant net additions to work requirements 
warranted the new additional classification—Granted—Hamersley Iron Pty Limited v. A.W.U.—No. 927 of 1993—Fielding 
C—12/08/93—Iron Ore  2460 

NATURAL JUSTICE— 
Appeal against speaker of Legislative Assembly and President of Legislative Council to terminate employment—Applicant argued 

that dismissal arose from his opposition to another contractor's work with Legislative Council and defamation against 
him—Respondent argued that a thorough investigation was undertaken and management was not satisfied with his responses 
to questions regarding a sum of money and suspected dishonesty—PSAB found on evidence that poor management style and 
interpersonal skills, not technical competence, led to dismissal—PSAB found some elements of unfairness but on the totality 
of evidence there was ample good reason to exercise the right to terminate the contract—PSAB further found that Applicant 
was due a back dated salary increase and 3 months pay in lieu of notice—Granted in Part—Davids M. v. Hon. Mike Barrett 
JP, MLA and Another—PSAB 14 of 1992—Negus C, Musson/Farrar—13/1/93—Government Administration  2Appcal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re breach of award—Appellant argued Industrial Magistrate erred in 
denying an adjournment contrary to natural justice, finding the defendant was bound by the award, failing to consider whether 
an exclusion in the definitions clause applied and in ordering payment for the total claim—Full Bench reviewed authorities and 
found an injustice had occurred such as to enable the Full Bench to interfere—At speaking to the minutes the Respondent argued, 
inter alia, that Full Bench should review its decision or that a question of law was raised and the President should state a case 
to the Industrial Appeal Court—Full Bench found Respondent was attempting to argue an appeal and that the appeal was fully 
heard, determined and decided upon—Upheld and Remitted—Grade Pty Ltd (Formerly World Enzymes Pty Ltd) v. McCorry 
G., Department of Productivity and Labour Relations—Appeal No. 1390 of 1992—Sharkey P., Fielding €., Negus C.—04/05/93 
and 03/08/93—Retail and Wholesale Trade  

Conference referred re application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union 
argued there was a denial of procedural fairness in the manner by which the summary dismissal was effected as file employee 
had not committed any misconduct—Respondent argued that as a result from employee failing to satisfactorily refute allegations 
of two separate assault incidents summarily dismissal occurred—Commission found on evidence that employee's actions were 
attempts to restrain the child concerned and employee was not guilty of misconduct—Granted—F.M.W.U. v. The Board of 
Management, Gurlongga Njininj Children's Centre—No. CR750 of 1992—Coleman C.C.—19/8/93—Child Care Services .. 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (72 WA1G 25) dismissing an appeal against the decision of the Commission making a new 
award—Appellant argued Full Bench erred in failing to hold that Commission had denied natural justice re findings about the 
motives of Appellant in retiring from Agreement when there was insufficient evidence and Appellant was not afforded the 
opportunity to make submissions or lead evidence—First Respondent argued it could be reasonably apprehended that the 
Commission would have considered the issues and that the findings were open to it—Industrial Appeal Court reviewed the I.R. 
Act, Wage Fixing Principles and found that though the retirement and failure to co-operate was squarely before the Commission 
the Appellant's motives were not and so were not open to evaluation—IAC further found Full Bench erred in its understanding 
of Steads case by not considering whether notification of the Appellant that its motives were on issue it would have made any 
difference to the decision—Upheld and Remitted—R.R.I.A. v. A.M.W.S.tJ. and Others—IAC Appeal No. 32 of 
1991—Nicholson J., Wallwork J., Owen J.—15/01/93—Iron Ore Mining  2Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2613) dismissing claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal—Appellant argued Commission erred in finding relating to a car accident, failed to account for all facts and erred 
in finding that the Respondent did not act with harshness or oppression towards the Appellant—Full Bench found Commission's 
failure to find that a denial of representation was unfair was not an error which should result in finding the dismissal unfair 
and no procedural unfairness in not making certain specifications in letters of dismissal—Full Bench further found that findings 
relating to inter alia failure to comply with directions, provide books and reports were open on the evidence—Dismissed— 
Macale D.M. v. Ngowar Aerwah Aboriginal Corporation—Appeal No. 1491 of 1992—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C.. Fielding 
C.—22/01/93—Health and Community Services  2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1626) re dismissed claim'over speed and manning of mutton chain—Appellant 
argued Commission denied natural justice by not allowing submissions, examination of wimess or opposing evidence on a report 
received as evidence—Appellant further argued Commission did not completely hear matter and failed to issue minutes of 
proposed order and reasons for decision—Respondent conceded Appeal—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that there 
had been a denial of natural justice and that the appropriate remedy was to quash the decision—Upheld—W.A.M.C. v. 
A.M.E.I.E.U.—Appeal No. 890 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Gregor C.-—O5/0S/93—Meat  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

NATURAL JUSTICE—continued 
2Appeal against Decision of Commission (71 WAIG 582) re new Award, remitted from Industrial Appeal Court (73 WAIG 1993) 

to consider the correct principle and test on whether the Commission at first instance could not possibly have come to any other 
conclusion—Appellant argued test in Steads' case could only be satisfied if the Wage Fixing Principles bound the Commission 
to impose the conditions previously contained in an Industrial Agreement—Full Bench found that the Commission erred as 
discretion to come to another opinion existed and that the whole order was null and void whether appealed in whole or in 
part—Upheld and Quashed—RRIA v. AMWSU and Others—Appeal No. 436 of 1991—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Gregor 
C.—23/08/93—Mining   2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1352) re reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—^Application for 
extension of time for instituting appeal—Appellant argued appeal involved serious issues of fact and law delay was slight and 
it would be harsh to penalise the Appellant for an omission arising out of a misunderstanding between its representatives—Full 
Bench amended Respondent—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on majority that, having regard to all factual 
circumstances, the history of the proceedings, the conduct of the Applicant/Respondent during and after those proceedings, the 
consequences for the parties and the "vested right to retain the judgement" no inequity was done to the Appellant in refusing 
the application—Dismissed—Tip Top Bakeries v. T.W.U.—Appeal No. 844 of 1993—-Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Halliweli 
S.C.—17/09/93—Food and Beverage Manufacture  2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1344) re Tally and Rodding Allowance—Appellant argued, inter alia, the 
Commission erred in finding tally should be increased despite the fact the slaughtering system was not 100% efficient—Further 
Appellant argued Commission erred in various findings of fact, refusal to grant inspection and breached natural justice in 
receiving a DOSHWA evidence without allowing submissions on it—Respondent argued earnings of employees were actually 
increasing and that operation between different abbatoirs were comparable—Full Bench found there was a spaiseness of findings 
or reasons which would put the reasons close to offending the authorities—Full Bench reviewed authorities, adopted plain 
meaning of the award and found that the Commission having found that the systems was not a 100% efficient, had no alternative 
under the award but to say that the tally was not to be negotiated—Full Bench paid no attention to the loss of earning as required 
under the Wage Fixing Principles and erred in not deciding upon a request for an inspection—Full Bench further found that 
no opportunity to be heard in relation to the DOSHWA report or afford the party speaking to the minutes or producing orders 
in the form of minutes which rendered the decision invalid such that it must be quashed—Upheld and Quashed—A.M.I.E.U. 
v. Clover Meats—Appeal No. 837 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C, Parks C.—26/11/93—Meat and Meat Product 
Manufacturing   

NEXUS— 
Application to vary award re insertion of redundancy provision—Commission was asked to determine as preliminary points whether 

the matter should be referred to a Commission in Court Session and that matter should be adjourned to await developments 
in the Federal Commission or listed with another party in that Commission—Application was adjourned and relisted for 
hearing—Commission further heard evidence from both parties as to what definition was more pertinent to the building industry 
and found that the wider meaning of redundancy although not as literal as that in the federal award should apply—Ordered 
Accordingly—B.T.A. v. Adsigns Pty Ltd and Others—No. 1686 of 1990—Beech C.—4/6/93—Building  

Application to vary award re increase in expense related allowances—Applicant union sought retrospective operative 
date—^Respondent argued that it would be unfair to parties of state award for operative date to 1m same as federal award as the 
federal award had not been similarly varied—Commission found that Applicant's operative date would not achieve consistency 
across any given building site—Granted in Part—C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Bell Basic Industries Ltd and Others—No. 1182 of 
1993—Beech C.—22/09/93—Building   

Application to vary award re expense related allowances—Applicant union sought operative date the same as counterpart federal 
award—Respondent argued each case depended on its own circumstances—Commission found that expenses had already been 
incurred during preceeding 12 months and was a well established nexus—Granted—C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Adsigns Pty Ltd and 
Others—No. 1183 of 1993—Beech C.—22/09/93—Building  

NIGHT AND WEEKEND WORK— 
Application to vary award re overtime provisions—Applicant argued exclusive jurisdiction of PSA might allow improvement in 

conditions despite they being contrary to Wage Fixing Principles—Public Service Arbitrator approved only matters agreed upon 
by parties—Granted in Part—C.S.A. v. Commissioner, Public Service Commission—No. P22 of 1992—Negus C.—27/08/93— 
Government Administration  2430 

ORDER— 
Application for order to dismiss application No. C446 of 1993—Applicant claimed that as matter had been previously dealt with 

in another application Commission was functus officio and doctrines of res judicata and issue estoppel applied—Applicant 
further claimed that since matter was within jurisdiction of Industrial Magistrate the Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal 
with matter—Commission found on evidence that matter had not been previously dealt with and as there was no need to address 
issues of functus officio, res judicata or issue estoppel—Dismissed—R.R.I.A. v. M.E.W.U.—No. 1427 of 1993—Gregor 
C.—30/11/93—Mining   3501 

OVERTIME— 
Complaint re breach of award—Industrial Magistrate found that complaint was not properly made before the appropriate authority 

pursuant to Regulation 3(3) of Industrial Arbitration (Industrial Magistrates) Regulation 1980—Struck Out—T.W.U. v. 
Wesfarmers Kleenheat Gas Pty Ltd t/a Kleenheat—Complaint Nos. 74 and 75 of 1993—Cicchini S.M.—19/05/93—Domestic 
Appliances Retailing   

Application to vary award re overtime provisions—Applicant argued exclusive jurisdiction of PSA might allow improvement in 
conditions despite they being contrary to Wage Fixing Principles—Public Service Arbitrator approved only matters agreed upon 
by parties—Granted in Part—C.S.A. v. Commissioner, Public Service Commission—No. P22 of 1992—Negus C.—27/08/93— 
Government Administration  

Application for interpretation of award re commuted overtime allowance—Applicant union argued that the clause could not be said 
to be in any way ambiguous and was designed to compensate fisheries officers for being required to work in excess of prescribed 
hours of duty—Respondent argued that only time worked in excess of presribed hours of duty would count for the purposes 
of receiving the 15% allowance—Commission found that the clause was clear and that if the Applicant desired a more liberal 
exercise of the C.E.O.'s discretion an application could be lodged to determine precisely the work patterns which should result 
in the additional 15% being payable—C.S.A. v. Public Service Commission—No. P28 of 1992—Negus C.—15/09/93— 
Fisheries   

Application to vary award re hours, meal break and wages—Parties sought to increase casual employees' maximum engagement 
reduce new employees' minimum daily engagement, allow casual employees to forgo meal breaks, exclude company from Easter 
eve overtime, increase wages and superannuation—Commission found that superannuation increase would exceed state wage 
principles however other variations were approved and the superannuation claim withdrawn Granted in Part—SDA v. Coles 
Supermarket Australia and Another—No. 285 of 1993—Beech C.—20/10/93—Supermarket and Grocery Stores  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

OVERTIME—continued 
Applications to vary award re Sunday work, amended trading hours, substituted public holidays, hours of work, overtime and penalty 

rates—Applicant argued application allowed employees the same number of public holidays accepted throughout the 
country—Applicant further argued that common rule variation was essential as enterprise by enterprise approach was impractical 
and under Structural Efficiency Principle, applications should proceed—Respondent union argued that applications were lodged 
by a small number of 'major player' employers and there was no groundswell of employer sentiment which supported 
changes—Respondent union further argued that s.26 must embrace 'de facto principle' and applications did not fit within 
Principles because of 'negative cost cutting'—Commission found on evidence that award be amended to permit seven day week 
rosters to be drawn up for retail stores currently engaged in seven day business week, but was not convinced that reduction 
in penalty rate was 'emerging trend'—Commission further found that it could not grant substituted public holiday claim as award 
did not have double public holiday provision—Granted in Part—Runnings Limited and Others v. S.D.A.—No. 1818 of 1991, 
1343 of 1992 and 843 of 1993—Beech C—11/11/93—Retail Trade  3447 

PENALTY RATES— 
Applications to vary award re Sunday work, amended trading hours, substituted public holidays, hours of work, overtime and penalty 

rates—Applicant argued application allowed employees the same number of public holidays accepted throughout the 
country—Applicant fiirther argued that common rule variation was essential as enterprise by enterprise approach was impractical 
and under Structural Efficiency Principle, applications should proceed—Respondent union argued that applications were lodged 
by a small number of 'major player' employers and there was no groundswell of employer sentiment which supported 
changes—Respondent union further argued that s.26 must embrace 'de facto principle' and applications did not fit within 
Principles because of 'negative cost cutting'—Commission found on evidence that award be amended to permit seven day week 
rosters to be drawn up for retail stores currently engaged in seven day business week, but was not convinced that reduction 
in penalty rate was 'emerging trend'—Commission further found that it could not grant substituted public holiday claim as award 
did not have double public holiday provision—Granted in Part—Runnings Limited and Others v. S.D.A.—No. 1818 of 1991, 
1343 of 1992 and 843 of 1993—Beech C.—11/11/93—Retail Trade  3447 

PRINCIPLES— 
Application for a General Order re adult minimum weekly wage on Commissions Own Motion—Submissions were heard by various 

parties to determine the minimum wage for award or non award covered employees—Respondent argued that whilst a minimum 
of $325.40 was not likely to have a dramatic effect on the economy, the State was still suffering depressed commodity 
prices—Furthermore if the minimum wage was fixed on the basis of 78% of base rate for metal tradesman it would discourage 
rational discussion of future structural changes—CICS found that it should not fix the wage on the basis of social justice but 
on industrial relations considerations therefore was not prepared to make a General Order—Refused—Hon. Minister for 
Productivity and Labour Relations and Others—No. 415B of 1992—Coleman C.C., Halliwell S.C., Fielding C., Salmon C., 
Negus C.—2/7/93—All Industries  

Application to vary award re overtime provisions—Applicant argued exclusive jurisdiction of PSA might allow improvement in 
conditions despite they being contrary to Wage Fixing Principles—Public Service Arbitrator approved only matters agreed upon 
by parties—Granted in Part—C.S.A. v. Commissioner, Public Service Commission—No. P22 of 1992—Negus C.—27/08/93— 
Government Administration  

Conference referred re dispute over superannuation contributions—Applicant employer sought to increase the level of weekly 
contributions to amounts calculated as a percentage of "ordinary time earnings" as defined in proposed orders—Respondent 
unions argued that the positions that both parties take are conditional by the application of die Superannuation Guarantee 
(Administration) Act—Leave to intervene was sought to address matters before Commission within the context of the Principles 
of Wage Fixation—Commission in Court Session found on evidence that the rate at which superannuation contributions are 
made should be consistent with the terms of the Superannuation Principle and the S.G.A. and should reflect differences in 
reference earnings of classes of employees—Ordered Accordingly—Western Mining Corporation v. A.E.E.F.E.U. and 
Others—No. CR330 of 1993—Coleman C.C., Halliwell S.C., Grcgor C.—13/08/93—Nickel Mining and Processing  

Application for a new award to cover entertainers making live performances—Applicant union argued there were problems in securing 
reasonable and enforceable conditions of employment and sought terms reflecting a federal award—Objecting Respondents 
argued sub-contract and scope clauses were beyond jurisdiction, not in the public interest and beyond the union's constitutional 
coverage—Respondents further argued no sufficient merit had been established for award to issue—Commission reviewed 
authorities and found jurisdiction and merit to make an award—Commission divided matter to deal with terms and conditions 
in industries of rejecting Respondents—At Speaking to Minutes CCIWA argued parties had not been heard and Reasons for 
Decision had not disposed of obligations under Wage Fixing Principles—Commission found union failed to express minimum 
wages in 2 columns, deleted some Respondents from award to issue and incorporated changes to better reflect decision—Ordered 
Accordingly—A.E.W.A. v. Playback Theatre and Others—No. A18 of 1989—Kennedy C.—4/6/93, 23/8/93 and 27/8/93— 
Entertainment  

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (72 WAIG 25) dismissing an appeal against the decision of the Commission making a new 
award—Appellant argued Full Bench erred in failing to hold that Commission had denied natural justice re findings about the 
motives of Appellant in retiring from Agreement when there was insufficient evidence and Appellant was not afforded the 
opportunity to make submissions or lead evidence—First Respondent argued it could be reasonably apprehended that the 
Commission would have considered the issues and that the findings were open to it—Industrial Appeal Court reviewed the I.R. 
Act, Wage Fixing Principles and found that though the retirement and failure to co-operate was squarely before the Commission 
the Appellant's motives were not and so were not open to evaluation—IAC fiirther found Full Bench erred in its understanding 
of Steads case by not considering whether notification of the Appellant that its motives were on issue it would have made any 
difference to the decision—Upheld and Remitted—R.R.I.A. v. A.M.W.S.U. and Others—IAC Appeal No. 32 of 
1991—Nicholson J., Wallwork J., Owen J.—15/01/93—Iron Ore Mining  

^Appeal against Decision of Commission (71 WAIG 582) re new Award, remitted from Industrial Appeal Court (73 WAIG 1993) 
to consider the correct principle and test on whether the Commission at first instance could not possibly have come to any other 
conclusion—Appellant argued test in Steads' case could only be satisfied if the Wage Fixing Principles bound the Commission 
to impose the conditions previously contained in an Industrial Agreement—Full Bench found that the Commission erred as 
discretion to come to another opinion existed and that the whole order was null and void whether appealed in whole or in 
part—Upheld and Quashed—RRIA v. AMWSU and Others—Appeal No. 436 of 1991—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Grcgor 
C—23/08/93—Mining   

Applications to vary award re Sunday work, amended trading hours, substituted public holidays, hours of work, overtime and penalty 
rates—Applicant argued application allowed employees the same number of public holidays accepted throughout the 
country—Applicant further argued that common rule variation was essential as enterprise by enterprise approach was impractical 
and under Structural Efficiency Principle, applications should proceed—Respondent union argued that applications were lodged 
by a small number of 'major player' employers and there was no groundswell of employer sentiment which supported 
changes—Respondent union further argued that s.26 must embrace 'de facto principle' and applications did not fit within 
Principles because of 'negative cost cutting'—Commission found on evidence that award be amended to permit seven day week 
rosters to be drawn up for retail stores currently engaged in seven day business week, but was not convinced that reduction 
in penalty rate was 'emerging trend'—Commission further found that it could not grant substituted public holiday claim as award 
did not have double public holiday provision—Granted in Part—Runnings Limited and Others v. S.D.A.—No. 1818 of 1991, 
1343 of 1992 and 843 of 1993—Beech C.—11/11/93—Retail Trade  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

PRINCIPLES—continued 
Application for a new award to replace two existing awards—Applicant union sought to cover persons employed in cleaning, catering 

and gardening services in private hospital care to the public, residential accommodation for aged or disabled persons as well 
as education, training or residential accommodation to intellectually handicapped persons—Employer company sought as a 
preliminary issue to & excluded from the operation of the proposed award or to have their respondency set aside pending other 
matters and objected on the grounds that it was contrary to the Wage Fixing Principles—Commission found that the definition 
of establishments clearly fell within the health care industry which would overcome potential for disputation and subject to 
amendment of scope clause, the Applicant union had discharged the onus of establishing that the award should be 
granted—Reasons Issued—F.M.W.U. v. Berkeley Challenge Pty Ltd and Others—No. A7 of 1991—Coleman C.C.—3/11/93— 
Health and Community Services  2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1344) re Tally and Rodding Allowance—Appellant argued, inter alia, the 
Commission erred in finding tally should be increased despite the fact the slaughtering system was not 100% efficient—Further 
Appellant argued Commission erred in various findings of fact, refusal to grant inspection and breached natural justice in 
receiving a DOSHWA evidence without allowing submissions on it—Respondent argued earnings of employees were actually 
increasing and that operation between different abbatoirs were comparable—Full Bench found there was a sparseness of findings 
or reasons which would put the reasons close to offending the authorities—Full Bench reviewed authorities, adopted plain 
meaning of the award and found that the Commission having found that the systems was not a 100% efficient, had no alternative 
under the award but to say that the tally was not to be negotiated—Full Bench paid no attention to the loss of earning as required 
under the Wage Fixing Principles and erred in not deciding upon a request for an inspection—Full Bench further found that 
no opportunity to be heard in relation to the DOSHWA report or afford the party speaking to the minutes or producing orders 
in the form of minutes which rendered the decision invalid such that it must be quashed—Upheld and Quashed—A.M.I.E.U. 
v. Clover Meats—Appeal No. 837 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C., Parks C.—26/11/93—Meat and Meat Product 
Manufacturing   

Application to vary award re terms and conditions to cover existing conditions of employment and complete two new awards—Parties 
argued that the provisions being sought were in line with the Wage Fixing Principles, were within the jurisdiction of the 
Commission and had merit—Respondent sought insertion into contract of service clause which empowered the employer to 
force resignations of employees aged 60 years or more—CICS found that it did have jurisdiction as there was an industrial matter, 
reviewed what conditions currently applied in the award, and determined each claim and gave reasons therefore—Ordered 
Accordingly—S.S.T.U. v. Minister for Education and Another—Nos. T4 and T5 of 1993—Coleman C.C., Kennedy C, George 
C.—27/10/93—Education   

PROCEDURAL MATTERS— 
Application for alteration of union rules re eligibility for membership (continued from 73 WAIG 563, 1232 and 1471)—TWU 

withdrew objection following amendment of application—Applicant argued solicitors and "Acting Secretary" had no authority 
to act on behalf of the FLAIEU and that an appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court had no effect because it was incompetent—Full 
Bench reviewed matters before the President, IAC, Regulation 6 of the Industrial Arbitration Act (WA Industrial Appeal Court) 
Regulations 1980 and found the order of the President subject of the appeal remained valid but unenforceable therefore no order 
prevented the objection of the FLAIEU being treated as valid—Full Bench granted in part application for further and better 
particulars—Full Bench further found it was not for it to determine whether an appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court was 
competent or not and that therefore the stay of proceedings under Regulation 6 of the IAC Regulations operated—Ordered 
Accordingly and Adjourned—F.M.W.U—No. 1167 of 1992—Sharkey P., Negus C., George C.—25/6/93—Unions  

'Appeal against decision of Commission in Court Session (72 WAIG 2529) re refusal to grant leave to appeal out of time against 
decision of Long Service Leave Board of Reference—IAC reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the Appellant failed 
to establish the necessary chain of transmission of Services and having regard to the weakness of the Appellant's case the 
dismissal of the application did not give rise to an injustice—Dismissed—Ryan R.J. v. Hazelby K.N. and lister t/a Carnarvon 
Waste Disposals—IAC No. 13 of 1992—Kennedy C, Rowland I., Nicholson J.—21/5/93—Waste Disposal  

Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1865) re contractual entitlements—Application to alter grounds of appeal—Full 
Bench reviewed authorities and found no questions of policy, waiver or estoppel were material and it was the duty of an appellate 
court to entertain a plea as to jurisdiction at any stage even if the point was not raised in the court below—Granted—SGS 
Australian Pty Ltd v. Taylor T.—Appeal No. 35 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C., Kennedy C.—29/6/93—Wool   

Complaint re breach of award—Industrial Magistrate found that complaint was not properly made before the appropriate authority 
pursuant to Regulation 3(3) of Industrial Arbitration (Industrial Magistrates) Regulation 1980—Struck Out—T.W.U. v. 
Wesfarmers Kleenheat Gas Pty Ltd t/a Kleenheat—Complaint Nos. 74 and 75 of 1993—Cicchini S.M.—19/05/93—Domestic 
Appliances Retailing   

Application for stay of order re denied contractual entitlements pending appeal to Full Bench—President found appeal was not 
instituted in time and therefore had no jurisdiction—Dismissed—Tri Star Group Pty Ltd v. Ball D.J.—No. 1033 of 
1993—Sharkey P.—02/09/93—Business Management Services  

Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re breach of award—Appellant argued Industrial Magistrate erred in 
denying an adjournment contrary to natural justice, finding the defendant was bound by the award, failing to consider whether 
an exclusion in the definitions clause applied and in ordering payment for the total claim—Full Bench reviewed authorities and 
found an injustice had occurred such as to enable the Full Bench to interfere—At speaking to the minutes the Respondent argued, 
inter alia, that Full Bench should review its decision or that a question of law was raised and the President should state a case 
to the Industrial Appeal Court—Full Bench found Respondent was attempting to argue an appeal and that the appeal was fully 
heard, determined and decided upon—Upheld and Remitted—Grade Pty Ltd (Formerly World Enzymes Ply Ltd) v. McCorry 
G., Department of Productivity and Labour Relations—Appeal No. 1390 of 1992—Sharkey P., Fielding C., Negus C.—04/05/93 
and 03/08/93—Retail and Wholesale Trade  

Conference referred re application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union 
argued there was a denial of procedural fairness in the manner by which the summary dismissal was effected as the employee 
had not committed any misconduct—Respondent argued that as a result from employee failing to satisfactorily refute allegations 
of two separate assault incidents summarily dismissal occurred—Commission found on evidence that employee's actions were 
attempts to restrain the child concerned and employee was not guilty of misconduct—^Granted—F.M.W.U. v. The Board of 
Management, Gurlongga Njininj Children's Centre—No. CR750 of 1992—Coleman C.C.—19/8/93—Child Care Services .. 

Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2613) dismissing claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal—Appellant argued Commission erred in finding relating to a car accident, failed to account for all facts and erred 
in finding that the Respondent did not act with harshness or oppression towards the Appellant—Full Bench found Commission's 
failure to find that a denial of representation was unfair was not an error which should result in finding the dismissal unfair 
and no procedural unfairness in not making certain specifications in letters of dismissal—Full Bench fiirther found that findings 
relating to inter alia failure to comply with directions, provide books and reports were open on the evidence—Dismissed— 
Macale D.M. v. Ngowar Aerwah Aboriginal Corporation—Appeal No. 1491 of 1992—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Fielding 
C.—22/01/93—Health and Community Services  

Appeal against decision of Full Bench (72 WAIG 25) dismissing an appeal against the decision of the Commission making a new 
award—Appellant argued Full Bench erred in failing to hold that Commission had denied natural justice re findings about the 
motives of Appellant in retiring from Agreement when there was insufficient evidence and Appellant was not afforded the 
opportunity to make submissions or lead evidence—First Respondent argued it could be reasonably apprehended that the 
Commission would have considered the issues and that the findings were open to it—Industrial Appeal Court reviewed the I.R. 
Act, Wage Fixing Principles and found that though the retirement and failure to co-operate was squarely before the Commission 
the Appellant's motives were not and so were not open to evaluation—IAC further found Full Bench erred in its understanding 
of Steads case by not considering whether notification of the Appellant that its motives were on issue it would have made any 
difference to the decision—Upheld and Remitted—R.R.I.A. v. A.M.W.S.U. and Others—IAC Appeal No. 32 of 
1991—Nicholson J., Wallwork }., Owen J.—15/01/93—Iron Ore Mining  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

PROCEDURAL MATTERS—continued 
^ Application for orders re compliance with union rules over conduct of election of office bearers—President initially found an election 

was due to be held in accordance with union rules, because of history of strife in Respondent union should be held in near future 
and ordered accordingly—President further ordered Registrar to report on eligible members for voting and nomination to 
office—Application for orders re Registrar's report and schedule of disputed proceeding of members—First Respondent argued 
members had paid dues via another union under Service Agreement—President found disputed members would be best served 
with a fresh application and that the interests of the members were best served by the election not by further delayed—Ordered 
Accordingly—Tavemer M. v. F.L.A.I.E.U. and Another—No. 861 of 1993—Sharkey P.—6/7/93 and 27/8/93--Unions  

Application for declaration that Unions membership rule is deemed the same as Federal Counterpart Body and Alteration of rule 
re Committee of Management—remitted from Industrial Appeal Court (72 WAIG 2741)—Full Bench reviewed S.71 and S.72 
of Industrial Relations Act and found that the qualifications for membership of the Applicant and Federal branch were 
substantially the same—Full Bench found no requirement to gazette intended rule change and allowed time to prepare 
submissions re no union rule enabling alterations of rules—In Supplementary Reasons majority of Full Bench found Applicant 
had taken reasonable steps to inform members of right to object and reasonable opportunity to do so—Granted—A.P.E.A.—No. 
1583 of 1991—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C, Negus C.—08/04/93 and 10/09/93—Unions  

Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1626) re dismissed claim over speed and manning of mutton chain—Appellant 
argued Commission denied natural justice by not allowing submissions, examination of witness or opposing evidence on a report 
received as evidence—Appellant further argued Commission did not completely hear matter and failed to issue minutes of 
proposed order and reasons for decision—Respondent conceded Appeal—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that there 
had been a denial of natural justice and that the appropriate remedy was to quash the decision—Upheld—W.A.M.C. v. 
A.M.E.I.E.U.—Appeal No. 890 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Gregor C—05/08/93—Meat  

Appeal against Decision of Commission (71 WAIG 582) re new Award, remitted from Industrial Appeal Court (73 WAIG 1993) 
to consider the correct principle and test on whether the Commission at first instance could not possibly have come to any other 
conclusion—Appellant argued test in Steads' case could only be satisfied if the Wage Fixing Principles bound the Commission 
to impose the conditions previously contained in an Industrial Agreement—Full Bench found that the Commission erred as 
discretion to come to another opinion existed and that the whole order was null and void whether appealed in whole or in 
part—Upheld and Quashed—RRIA v. AMWSU and Others—Appeal No. 436 of 1991—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Gregor 
C—23/08/93—Mining   

Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1352) re reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Application for 
extension of time for instituting appeal—Appellant argued appeal involved serious issues of fact and law delay was slight and 
it would be harsh to penalise the Appellant for an omission arising out of a misunderstanding between its representatives—Full 
Bench amended Respondent—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on majority that, having regard to all factual 
circumstances, the history of the proceedings, the conduct of the Applicant/Respondent during and after those proceedings, the 
consequences for the parties and the "vested right to retain the judgement" no inequity was done to the Appellant in refusing 
the application—Dismissed—Tip Top Bakeries v. T.W.U.—Appeal No. 844 of 1993—-Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Halliwell 
S.C.—17/09/93—Food and Beverage Manufacture  

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (72 WAIG 1282) to uphold appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (71 WAIG 207) 
following remittal from Industrial Appeal Court (71 WAIG 2259) to hear and determine matters subject of complaints— 
Appellant argued Full Bench made errors of principle in deciding there was insufficient evidence to justify Industrial Magistrate's 
findings and matter should be remitted to Industrial Magistrate or Full Bench—I AC reviewed authorities and found although 
it was not necessary to know precisely what the employee received per week for all her work it was not determinative of the 
Appeal—IAC further found having regard to the insufficient evidence to establish the hourly rate paid by the Respondent, the 
long history of the litigation, and relative insignificance of the complaints to which evidence of taxation paid was irrelevant, 
there was little justification in remitting the matter—Dismissed—McCorry G. v. Como Investments Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 7 
of 1992—Franklyn J (A.P.)/Nicholson J/IPP J—23/10/92—Hotels and Restaurants  

Application for declaration that Union's qualification for membership rule is deemed the same as Federal Counterpart Body and 
Federal Body's rule prescribing offices is deemed the same as State organisation—Full Bench reviewed S.71 (2) and S.71(4) 
of Industrial Relations Act and found that the qualifications for membership of the Applicant and Federal branch were 
substantially the same—Full Bench found that applications for S.7t(6) and S.71(7) of the Act were premature and dismissed 
on this occasion—Granted in Part—C.S.A—No. 1218 of 1993—Sharkey P., Fielding C, Negus C.—08/11/93—Unions  

Conference referred claim of permanency—Applicant Association claimed that based on policy outlined in circular employee had 
expectation of permanent employment and Respondent's assessment that Applicant was not deserving of satisfactory staff 
Assessment Report was misconceived—Public Service Arbitrator found on evidence that as contract of employment ceased by 
effluxion of time no claim for unfair dismissal could be made—PSA further found that Respondent's refusal to complete and 
approve Assessment was justified as employee was not working to required level—Dismissed—C.S.A. v. P.S.A.—No. PSA 
CR60 of 1992—Fielding C.—20/10/93—State Government Administration  

2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1600) re contractual entitlements—Full Bench gave reasons for ordering 
adjournment, leave to apply for costs due to adjournment and that justice required extension of time to lodge appeal—Full Bench 
found case not distinguishable from Coles/Myer—Upheld—Tri Star Group Pty Ltd v. Ball D.J.—Appeal No. 1032 of 
1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C.—Beech C.—22/9/93 and 3/11/93—Computer Services  

Application for substituted service (incorporating notice in newspaper) and extension of time to lodge appeal books—Appellant 
argued cost of serving all parties was unwarranted and unjust—Full Bench found an order was necessary and expedient for the 
expeditious and just hearing and determination of the matter—Granted—Burswood Resort (Management) Limited v. Actors 
Equity—No. 1283 of 1993—-Sharkey P., Beech C, Parks C.—15/11/93—Accommodation, Cafes and Restaurants  

Application to vary award re definitions and maintenance employee classification—Applicant employer argued that an error had 
occurred in previous orders of the Commission which had changed the level of maintenance employee from one to 
three—Respondent union argued that their position on the proper classification had been constant it thought there had been 
agreement—Commission found on evidence that a simple clerical error had occurred which should be corrected and the interests 
of persons immediately concerned protected—Granted—St John of God Hospital and Others v. F.M.W.U.—No. 1301 of 
1991—Negus C,—2/4/93—Hospitals and Nursing Homes  

Application for order to dismiss application No. C446 of 1993—Applicant claimed that as matter had been previously dealt with 
in another application Commission was functus officio and doctrines of res judicata and issue estoppel applied—Applicant 
further claimed that since matter was within jurisdiction of Industrial Magistrate the Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal 
with matter—Commission found on evidence that matter had not been previously dealt with and as there was no need to address 
issues of functus officio, res judicata or issue estoppel—Dismissed—R.R.I.A. v. M.E.W.U.—No. 1427 of 1993—Gregor 
C—30/11/93—Mining   

Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1344) re Tally and Redding Allowance—Appellant argued, inter alia, the 
Commission erred in finding tally should be increased despite the fact the slaughtering system was not 100% efficient—Further 
Appellant argued Commission erred in various findings of fact, refusal to grant inspection and breached natural justice in 
receiving a DOSHWA evidence without allowing submissions on it—Respondent argued earnings of employees were actually 
increasing and that operation between different abbatoirs were comparable—Full Bench found there was a sparseness of findings 
or reasons which would put the reasons close to offending the authorities—Full Bench reviewed authorities, adopted plain 
meaning of the award and found that the Commission having found that the systems was not a 100% efficient, had no alternative 
under the award but to say that the tally was not to be negotiated—Full Bench paid no attention to the loss of earning as required 
under the Wage Fixing Principles and erred in not deciding upon a request for an inspection—Full Bench further found that 
no opportunity to be heard in relation to the DOSHWA report or afford the party speaking to the minutes or producing orders 
in the form of minutes which rendered the decision invalid such that it must be quashed—Upheld and Quashed—A.M.I.E.U. 
v. Clover Meats—Appeal No. 837 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C., Parks C.—26/11/93—Meat and Meat Product 
Manufacturing   
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

PROCEDURAL MATTERS—continued 2Application to alter union rules re name and eligibility continued from (73 WAIG 563, 1232, 1471 and 1764)—Applicant Union 
argued alterations to rules would bring the eligibility rule of the Applicant in line with that of the LTU, that it was consistent 
with the objects of the I.R. Act, the public interest and there was a community of interest between the persons covered by the 
existing eligibility rule of the Applicant and those set out by the proposed rules—LTU, objecting, argued proposed new name 
would confiise the Applicant with itself and that the new rule was almost identical to its existing constitutional rule—Employer 
Objector argued relevant employees were currently eligible for membership of other unions and that there was potential for 
demarcation disputes and that it would adversely prejudice the industrial relations of the objector and the employees—Other 
objecting employers argued that there were not "good reasons" consistent with the objects of the I.R. Act to permit registration 
of the eligibility rule and that the LTU was not in disarray to such an extent that it no longer functioned properly—Other objectors 
withdrew—Full Bench reviewed authorities, union rale, the relationship between the Applicant and its federal counterpart body, 
the state of the LTU, the ability of the Applicant and LTU to serve its members, standards of evidence, and found that there 
was negligible overlapping with unions other than the LTU—Full Bench further found a substantial number of persons wished 
to be eligible to be members of the Applicant, that the Applicant and its federal counterpart body were the predominant 
organisations in the hospitality and tourism industry to which the extended coverage was sought and the LTU was not—Full 
Bench plainly found good reasons to allow application despite overlapping, no evidence of likely disputation and that the name 
change was not likely to mislead or be deceptive—Full Bench also gave reasons to do with matters of adjournment and sufficient 
interest to lodge objections—Granted—F.M.W.U.—No. 1167 of 1992—Sharkey P., Negus €., George C.—17/2/93 and 
15/11/93—Unions   

PROMOTION APPEALS— 
Appeals against recommendations for promotion to positions of Central Operations Officer—Appellant argued that he was not granted 

an interview and was thus denied the opportunity to demonstrate his ability to do the job and that management should accept 
the responsibility for checking the personal files of all applicants for promotion to assess their claim for a vacancy—PAB found 
on evidence that Appellant's written communication skills were not of a standard required for the position therefore he failed 
to discharge the evidentiary onus—Dismissed—Morris G.R. v. Read D. and Another—PAB Nos. 86 and 87 of 1993—Negus 
C, Hey/Black—17/08/93—'Transperth  

Appeals against recommendations for position of Group Worker—Community Development Longmore Youth Justice 
Bureau—Appellant argued that he had been denied access to formal assessment documents and that the panel had been wrong 
in their assessment of his skills, abilities and work performance—Respondent employer argued that Appellant's communication 
and negotiation skills, team work and knowledge and understanding of Aboriginal culture were less than acceptable—PAB found 
on evidence that Appellant had failed to discharge the onus of establishing a better claim—Dismissed—Hair-Keane RJ. v. 
Newby C. and Others—PAB Nos. 74, 75 and 76 of 1993—Negus C., Hudson/Gwynne—10/08/93—Social Work  

Appeal against recommendation for appointment to position of Assistant Catering Superintendent—Royal Perth Hospital—PAB 
found on evidence that the Appellant had a clear advantage on experience on her ability to provide fuller answers and 
demonstrated her academic advantage—PAB further found management style not part of selection criteria—Upheld—St John 
I. v. Crompton H.—PAB No. 85 of 1993—Negus C., Bodel/Shaw—16/8/93—Health  

Appeal against recommendation for appointment to position of Group Worker—Level 2—Department for Community 
Development—PAB found on evidence that the available empirical evidence meant that the Appellant had a significant 
advantage on the score of experience and that he had established a better claim to the promotion than the recommended 
Applicant—Upheld—Spinks D. v. Barton P.—PAB No. 99 of 1993—Negus., Schorer/Mathie—08/10/93—Social Work  

Appeals against recommendations for promotion to positions of District Officer Fire Brigade, WA Fire Brigade Board—Appellants 
argued in preliminary point that there was a question of law to be decided in the definition of "office" and that the PAB lacked 
jurisdiction therefore it should be referred to the Full Bench—Respondent employer argued that the Board did not have the 
powers to refer a matter to the Full Bench and that body did not have jurisdiction to deal with any such matter—PAB reviewed 
authorities and found that the public interest and natural justice would be served if the question were considered by the Full 
Bench—Palmer J.R. and Others v. Higgins A.T. and Others—PAB Nos. 66—70 of 1993—Parks €., Alchin/Parker—2/11/93— 
Public Order and Safety Services  

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS— 
Application for inteiprctation of definition of non-working day in Clerks' (Hotels, Motels and Clubs) Award—Respondent sought 

to amend definition by deleting 'part-time' so 'non-working day' was recognised as any day where employee was unavailable 
to perform ordinary hours of work—Union argued that part-time employees should not be denied traditional privilege equivalent 
to day workers for holiday falling on Saturday or Sunday and being observed on Monday or Tiiesday—Commission found an 
evidence that amendment to include both part-time and full-time employees did not alter status of 'non-working day' and 
definition of 'paid holiday' was to remain as a named holiday—Granted—F.C.U v. Commercial Hotel and Others—No. 1582B 
of 1989 (R2)—Parks C.—19/7/93—Pubs, Taverns and Bars (Clerical)  

Complaint re breach of award—Complainant union claimed that Defendant had failed to pay employee for public holiday—Defendant 
argued that under Adverse Weather Clause employee did not have reasonable excuse for absence on previous day and was 
therefore entitled to withhold monies—Industrial Magistrate found that employee leaving early under union's directive prior 
to public holiday was not reasonable—Dismissed—A.E.E.F.E.U. v. Chei Australia Pty Ltd—Complaint Nos. 174—176 of 
1993—Heaney S.M.—25/08/93—Electrical Services  

2 Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (73 WAIG 2473) re failure to pay wages for public holiday pursuant to award—Full 
Bench gave reasons for extending time to file and serve appeal book—Appellant argued Industrial Magistrate erred in finding 
no reasonable excuse for absence on day prior to public holiday—Majority of Full Bench reviewed authorities and found 
employee absented himself contrary to award and acting pursuant to a union mattered not—Dissenting opinion found employee 
not absent from work before public holiday—Dismissed—A.E.E.F.E.U. v. Chei Australia Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 1286 of 
1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Fielding C.—2/12/93—Construction  

Applications to vary award re Sunday work, amended trading hours, substituted public holidays, hours of work, overtime and penalty 
rates—Applicant argued application allowed employees the same number of public holidays accepted throughout the 
country—^Applicant further argued that common rule variation was essential as enterprise by enterprise approach was impractical 
and under Structural Efficiency Principle, applications should proceed—Respondent union argued that applications were lodged 
by a small number of 'major player' employers and there was no groundswell of employer sentiment which supported 
changes—Respondent union further argued that s.26 must embrace 'de facto principle' and applications did not fit within 
Principles because of 'negative cost cutting'—Commission found on evidence that award be amended to permit seven day week 
rosters to be drawn up for retail stores currently engaged in seven day business week, but was not convinced that reduction 
in penalty rate was 'emerging trend'—Commission further found that it could not grant substituted public holiday claim as award 
did not have double public holiday provision—Granted in Part—Bunnings Limited and Others v. S.D.A.—No. 1818 of 1991, 
1343 of 1992 and 843 of 1993—Beech C.—11/11/93—Retail Trade  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

PUBLIC INTEREST— 2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 412) re reinstatement to a lower grade position on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal—Appellant argued Commission erred in various finding of fact, in failing to properly apply the law in respect of 
misconduct, in failing to give sufficient weight to the public interest in whether the Respondent was a fit and proper person 
to hold office in the police force and having found that the actions of the Respondent required severe disciplinary action, by 
substituting the opinion for that of the Appellant—Full Bench reviewed authorities, Police Force Regulations and Police Force 
Act 1892 and found it was open to the Commission to find on video and oral evidence that there was no premeditation to the 
assault but that finding did not dispose of the Commission's duty to consider and give proper weight to those factors arising 
out of the assault—Full Bench further found that the Commissioner of Police did not abuse his statutory duty and it was not 
for the Commission to look at what was done in the light of punishment as it did—Upheld—Minister For Police and Another 
v. Smith D.J—Appeal No. 149 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Fielding C.—27/08/93—Police Service  2311 

Appeals against recommendations for promotion to positions of District Officer Fire Brigade, WA Fire Brigade Board—Appellants 
argued in preliminary point that there was a question of law to be decided in the definition of' 'office'' and that the PAB lacked 
jurisdiction therefore it should be referred to the Full Bench—Respondent employer argued that the Board did not have the 
powers to refer a matter to the Full Bench and that body did not have jurisdiction to deal with any such matter—PAB reviewed 
authorities and found that the public interest and natural justice would be served if the question were considered by the Full 
Bench—Palmer J.R. and Others v. Higgins A.T. and Others—PAB Nos. 66—70 of 1993—Parks C, Alchin/Parker—2/11/93— 
Public Order and Safety Services  3539 

REDUNDANCY/RETRENCHMENT— 
'Appeals against decision of Full Bench (73 WAIG 225) re redundancy payments based on implied term in contract of 

employment—Appellant argued Commission had no jurisdiction to deal with the matter—IAC reviewed authorities. Sections 
7,23 and 29 of the I.R. Act and found absent any industrial dispute and a claim to reinstate a dismissed employer the Commission 
did not have jurisdiction to deal with the common law contact between an ex-employer and ex-employee—Upheld—Coles Myer 
Ltd t/a Coles Supermarkets v. Coppin K.F. and Others—IAC No. 3, 4 and 5 of 1993 Kennedy J., Rowland J., Nicholson . 
J.—9/6/93—Retail   

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re notice of termination and severance pay—Applicant claimed that notice 
period of 12 months and severance pay of 10 months would have been reasonable—Respondent argued that under contract of 
service a term of more than 1 month was unreasonable—Commission reviewed authorities including Peplers Case and found 
it was what the Commission as constituted thought was just and reasonable that mattered—Commission further found that 
Applicant had not been told of company policies surrounding termination and retrenchment, ordered that the Applicant be paid 
for the 12 months notice, provision of a car, superannuation contributions and bonuses gained on sales and gave reasons 
therefore—Granted—Taylor T. v. SGS Australia Pty Limited—No. 526 of 1992—Salmon C.—23/12/92—Wool   

Application to vary award re insertion of redundancy provision—Commission was asked to determine as preliminary points whether 
the matter should be referred to a Commission in Court Session and that matter should be adjourned to await developments 
in the Federal Commission or listed with another party in that Commission—Application was adjourned and relisted for 
hearing—Commission further heard evidence from both parties as to what definition was more pertinent to the building industry 
and found that the wider meaning of redundancy although not as literal as that in the federal award should apply—Ordered 
Accordingly—B.T.A. v. Adsigns Pty Ltd and Others—No. 1686 of 1990—Beech C.—4/6/93—Building  

Conference referred re claim for severance payment at rate of four weeks pay per year of service—Commission determined as a 
preliminary point whether it had jurisdiction to hear claim—Commission reviewed authorities (Pepler's Case and the Kounis 
Case) and found on evidence that it did not have jurisdiction to hear matter as Applicant was no longer an employee of the 
Respondent—Dismissed—F.C.U. v. Bunnings Forest Products Pty Ltd—No. CR500 of 1992—Parks C.—22/6/93—Timber . 

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union 
argued that dismissal was brought about by reason of redundancy, that he had 13 years experience and that a proper comparison 
between employees had not been carried out to see who should be retrenched—Respondent argued that an appropriate selection 
procedure was carried out and careful consideration given to retention or redundancy of employee—Commission found on 
evidence that one day to become proficient with a new product was unfair, the process used to determine redundancy unrealistic 
and therefore ordered reinstatement—Granted—F.P.F.A.I.U. v. Jason Industries—No. CR136 of 1993—Halliwell S.C.—16/7/ 
93—Furniture  

Appeal against decision of Commission (71 WAIG 2655) re additional redundancy payments—Appellant argued that Commission 
erred in law in finding that it had jurisdiction to award payment to dismissed employees without an order for reinstatement as 
per Pepler's Case and Kounis Case and that the federal award standard for redundancy applicable in the plastics industry was 
that of the TCR provisions where there was no such evidence—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that 
as the case was a claim for redundancy after termination of contract of service, there was no industrial matter therefore no 
jurisdiction to award payment—Upheld and Decision Quashed—F.M.W.U. v. Gromark Packaging Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 1568 
of 1991—Sharkey P., Negus C., George C.—30/07/93—Plastics  

Application for unfair dismissal and sought reinstatement—Respondent argued that termination resulted from employee's 
unsatisfactory work performance and a need to reduce costs by reducing workforce—Commission reviewed authorities and 
found on evidence that Respondent terminated employee's service due to financial difficulty—Further, as employee had not 
shown that overall quality of her performance was such that some other employee should have been dismissed no unfairness 
was established—Dismissed—Lonsdale K.A. v. City Lodge Pty Ltd t/a Greenwood Forest Tavern—No. 865 of 1993—Parks 
C.—19/7/93—Pubs, Taverns and Bars   

Conference referred re dispute over refusal to offer enhanced severance package to employees—Applicant union argued that 
employees ought to be. entitled to the additional 12 weeks' pay which was payable to other employees who took the selective 
voluntary severance package—Commission found on evidence that as the employees have gained employment, they should not 
receive the same severance payment as those who either have no job or have to shift to another work place and therefore there 
was no inequity—Dismissed—A.R.U. v. W.A.G.R.C.—No. CR268 of 1993—Fielding C.—25/8/93—Railways  

Application for reinstatement and contractual entitlements due to unfair dismissal—Respondent argued that termination was due to 
bom fide redundancy and was not unfair—Commission found on evidence that as the Applicant's work performance was 
satisfactory and no bona fide redundancy existed the dismissal was unfair—Granted—Inglis B.H. v. Bohler Steels Pty Ltd—No. 
331 of 1993—Halliwell S.C.—19/08/93—Iron and Steel Manufacturing  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re redundancy payments—Respondent argued that the judgements in the 
Coles Myer case and its predessors as to the law mean the claim raised was beyond jurisdiction of the Commission as there 
was no employment relationship—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that this matter was different from 
the cases cited as an employment relationship existed when the application was filed, therefore there was jurisdiction to proceed 
for further hearing and determination—Brandler M.F. v. Southern Oceanic Hotels Pty Ltd t/a Observation City Resort—No. 
755 of 1993—Kennedy C.—06/09/93—Hospitality  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re unpaid sick leave, superannuation contributions and redundancy 
payment—Respondent argued that termination was not a redundancy and in the absence of the employment relationship being 
re-established with the claim for contractual benefits only, the Commission was without jurisdiction—Commission reviewed 
authorities and found on evidence that as there was an employer/employee relationship when the application was filed, that the 
circumstances of employees' dismissal amounted to him being made redundant, an order for payment of abovementioned 
benefits should issue—Granted—Harris M.W. v. A.M.I.E.U.—No. 296 of 1993—Coleman C.C.—20/09/93—Meat  

Application for stay of order re denied contractual entitlements pending appeal to Full Bench—Applicant argued that there was a 
serious issue to be tried in whether the original application could have been amended without the consent of the Respondent 
at the time, and whether awarding redundancy payments in line with the Metal Trades standards other provisions of that standard 
were taken into consideration—President found that due to friction between parties, the balance of convenience favoured the 
Applicant and ordered monies to be paid into a trust account—A.M.I.E.U. v. Harris M.W.—No. 1336 of 1993—Sharkey 
P.—20/10/93—Meat  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

REINSTATEMENT— 
Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of summary unfair dismissal without loss of entitlements—Applicant 

union argued that employee was stabbed by another employee, that he acted in self-defence and that termination was harsh and 
unfair—Respondent argued that what had happened was a very serious incident as it had taken place in a public area, that 
orderlies were required to assist ambulances therefore decision to dismiss was warranted—Commission reviewed authorities 
and found that it favoured the evidence of the Applicant over other witnesses, that there was insufficient investigation of the 
matter which would have revealed that the other employee assaulted the Applicant therefore termination was unfair—Granted— 
F.M.W.U. v. Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital—No, CR116 of 993—Gregor C.—7/7/93—Health  

2Appeals against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 397) re dismissed contractual entitlements and unfair dismissal claims—Full 
Bench found amended claim was not properly before the Commission and the claim at best sought contractual entitlements after 
the termination without seeking reinstatement at the same time—Dismissed—Michael J.M. & Another v. Ridgeway B.W. and 
Others—Appeal Nos. 177 & 178 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Halliwell S.C.—6/7/93—Electronics  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union 
argued that the reason for termination of employee was due to differences of opinion over a former staff member—^Respondent 
argued that he had lost trust and faith in employee, that she had been offered an alternative job offer which she refused and 
was left with no alternative but to terminate contract of service—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that 
employee did not by her actions evince an intention not to be bound by the contract therefore there was no ground for termination 
and ordered reinstatement with all entitlements contingent upon continuous service preserved—Granted—F.C.U. v. 
R.E.I.W.A.—No. CR113 of 1993—Salmon C.—16/6/93—Real Estate  

Application for reinstatement and contractual entitlements without loss of entitlements—Applicant argued that she was owed one 
months' salary in lieu of notice and annual leave loading—Commission found on evidence that there was no 12 month contract 
drawn up therefore there was no dismissal, no entitlement to pay in lieu of notice and there was no stipulated loading 
prescribed—Dismissed—Janot D. v. Alliance Francaise de Perth—No. 1219 of 1991—Parks C.—16/6/93—Language 
School   

Appeal against decision of Public Service Commissioner to dismiss employee—Appellant argued that employment was as a 
permanent employee with a fixed term appointment—Respondent argued that as matter was result of a fixed term contract 
expiring at the end of term and therefore there was no dismissal to invoke the Boards jurisdiction—PSAB reviewed I.R. Act 
and found on evidence that renewal or extension was a term of employee's contract and that he should be dealt with as if 
misconduct finding had not been made and be reinstated so that consideration of extension of employment could be 
made—Upheld—Metaxas J. v. P.S.C.—No. PSAB 9 of 1993—Negus C, Chinnery/Rea—16/6/93—Public Administration .. 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed that problems were caused by management 
failure to provide adequate training in administrative procedures—Respondent argued that employee failed to administer and 
operate branch in manner required by management—Commission found on evidence that dismissal was not unfair— 
Dismissed—Bertogna A.R. v. Tfclnet Ply Ltd tja Osbome Computers Australia—No. 1227 of 1992—Parks C.—12/7/93— 
Computing   

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-—Applicant union argued that employee was 
terminated because he was overweight and refused to accept a reduction in classification—Respondent argued that it had a duty 
of care to other employees, that it took all necessary action to assist in the rehabilitation of the employee as well as offer of 
alternative employment however this was refused and it was forced to terminate contract of service—Gommission reviewed 
authorities and found on evidence that there was not an abuse by the employer of its legal right to terminate therefore dismissal 
was neither harsh nor unfair—Dismissed—A.W.U. v. Sons of Gwalia Ltd—No. CR90 of 1993—Gregor C.—18/6/93— 
Mining   

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair summary dismissal—Applicant argued that the 
delay in lodging the application was due to efforts in seeking advice from various departments—Respondent argued that 
employee had deceived the employer in claiming sick leave whilst she had been observed working in her shop—Commission 
found on evidence that Applicant had a medical certificate, there was no proof that she was actually working and ordered 
reinstatement, two weeks pay as compensation and that annual, long service and sick leave should be treated as if her service 
had been continuous but not counted for calculation of those entitlements—Granted in Part—McBeath L. v. Community 
Newspapers—No. 723 of 1993—Negus C.-—9/7/93—Newspaper  

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Commission reviewed question of 
jurisdiction (Pepler's Case) and found that as no employment relationship existed there was no industrial matter therefore could 
not hear claim—Dismissed—Isaacson D.J.M. v. Emu Freight Services Pty Ltd—No. 142 of 1993—Salmon C.—10/6/93— 
Freight Services  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair summary dismissal without loss of entitlements—Application 
was heard conjointly with CR116 of 1993 and the main Reasons for Decision published with it—Commission found on evidence 
that employee had physically assaulted another colleague causing bodily harm and the decision to terminate employment was 
neither harsh nor unfair—Dismissed—F.M.W.U. v. Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital—No. CR119 of 1993—Gregor C.— 
Health  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal for alleged misconduct—Applicant argued that he had no recollection 
of events and that he acted in a state of automatism—Respondent argued that employee knew what he was doing and deliberately 
set out to assault another employee—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the Applicant's conduct was 
totally unacceptable, that Respondent had a duty of care to fellow employees and therefore dismissal was neither harsh nor 
unfair—Dismissed—Richards SJ. and BHP Iron Ore Limited—No, 184 of 1993—Fielding C.—21/6/93—Iron Ore  

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he had not had 
a proper induction into the company and he not received any feedback about incorrect procedures—Respondent argued that 
the way in which employee had gone about getting the job done was a breach of practice and general standard of 
behaviour—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that as Applicant had not been properly instructed in the 
company's operations, the decision to dismiss was unfair and ordered reinstatement and compensation for lost 
earnings—Granted—Fawcett P. v. Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd—No. 775 of 1993—Gregor C.—29/1/93—Mining  

Application for reinstatement on the pounds of unfair dismissal for alleged sexual harassment—Commission reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that Applicant had failed to discharge the onus of establishing his claim—Dismissed—Duncan A.J. v. 
Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd—No. 891 of 1993—Gregor C.—28/7/93—Petroleum  

Conference referred re unfair dismissal—Reinstatement and payment of contractual entitlements sought—Respondent argued that 
dismissal occurred when employee struck another employee without reasonable provocation and action was seen as 
misconduct—Commission reviewed authorities and found a evidence that as there was no history of violent conduct towards 
other employees the dismissal was unfair—Granted—F.M.W.U. v. Cadbury Schweppes Pty Ltd—No. CR19 of 1993—Parks 
C.—27/7/93—Food Manufacturing  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued 
that termination was a result of employee assaulting supervisor by pushing him without reasonable provocation which was 
viewed as misconduct—Commission found no unfairness had occurred—Dismissed—A.B.L.F. v. B.M.A.—No. CR253 of 
1993—Halliwell S.C.—4/8/93—Construction   

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued that 
employee was dismissed as a result of a degeneration of work relationship with supervisor and that poor work attitude and 
behaviour continued after warnings had been given—Commission found on evidence that respondent's right to terminate was 
exercised in a fair manner—Dismissed—F.M.W.U. v. Warton Road Small Animal Hospital—CR689 of 1992—Parks 
C.—3/8/93—Animal Welfare   
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

REINSTATEMENT—continued 
Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed that withdrawal in first application was 

unintentional but resulted ftom a misconception of proceedings—Respondent argued that current application was a repeat of 
earlier application withdrawn by leave and same claim should not need to be answered again—Commission reviewed authorities 
and found that as Applicant had opportunity to have claim dealt with when first lodged no second opportunity should be 
given—Dismissed—Stankovski T. v. City of Stirling—No. 889 of 1993—Fielding C.—4/8/93—Local Government  

Appeal against decision of Totalisator Agency Board to terminate employment for alleged gross neglect of duty—Respondent 
employer argued that Appellant was charged with breaching the TAB Betting Act and sought payment of a shortfall in the 
agencies funds—PSAB found on evidence that Appellant was aware of his employers instructions and attitude to credit betting 
and conducted himself in a way which repudiated the contract of service therefore summary dismissal was neither harsh nor 
unfair—Dismissed—Hamersley G. v. Totalisator Agency Board—No. PSAB 11 of 1993—Negus C. Sivewright/Reynolds— 
18/8/93—Betting   

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal and denied contractual 
entitlements—Respondent argued the dismissal was warranted because of serious repercussions from errors in her work and 
failure to maintain standards and Applicant's action since dismissal militated against re-employment—Commission found on 
evidence that in all the circumstances the dismissal was unfair and contractual benefits claim not within jurisdiction— 
Commission further found compensation should be limited to five weeks pay due to length of time in bringing the case before 
the Commission—Granted in Part—Dimovska A. v. Express Travel Pty Ltd—No. 956 of 1992—Kennedy C.—17/07/93— 
Travel  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union 
claimed summary termination was effected where there was no misconduct and Respondent had not met its obligation in 
supplying safety boots—Respondent argued that employees' action re safety boots was further demonstration of his rude and 
unco-operative manner and attitude towards policies, management, staff and customers—Commission found on evidence that 
employees' dismissal was harsh in the circumstances of the actual application of policy on safety boots and that the Commission 
should order re-employment—Granted in Part—S.D.A. v. Aico Pty Ltd—No. CR240 of 1993—Kennedy C.—41/08/93— 
Retail   

Application for reinstatement and contractual entitlements due to unfair dismissal—Respondent argued that termination was due to 
bona fide redundancy and was not unfair—Commission found on evidence that as the Applicant's work performance was 
satisfactory and no bona fide redundancy existed the dismissal was unfair—Granted—Inglis B.H. v. Bohler Steels Pty Ltd—No. 
331 of 1993—Halliwell S.C.—19/08/93—Iron and Steel Manufacturing  

2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 412) re reinstatement to a lower grade position on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal—Appellant argued Commission erred in various finding of fact, in failing to properly apply the law in respect of 
misconduct, in failing to give sufficient weight to the public interest in whether the Respondent was a fit and proper person 
to hold office in the police force and having found that the actions of the Respondent required severe disciplinary action, by 
substituting the opinion for that of the Appellant—Full Bench reviewed authorities. Police Force Regulations and Police Force 
Act 1892 and found it was open to the Commission to find on video and oral evidence that there was no premeditation to the 
assault but that finding did not dispose of the Commission's duty to consider and give proper weight to those factors arising 
out of the assault—Full Bench further found that the Commissioner of Police did not abuse his statutory duty and it was not 
for the Commission to look at what was done in the light of punishment as it did—Upheld—Minister For Police and Another 
v. Smith D.J—Appeal No. 149 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Fielding C.—27/08/93—Police Service  

Conference referred re application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union 
argued there was a denial of procedural fairness in the manner by which the summary dismissal was effected as the employee 
had not committed any misconduct—Respondent argued that as a result from employee failing to satisfactorily refute allegations 
of two separate assault incidents summarily dismissal occurred—Commission found on evidence that employee's actions were 
attempts to restrain the child concerned and employee was not guilty of misconduct—Granted—F.M.W.U. v. The Board of 
Management, Gurlongga Njininj Children's Centre—No. CR750 of 1992—Coleman C.C.—19/8/93—Child Care Services .. 

4 Application for stay of order re reinstatement due to unfair dismissal—Respondent argued that reinstatement would disrupt workforce 
and consented to stay payments of wages and entitlements—President found on balance of probability that the whole workforce 
would not suffer disruption, employee would not suffer substantial hardship if employed for temporary period and that Applicant 
had not established matter on equity, good conscience and the substantial merits that the reinstatement be stayed—Granted in 
Part—Jason Industries Ltd v. F.P.F.A.I.U.—No. 1104 of 1993—Sharkey P.—27/8/93—Wood Product Manufacturing  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union argued that employee had no 
formal warnings or counselling offered to enable her to address any aspects of her behaviour thought to be 
inappropriate—Respondent argued that decision to terminate was made after consideration of alternatives and investigation of 
complaints—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the employer's right to terminate the contract was 
not exercised in a way that was unfair therefore application must fail—Dismissed—F.M.W.U. v. Silver Chain Nursing 
Association—No. CR266 of 1993—Gregor C.—08/09/93—Health and Welfare Services  

Appeal against decision of Public Service Commissioner re termination of employee for alleged misconduct—Respondent employer 
argued that employee had attempted to cover up his serious demeanours and was left with no alternative but to dismiss 
Appellant—PSAB found on evidence there was no corrupt intent or profit from the misconduct, that Appellant had an 
unblemished record of service and ordered that he be given the strongest possible sanction short of dismissal—Upheld—Marek 
J. v. Public Service Commission—PSAB 10 of 1993—Negus C, King/Treymant—27/08/93—Fisheries  

Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2859) re dismissed claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal—Appellant union argued that the Commission erred in fact or in law in finding that the Respondent was entitled to 
summarily dismiss employees when there was no sufficient evidence that the fight was one of serious enough nature to render 
the employees liable to dismissal and potential to disrupt harmony of the village—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found 
on evidence that the altercation was a serious one, that although it did not create disharmony in the village it was such that 
amounted to rejection of the contract of employment—Dismissed—A.W.U. v. Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 
1525 of 1992—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Parks C.—24/09/93—Mining  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements—^Tribunal had no jurisdiction as no 
contract of employment existed because the offer was not authorised and as no due service had occurred—G.S.T.T. found on 
evidence that actions of Respondent in unilaterally repudiating the contract of employment were unfair and ordered employee 
be re-employed and paid contractual benefits equal to 4 months' salary—Granted—S.S.T.U. v. Minister for Education—No. 
T8 of 1993—Kennedy C., Reeves/Pollard—03/09/93—Tbchnical and Further Education  

Appeal against decision to summarily dismiss employee for misconduct—Applicant claimed that he was unaware of Code of Conduct 
and use of wife's promotional firm was due in good faith as main concern was to hire best promotional group—Respondent 
argued that as employee had breached Code of conduct and was 'prima facie' a criminal offence and there now existed a total 
lack of trust dismissal was warranted—PSAB reviewed authorities and found on evidence that by Respondent dismissing 
employee after Minister's decision for formal reprimand and options to resolve conflict were given the dismissal was unfair 
but was not persuaded that reinstatement should occur as position was lost in Respondent's restructure—PSAB further found 
that employee should be compensated in amount equal to 6 months salary—Granted in part—Denver D. v. W.A.P.M.A.—PSAB 
15 of 1993—Public Service Appeal Board—14/09/93—Market Research Services (Public Admin)  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued summary dismissal was warranted as Applicant 
breached company policy by knowingly offering non "check sealed" stock to other employees for consumption—Commission 
reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the act did not constitute misconduct sufficient to justify summary 
dismissal—Granted—S.D.A.E.A. v. Action Food Bams (W.A.) Pty Ltd—No. CR294 of 1993—Beech C.—08/09/93— 
Supermarket and Grocery Stores  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

REINSTATEMENT—continued 
Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed termination was due to Respondent organising 

someone else for the job and no complaints had been made about her—Respondent argued that employee had been cautioned 
on a daily basis in regards to interrupting consultations with clients, negative attitude towards other staff members, lewd remarks 
to staff and clients and had observed her behaviour for a week and found no improvement—Commission reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that Applicant did not discharge the onus of proof to establish unfairness and favoured evidence of 
Respondent—Dismissed—Harper V. v. (Richard Strutt) Boulevard Pharmacy Newman—No. 955 of 1993—Gregor 
C.—21/09/93—Pharmaceutical, Cosmetic and Tbiletry Retailing  

Claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal for alleged misconduct—Applicant argued that Respondent wrongly 
inputed her actions as incidents of disloyalty and disobedience—Respondent argued that they had lost trust in the employee 
because of her divided loyalty—Commission found on evidence that Applicant had done nothing to undermine the Respondents 
position therefore dismissal was unfair and ordered reinstatement to former position but declined to make an associated order 
as to loss of income in the interim—Granted in part—Keane S.J. v. Healthpoint Pty Ltd t/a Heaithpoint Belmont—No. 518 of 
1993—Fielding C—02/09/93—Medical  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements—Applicant claimed 
that Respondent had not accepted previous reinstatement had been justified and subjected to higher scrutiny them other 
employees—Respondent argued that dismissal was not summary—Commission reviewed authorities and found that employee 
had failed to adequately manage and maintain a high service and image of the centre and that lacked jurisdiction to deal with 
contractual entitlements—Dismissed—Candelaria A.D. v. Avel Pty Ltd t/a Timezone—No. 211 of 1993—Parks C.—06/10/93— 
Cultural and Recreational Services  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued that employee had used offensive language 
after verbal warning given, organised a petition against company's services and abandoned employment by leaving workplace 
unattended for 3 days without explanation justified—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that Respondent 
had failed to demonstrate the validity of grounds for summary dismissal but little prospect for an reasonable working 
relationships being re-established and therefore no further jurisdiction—Dismissed—Lawerence H. v. Kuljak Aboriginal 
Employment and Cultural Centre—No. 541 of 1993—Beech C—17/09/93—Employment Placement Services  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Commission reviewed authorities and found that as 10 warnings 
had been given and no improvement resulted it favoured Respondent's case—Dismissed—Marklew D. v. City of Gosnells—No. 
813 of 1992—Halliwell S.C.—17/12/92—Local Government Administration  

Complaint re alleged breach of Commission order—Complaint union claimed that breach of order had resulted from failure to reinstate 
employee—Industrial Magistrate reviewed Commission order and found that Defendant's request for interpretation of the order 
was unacceptable and favoured Complainant's case—Granted—F.P.F.A.I. v. T.J. and M.B. Waugh—Complaint No. 273 of 
1992—Heaney S.M.—11/08/93—Road Transport  

2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1352) re reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Application for 
extension of time for instituting appeal—Appellant argued appeal involved serious issues of fact and law delay was slight and 
it would be harsh to penalise the Appellant for an omission arising out of a misunderstanding between its representatives—Full 
Bench amended Respondent—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on majority that, having regard to . all factual 
circumstances, the history of the proceedings, the conduct of the Applicant/Respondent during and after those proceedings, the 
consequences for the parties and the "vested right to retain the judgement" no inequity was done to the Appellant in refusing 
the application—Dismissed—Tip Top Bakeries v. T.W.U.—Appeal No. 844 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Halliwell 
S.C.—17/09/93—Food and Beverage Manufacture  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal for participation in strike action—Applicant union 
argued that employees went on strike because the first group of employees had been unfairly dismissed and their employer 
refused to reinstate them—Respondent employer argued that employees had at least four warnings that dismissal would occur 
if they withdrew their labour which was a breach of their contract of employment—Commission reviewed authorities and found 
on evidence that they had disobeyed lawful orders to return to work and that their conduct was a repudiation of their contract 
of service therefore dismissals were neither harsh nor unfair—Dismissed—C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Robe River Iron Associates—No. 
CR263 of 1993—Gregor C.—01/10/93—Mining  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union claimed that dismissal was in 
retribution for employee not taking a voluntary separation and alleged misdeeds occured in employee's role as union 
convenor—Respondent argued that dismissal was justified as despite repeated verbal and written warnings employee abused 
and disobeyed management and was generally unco-operative—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that 
ample warning had been given of unacceptable employment attitude and behaviour—Commission was convinced that dismissal 
was in all aspects fair—Dismissed—M.E.W.U. v. Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd—No. CR305 of 1993—Fielding C.—15/10/93—Iron 
Ore Mining   

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed termination was 
unjust as he had not been adequately instructed as to his responsibility to monitor subordinate's timekeeping—Respondent 
argued that applicant had been given every opportunity to explain his position and assist in discovery of over payments—Further, 
termination was effected in terms of contract with benefits and due notice given—Commission found that in failing to adhere 
to written instructions on overtime principles Applicant had shown incompetence as a supervisor and termination was not 
unfair—Dismissed—Joyner L. v. Commissioner, Main Roads Department—No. 75 of 1993—Negus C.—10/11/93—Road and 
Bridge Construction   

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that performance goals set were 
unreasonable—Respondent argued that employee had not performed to expected level and had received previous warnings of 
required improved performance—Commission found on evidence that Applicant failed to discharge onus that employer acted 
unfairly—Dismissed—Andrews J. v. Berrivale Orchards Ltd—No. 1240 of 1993—Parks C.—24/11/93—Wholesale 
Trade/Personal and Household Goods  

Applications for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicants argued that there had been little expression of 
dissatisfaction or complaint by the employer of their work and they had not felt their jobswere at risk—Respondent employer 
argued that employees were dismissal for demonstrated lack of competence and that one employee had received written 
warnings—Commission found on evidence that whilst two employeeshad not discharged the onus of establishing their claims 
for reinstatement, the third employee had ten dismissed on the grounds of a casual remark mistaken for disloyalty and ordered 
that he be reinstated with acompensation payment for his period of unemployment—Dismissed, Granted, Dismissed—Reynolds 
J.J. and Others v. Swift & Moore Pty Ltd—Nos. 851, 1088 and 1089 of 1993—Negus C.—27/10/93—Manufacturing  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Preliminary point re jurisdiction—Applicant argued that the degree 
of control which the Respondent held over the Applicant was such that the relationship created was that of employer and 
employee—Respondent argued that Applicant was engaged as an agent, that the contractual relationship had not ten one of 
employer and employee therefore the Commission did not have jurisdiction—Commission reviewed authorities and found on 
evidence that Applicant had been an employee—Declared Accordingly—Fisher E. v. Tbtalisator Agency Board—No. 650 of 
1992—Parks C.—24/11/93—Cultural and Recreational Services  

Application for reinstatement on grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued Applicant attempted to entice other employees 
to a new business—Commission found on evidence that Applicant was summarily and unfairly dismissed but could not grant 
reinstatement as employee was employed elsewhere—Commission further found that it lacked jurisdiction to award contractual 
benefits as no contract relationship existed when matter was first lodged—Dismissed—Kent K.T. v. Montreal Holdings Pty 
Ltd—No. 1029 of 1993—Fielding C—11/11/93—Property and Business Services  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed termination was a retribution for objection to 
unpaid wages and inadequate warning was given—Respondent argued that employee failed to enforce safety rules and breached 
management confidence in reeking legal advice on company matter—Respondent further argued no jurisdiction as no 
employment relationship existed when application was lodged—Commission reviewed authorities and found although dismissal 
was unfair having regard to employment record and restructure, reinstatement was not proper—Dismissed—Willmott L.E. v. 
Geo Services Pty Ltd—No. 1131 of 1993—Fielding C—26/11/93—Services to Mining  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

REINSTATEMENT—continued 
Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed that duties were performed diligently and 

expeditiously in accordance with customs legislation—Respondent argued termination resulted from poor work performance 
and productivity—Commission reviewed authorities and found employer's right to terminate had not been abused and without 
order to reinstatement was without jurisdiction to allow compensation payment for denial of adequate notice—Dismissed— 
Soukos A. v. Emery Worldwide—No. 1134 of 1993—Fielding C.—16/11/93—Services to Air Transport  3481 

Conference about dispute re the fairness or otherwise of the termination of services of a number of persons referred for hearing and 
determination—Applicant sought reinstatement of persons concerned—Dispute occurred after employees of the Respondent 
withdrew their labour during a "national day of action"—Employees involved in the industrial action were subsequently 
interviewed and asked to give a commitment to work only in accordance with their contract of service and not take unauthorised 
absences in future—Those employees that would not give the required commitments were dismissed—Commission reviewed 
authorities on the right to strike and found that clearly no such right exists and if employees had been terminated for their failure 
to attend work on die "national day of action" it would have been likely there would be no warrant for the Commission to 
interfere with the employers' right to terminate—Commission also reviewed other authorities notably Blight Chemicals Limited 
v. Bushnell where the High Court ruled that mere apprehension that an employee might do something incompatible with proper 
performance of his duties is not ground for dismissal in the absence of actually having committed such incompatible 
conduct—Commission found that while the failure of the employees to give the required commitment was grounds for 
uneasiness for future conduct it was not in itself an act which would justify dismissal—Further. Commission found that the 
process of interviews by different managers where employees were required to make the commitment was unfair and the form 
of the commitment required was so broad in its effect that a reasonable, honest person could not make it—The termination of 
employees because they could not make such a commitment was unfair and justified the interference by the Commission in 
the Respondent's right to terminate—Reinstatement Ordered—C.M.E.T.S.U. v. Robe River Iron Associates—No. CR716 of 
1992—Gregor C.—3/6/93—Mining  1076 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed that termination was unjust as sale results made 
were of a high standard with monthly budget targets being achieved—Applicant further argued that no prior warnings on poor 
performance was given—Respondent argued termination was warranted from a failure to achieve monthly budget targets during 
a 6 month observation of employee's performance—Commission found on evidence that by failing to warn employee of 
unsatisfactory performance Respondent erred—Granted—Head F. v. Alsco Linen Service Pty Ltd—No. 805 of 1993—Fielding 
C.—5/11/93—Personal and Household Goods Retailing  3475 2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1900) re reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Appellant argued 
Commission erred in finding that the Respondent was dismissed when offered alternative employment or that it failed to have 
sufficient regard to the established principles in exercising the power of reinstatement—Full Bench found no term in contract 
of service re transferability and that the dismissal was summary—Full Bench found, though the order was within jurisdiction, 
the Commission miscarried in its discretion to order re-employment—Upheld—Real Estate Institute of W.A. Inc. v. 
F.C.U.—Appeal No. 939 of 1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Beech C.—23/11/93—Property Services  3316 

REST PERIODS— 
Conference referred re claim over terms and conditions of employment relating to a mine site—Respondent argued terms and 

conditions presently on site were consistent with common terms and conditions employed by the company across all its mining 
sites—Respondent further argued that overall range of disabilities identified were inherent in mining industry and did not warrant 
special allowance—Commission found on evidence that as employment conditions had been well established between parties 
for many years it could see no reason to interfere—However, Commission found merit on Applicant's claim for relief of 
circumstances at mine site and ordered company to provide and pay for Rest and Recreation Leave after 7 weeks 
employment—Granted in Part—A.W.U. v. Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd—No. CR303 of 1993—Gregor C.—9/11/93—Metal 
Ore Mining   3490 

SAFETY— 
Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union argued that employee was 

terminated because he was overweight and refused to accept a reduction in classification—Respondent argued that it had a duty 
of care to other employees, that it took all necessary action to assist in the rehabilitation of the employee as well as offer of 
alternative employment however this was refused and it was forced to terminate contract of service—Commission reviewed 
authorities and found on evidence that there was not an abuse by the employer of its legal right to terminate therefore dismissal 
was neither harsh nor unfair—Dismissed—A.W.U. v. Sons of Gwalia Ltd—No. CR90 of 1993—Gregor C.—18/6/93— 
Mining   1873 2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1626) re dismissed claim over speed and manning of mutton chain—Appellant 
argued Commission denied natural justice by not allowing submissions, examination of witness or opposing evidence on a report 
received as evidence—Appellant further argued Commission did not completely hear matter and failed to issue minutes of 
proposed order and reasons for decision—Respondent conceded Appeal—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that there 
had been a denial of natural justice and that the appropriate remedy was to quash the decision—Upheld—W.A.M.C. v. 
A.M.E.I.E.U.—Appeal No. 890 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Gregor C.—05/08/93—Meat  2655 

SICK LEAVE— 
Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair summary dismissal—Applicant argued that the 

delay in lodging the application was due to efforts in seeking advice from various departments—Respondent argued that 
employee had deceived the employer in claiming sick leave whilst she had been observed working in her shop—Commission 
found on evidence that Applicant had a medical certificate, there was no proof that she was actually working and ordered 
reinstatement, two weeks pay as compensation and that annual, long service and sick leave should be treated as if her service 
had been continuous but not counted for calculation of those entitlements—Granted in Part—McBeath L. v. Community 
Newspapers—No. 723 of 1993—Negus C.—9/7/93—Newspaper  1856 

STAY OF PROCEEDINGS— 
Application for alteration of union rules re eligibility for membership (continued from 73 WAIG 563, 1232 and 1471)—TWU 

withdrew objection following amendment of application—Applicant argued solicitors and "Acting Secretary" had no authority 
to act on behalf of the FLAIEU and that an appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court had no effect because it was incompetent—Full 
Bench reviewed matters before the President, IAC, Regulation 6 of the Industrial Arbitration Act (WA Industrial Appeal Court) 
Regulations 1980 and found the order of the President subject of the appeal remained valid but unenforceable therefore no order 
prevented the objection of the FLAIEU being treated as valid—Full Bench granted in part application for further and better 
particulars—Full Bench further found it was not for it to determine whether an appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court was 
competent or not and that therefore the stay of proceedings under Regulation 6 of the IAC Regulations operated—Ordered 
Accordingly and Adjourned—F.M.W.U—No. 1167 of 1992—Sharkey P., Negus C., George C.—25/6/93—Unions  

Application for stay of order re reinstatement pending appeal to Full Bench—Applicant argued there was a serious issue to be tried 
in that if the money was paid now it might be unrecoverable later and that employee would have a destabilising effect on the 
workforce—President found that the balance of convenience favoured the employee due to hardship being experienced in 
receiving no income, awaiting fruits of his litigation and looking for work in times of economic hardship—Dismissed—T.W.U. 
v. Tip Tbp Bakeries—No. 846 of 1993—Sharkey P.—1/6/93—Bread Manufacturing  

Application for stay of order re denied contractual entitlements—President found that as Applicant had been in breach of an order 
of the Commission for at least four months, that Respondent had been deprived of the fruits of his "judgement", the balance 
of convenience favoured the Respondent—Dismissed—SGS Australia Pty Limited v. Thylor T.—No. 958 of 1993—Sharkey 
P.—1/7/93—Wool   
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

STAY OF PROCEEDINGS—continued 
Application for stay of order re denied contractual entitlements pending appeal to Full Bench—President found that Respondent would 

have difficulty repaying those monies paid to him and ordered Applicant to pay monies into a joint account—Granted—Pampus 
Pty Ltd t/a Lancet Scientific and Surgical Supplies v. Weir D.N.—No. 771 of 1993—Sharkey P.—25/6/93—Scientific and 
Surgical Supplies   

Application for stay of order re denied contractual entitlements pending appeal to Full Bench—Applicant argued that a counter-claim 
or set-off before the Commission was held to be outside its jurisdiction, that the appeal had not been proceeded to due to decision 
of Coles Myer Ltd v. Coppin and Others and that the Respondent did not have the wherewithal to pay the amount back if 
necessary—President found that as nothing had been done by the Applicant to comply with orders, die delay in lodging the 
applications and subsequent failure to pay monies into the Supreme Court, it could not be said that the balance of convenience 
lied with the Applicant—Dismissed—Licensee of Property Action—Dreego Pty Ltd v. Winters A.—No. 986 of 1993—Sharkey 
P.—21/07/93—Real Estate  

Application for stay of order re award variation pending appeal to Full Bench—Appellant employers argued that balance of 
convenience lied with it as there were a large number of employers who employed a large number of employees and the recovery 
of payments made in the event that the appeals succeeded was an impractical exercise—Applicant further argued that the trust 
deed had not been amended and there was an element of retroactivity—Respondent unions argued that a lengthy delay had 
already being paid into the fund—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that a stay should be granted only 
insofar as it entitled employees who are bom fides dismissed for misconduct or refusal of duty—Ordered Accordingly—Albany 
Plasterers and Others v. B.T.A. and Others—Nos. 1055 and 1091 of 1993—Sharkey P.—04/08/93—Building  

Application for stay of order re denied contractual entitlements pending appeal to Full Bench—President found appeal was not 
instituted in time and therefore had no jurisdiction—Dismissed—Tri Star Group Pty Ltd v. Ball D.J.—No. 1033 of 
1993—Sharkey P.—02/09/93—Business Management Services  4Application for stay of order re breach of award pending appeal to Full Bench—Applicant argued that there was a serious issue 
to be tried as Industrial Magistrate had made a decision before Applicant had completed its case—Respondent conceded balance 
of convenience favoured Applicant—Granted—Jackobin Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Tbtal Jarrah v. F.P.F.A.I.U.—No. 935 of 
1993—Sharkey P.—23/8/93—-Wood Product Manufacturing  4 Application for stay of order re reinstatement due to unfair dismissal—Respondent argued that reinstatement would disrupt workforce 
and consented to stay payments of wages and entitlements—President found on balance of probability that the whole workforce 
would not suffer disruption, employee would not suffer substantial hardship if employed for temporary period and that Applicant 
had not established matter on equity, good conscience and the substantial merits that the reinstatement be stayed—Granted in 
Part—Jason Industries Ltd v. F.P.F.A.I.U.—No. 1104 of 1993—Sharkey P.—27/8/93—Wood Product Manufacturing  

Application for stay of order re denied contractual entitlements pending appeal to Full Bench—Applicant argued that there was a 
serious issue to be tried in whether the original application could have been amended without the consent of the Respondent 
at the time, and whether awarding redundancy payments in line with the Metal Trades standards other provisions of that standard 
were taken into consideration—President found that due to friction between parties, the balance of convenience favoured the 
Applicant and ordered monies to be paid into a trust account—A.M.I.E.U. v. Harris M.W.—No. 1336 of 1993—Sharkey 
P.—20/10/93—Meat  

Application for stay of order re denied contractual entitlements pending appeal to Full Bench—Applicant argued there was a serious 
issue to be tried in that as per the Coles/Myer case the appeal would succeed and it would be unjust to have to pay across any 
money due to this circumstance—President found that the balance of convenience favoured the Applicant and ordered monies 
to be paid into a trust account—Granted—T. O'Connor and Sons Pty Ltd v. Sakal H.J.—No. 1247 of 1993—Sharkey 
P.—22/4/93—Retail Services   

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (73 WAIG 1458) re contractual entitlements—Respondent conceded appeal but argued IAC 
had no jurisdiction to make any order in relation to the sum held in a joint bank account pursuant to the Presidents' order as 
there was no appeal against the stay—IAC found interlocutory order made in the case of an appeal against an order the 
Commission made without jurisdiction is void—Ordered Accordingly—Gail Force Manpower Services Pty Ltd and Another 
v. Pozzi R.—IAC Appeal No. 15 of 1993—Kennedy J., Rowland J., Franklyn J.—16/9/93—Marketing and Business 
Management Services  

SUPERANNUATION— 
Conference referred re allegedly denied contractual entitlement in superannuation benefits—Applicant union claimed that as a result 

of employee being misled about eligibility for membership into State Government Superannuation Scheme a denial of substantial 
superannuation benefit occurred—Respondent argued in preliminary hearing that Commission lacked jurisdiction as the matter 
was between employee and treasurer not employer and employee—Respondent further argued that employee did have prior 
knowledge of the scheme via the information being supplied in employee handbook—Commission reviewed authorities and 
found that superannuation issue was an industrial matter and within jurisdiction and that the merits of the case favoured the 
Applicant—Granted—F.M.W.U. v. Hospital Laundry and Linen Service—No. CR553 of 1992—Halliwell S.C.—5/11/93— 
Laundry Service  

Conference referred re dispute over superannuation contributions—Applicant employer sought to increase the level of weekly 
contributions to amounts calculated as a percentage of "ordinary time earnings" as defined in proposed orders—Respondent 
unions Mgued that the positions that both parties take are conditional by the application of the Superannuation Guarantee 
(Administration) Act—Leave to intervene was sought to address matters before Commission within the context of the Principles 
of Wage Fixation—Commission in Court Session found on evidence that the rate at which superannuation contributions are 
made should be consistent with the terms of the Superannuation Principle and the S.G.A. and should reflect differences in 
reference earnings of classes of employees—Ordered Accordingly—Western Mining Corporation v. A.E.E.F.E.U. and 
Others—No. CR330 of 1993—Coleman C.C., Halliwell S.C., Gregor C.—13/08/93—Nickel Mining and Processing  

Application to vary award re hours, meal break and wages—Parties sought to increase casual employees' maximum engagement, 
reduce new employees' minimum daily engagement, allow casual employees to forgo meal breaks, exclude company from Easter 
eve overtime, increase wages and superannuation—Commission found that superannuation increase would exceed state wage 
principles however other variations were approved and the superannuation claim withdrawn Granted in Part—SDA v. Coles 
Supermarket Australia and Another—No. 285 of 1993—Beech C.—20/10/93—Supermarket and Grocery Stores  

TALLIES— 
'Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1344) re Tally and Rodding Allowance—Appellant argued, inter alia, the 

Commission erred in finding tally should be increased despite the fact the slaughtering system was not 100% efficient—Further 
Appellant argued Commission erred in various findings of fact, refusal to grant inspection and breached natural justice in 
receiving a DOSHWA evidence without allowing submissions on it—Respondent argued earnings of employees were actually 
increasing and that operation between different abbatoirs were comparable—Full Bench found there was a spaiseness of findings 
or reasons which would put the reasons close to offending the authorities—Full Bench reviewed authorities, adopted plain 
meaning of the award and found that the Commission having found that the systems was not a 100% efficient, had no alternative 
under the award but to say that the tally was not to be negotiated—Full Bench paid no attention to the loss of earning as required 
under the Wage Fixing Principles and erred in not deciding upon a request for an inspection—Full Bench further found that 
no opportunity to be heard in relation to the DOSHWA report or afford the party speaking to the minutes or producing orders 
in the form of minutes which rendered the decision invalid such that it must be quashed—Upheld and Quashed—A.M.I.E.U. 
v. Clover Meats—Appeal No. 837 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C, Parks C.—26/11/93—Meat and Meat Product 
Manufacturing   3322 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

TERMINATION— 
Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of summary unfair dismissal without loss of entitlements—Applicant 

union argued that employee was stabbed by another employee, that he acted in self-defence and that termination was harsh and 
unfair—Respondent argued that what had happened was a very serious incident as it had taken place in a public area, that 
orderlies were required to assist ambulances therefore decision to dismiss was warranted—Commission reviewed authorities 
and found that it favoured the evidence of the Applicant over other witnesses, that there was insufficient investigation of the 
matter which would have revealed that the other employee assaulted the Applicant therefore termination was unfair—Granted— 
F.M.W.U. v. Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital—No. CR116 of 993—Gregor C.—7/7/93—Health  

Appeal against speaker of Legislative Assembly and President of Legislative Council to terminate employment—Applicant argued 
that dismissal arose from his opposition to another contractor's work with Legislative Council and defamation against 
him—Respondent argued that a thorough investigation was undertaken and management was not satisfied with his responses 
to questions regarding a sum of money and suspected dishonesty—PSAB found on evidence that poor management style and 
interpersonal skills, not technical competence, led to dismissal—PSAB found some elements of unfairness but on the totality 
of evidence there was ample good reason to exercise the right to terminate the contract—PSAB further found that Applicant 
was due a back dated salary increase and 3 months pay in lieu of notice—Granted in Part—Davids M. v. Hon. Mike Barrett 
JP, MLA and Another—PSAB 14 of 1992—Negus C, Musson/Farrar—13/7/93—Government Administration  

Appeal against decision of State Government Insurance Commission re termination of employment—Appellant argued that her 
dismissal was harsh and unfair because confusion surrounded the circumstances by which certain insurance proposals were 
rejected by the employer and thus deducted from her running total of successes—^Respondent argued dismissal was due to 
employee's low performance level and had been counselled no less than 8 times—PSAB found on evidence that constant 
problems arose as a result of Appellant's lack of attention to detail and administrative follow-up, that Appellant had breached 
F.A.A. Act rules and numerous complaints were received from customers and therefore the Respondent's decision was not 
unfair—Dismissed—Foster B. v. S.G.U.C.—No. PSAB 16 of 1992—Negus €., Sivewright/Williams—24/6/93—Insurance . 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal claim and denied contractual entitlements—Parties argued 
employment relationship existed—Commission reviewed authorities and found that because there was no power or right of 
dismissal the employment relationship had not existed—^Dismissed—Hogg E.J. v. Angiel Pty Ltd t/a Fremantle Prison 
Guardians—No. 186 of 1993—Salmon C.—16/6/93—Security  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the ground of unfair dismissal—Applicant union claimed that employee was given 
" permission to remove materials by sub-contractor—Respondent argued that employee did not have permission to remove 

materials and admitted to have stolen the goods in an interview with Police—Commission reviewed authorities and found on 
evidence that employee was given every opportunity to explain his case before the Respondent and the Respondent had good 
reason to reaching the conclusion it did—Dismissed—A.B.L.F. v. B.M.A.—No. CR100 of 1993—Fielding C.—18/6/93— 
Construction   

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re wages, pro rata annual leave and payment in lieu of two weeks notice 
and dismissals—Respondent argued that nothing was stated in contract in regards to payment of 2 weeks pro ram annual 
leave—Commission found on evidence claim for wages for work performed and annual leave were made out—Granted in 
Part—Reilly G.M. v. Aust Asian Feeds Pty Ltd—No. 217 of 1993—Beech C.—27/5/93—Stock Feeds  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union 
argued that the reason for termination of employee was due to differences of opinion over a former staff member—Respondent 
argued that he had lost trust and faith in employee, that she had been offered an alternative job offer which she refused and 
was left with no alternative but to terminate contract of service—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that 
employee did not by her actions evince an intention not to be bound by the contract therefore there was no ground for termination 
and ordered reinstatement with all entitlements contingent upon continuous service preserved—Granted—F.C.U. v. 
R.E.I.W.A.—No. CR113 of 1993—Salmon C.—16/6/93—Real Estate  

Application for reinstatement and contractual entitlements without loss of entitlements—Applicant argued that she was owed one 
months' salary in lieu of notice and annual leave loading—Commission found on evidence that there was no 12 month contract 
drawn up therefore there was no dismissal, no entitlement to pay in lieu of notice and there was no stipulated loading 
prescribed—Dismissed—Janot D. v. Alliance Francaise de Perth—No. 1219 of 1991—Parks C.—16/6/93—Language 
School   

Appeal against decision of Public Service Commissioner to dismiss employee—Appellant argued that employment was as a 
permanent employee with a fixed term appointment—^Respondent argued that as matter was result of a fixed term contract 
expiring at the end of term and therefore there was no dismissal to invoke the Boards jurisdiction—PSAB reviewed l.R. Act 
and found on evidence that renewal or extension was a term of employee's contract and that he should be dealt with as if 
misconduct finding had not been made and be reinstated so that consideration of extension of employment could be 
made—Upheld—Metaxas J. v. P.S.C.—No. PSAB 9 of 1993—Negus C., Chinnery/Rea—16/6/93—Public Administration .. 

Conference referred re extension of contract—Applicant union claimed that Respondent's decision to deny permanency was harsh 
and unjust and by refusing to grant permanency had unfairly terminated employment—Respondent argued as employee's 
contract had expired before proceedings were instituted and no employment relationship existed to confer jurisdiction on the 
PSA—PSA examined Industrial Relations Act, 1979, reviewed authorities and found that Respondent did not terminate 
employment but declined to offer employee further contract of employment therefore it was unnecessary to consider the 
jurisdiction question—Dismissed—C.S.A. v. P.S.C.—No. PSA CR60 of 1992—Fielding C.—30/6/93—Dept. Productivity and 
Labour Relations  

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements re notice of termination and severance pay—Applicant claimed that notice 
period of 12 months and severance pay of 10 months would have been reasonable—Respondent argued that under contract of 
service a term of more than 1 month was unreasonable—Commission reviewed authorities including Peplers Case and found 
it was what the Commission as constituted thought was just and reasonable that mattered—Commission further found that 
Applicant had not been told of company policies surrounding termination and retrenchment, ordered that the Applicant be paid 
for the 12 months notice, provision of a car, superannuation contributions and bonuses gained on sales and gave reasons 
therefore—Granted—Ttiylor T. v. SGS Australia Pty Limited—No. 526 of 1992—Salmon C.—23/12/92—Wool  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed that problems were caused by management 
failure to provide adequate training in administrative procedures—Respondent argued that employee failed to administer and 
operate branch in manner required by management—Commission found on evidence that dismissal was not unfair— 
Dismissed—Bertogna A.R. v. Tfclnet Pty Ltd ti'a Osbome Computers Australia—No. 1227 of 1992—Parks C.—12/7/93— 
Computing   

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union argued that employee was 
terminated because he was overweight and refused to accept a reduction in classification—Respondent argued that it had a duty 
of care to other employees, that it took all necessary action to assist in the rehabilitation of the employee as well as offer of 
alternative employment however this was refused and it was forced to terminate contract of service—Commission reviewed 
authorities and found on evidence that there was not an abuse by the employer of its legal right to terminate therefore dismissal 
was neither harsh nor unfair—Dismissed—A.W.U. v. Sons of Gwalia Ltd—No. CR90 of 1993—Gregor C.—18/6/93— 
Mining   

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair summary dismissal—Applicant argued that the 
delay in lodging the application was due to efforts in seeking advice from various departments—Respondent argued that 
employee had deceived the employer in claiming sick leave whilst she had been observed working in her shop—Commission 
found on evidence that Applicant had a medical certificate, there was no proof that she was actually working and ordered 
reinstatement, two weeks pay as compensation and that annual, long service and sick leave should be treated as if her service 
had been continuous but not counted for calculation of those entitlements—Granted in Part—McBeath L. v. Community 
Newspapers—No. 723 of 1993—Negus C.—9/7/93—Newspaper  



CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

TERMINATION—continued 
Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair summary dismissal without loss of entitlements—^Application 

was heard conjointly with CR116 of 1993 and the main Reasons for Decision published with it—Commission found on evidence 
that employee had physically assaulted another colleague causing bodily harm and the decision to terminate employment was 
neither harsh nor unfair—Dismissed—F.M.W.U. v. Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital—No. CR119 of 1993—Gregor C.— 
Health  

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Commission reviewed question of 
jurisdiction (Pepler's Case) and found that as no employment relationship existed there was no industrial matter therefore could 
not hear claim—Dismissed—Isaacson D.J.M. v. Emu Freight Services Pty Ltd—No. 142 of 1993—Salmon C.—10/6/93— 
Freight Services  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal for alleged misconduct—^Applicant argued that he had no recollection 
of events and that he acted in a state of automatism—Respondent argued that employee knew what he was doing and deliberately 
set out to assault another employee—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the Applicant's conduct was 
totally unacceptable, that Respondent had a duty of care to fellow employees and therefore dismissal was neither harsh nor 
unfair—Dismissed—Richards SJ. and BHP Iron Ore Limited—No. 184 of 1993—Fielding C.—21/6/93—Iron Ore  

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he had not had 
a proper induction into the company and he not received any feedback about incorrect procedures—Respondent argued that 
the way in which employee had gone about getting the job done was a breach of practice and general standard of 
behaviour—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that as Applicant had not been properly instructed in the 
company's operations, the decision to dismiss was unfair and ordered reinstatement and compensation for lost 
earnings—Granted—Fawcett P. v. Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd—No. 775 of 1993—Gregor C.—29/1/93—Mining  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union 
argued that dismissal was brought about by reason of redundancy, that he had 13 years experience and that a proper comparison 
between employees had not been carried out to see who should be retrenched—^Respondent argued that an appropriate selection 
procedure was carried out and careful consideration given to retention or redundancy of employee—Commission found on 
evidence that one day to become proficient with a new product was unfair, the process used to determine redundancy unrealistic 
and therefore ordered reinstatement—Granted—F.P.F.A.I.U. v. Jason Industries—No. CR136 of 1993—Halliwell S.C.—16/7/ 
93—Furniture  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal for alleged sexual harassment—Commission reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that Applicant had failed to discharge the onus of establishing his claim—Dismissed—Duncan A.J. v. 
Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd—No. 891 of 1993—Gregor C.—28/7/93—Petroleum  

Conference referred re unfair dismissal—Reinstatement and payment of contractual entitlements sought—^Respondent atgued that 
dismissal occurred when employee struck another employee without reasonable provocation and action was seen as 
misconduct—Commission reviewed authorities and found a evidence that as there was no history of violent conduct towards 
other employees the dismissal was unfair—Granted—F.M.W.U. v. Cadbury Schweppes Pty Ltd—No. CR19 of 1993—Parks 
C.—27/7/93—Food Manufacturing  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued 
that termination was a result of employee assaulting supervisor by pushing him without reasonable provocation which was 
viewed as misconduct—Commission found no unfairness had occurred—Dismissed—A.B.L.F. v. B.M.A.—No. CR253 of 
1993—Halliwell S.C.—4/8/93—Construction   

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued that 
employee was dismissed as a result of a degeneration of work relationship with supervisor and that poor work attitude and 
behaviour continued after warnings had been given—Commission found on evidence that respondent's right to terminate was 
exercised in a fair manner—Dismissed—F.M.W.U. v. Warton Road Small Animal Hospital—CR689 of 1992—Parks 
C.—3/8/93—Animal Welfare   

Conference referred re claim of unfair dismissal—Applicant union claimed that consideration should be given to length of time 
between incident leading to dismissal and previous occurrence—Respondent argued that dismissal was not unfair as employee 
had not only been previously warned but had been counselled for breaches of policies—Commission found on evidence that 
on balance, there was no establishment of Respondent's actions being harsh or unfair—Dismissed—S.D.A. v. Cecil Brothers 
Pty Ltd t/a Belts and Belts—No. CR229 of 1993—Kennedy C.—10/8/93—Retail    

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed that withdrawal in first application was 
unintentional but resulted from a misconception of proceedings—Respondent argued that current application was a repeat of 
earlier application withdrawn by leave and same claim should not need to be answered again—Commission reviewed authorities 
and found that as Applicant had opportunity to have claim dealt with when first lodged no second opportunity should be 
given—Dismissed—Stankovski T. v. City of Stirling—No. 889 of 1993—Fielding C.—4/8/93—Local Government  

Application for unfair dismissal and sought reinstatement—Respondent argued that termination resulted from employee's 
unsatisfactoiy work performance and a need to reduce costs by reducing workforce—Commission reviewed authorities and 
found on evidence that Respondent terminated employee's service due to financial difficulty—Further, as employee had not 
shown that overall quality of her performance was such that some other employee should have been dismissed no unfairness 
was established—Dismissed—Lonsdale K.A. v. City Lodge Pty Ltd t/a Greenwood Forest Tavern—No. 865 of 1993—Parks 
C.—19/7/93—Pubs, Thvems and Bars  

Appeal against decision of Tbtalisator Agency Board to terminate employment for alleged gross neglect of duty—Respondent 
employer argued that Appellant was charged with breaching the TAB Betting Act and sought payment of a shortfall in the 
agencies funds—PSAB found on evidence that Appellant was aware of his employers instructions and attitude to credit betting 
and conducted himself in a way which repudiated the contract of service therefore summary dismissal was neither harsh nor 
unfair—Dismissed—Hamersley G. v. Tbtalisator Agency Board—No. PSAB 11 of 1993—Negus C., Sivewright/Reynolds— 
18/8/93—Betting  

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal and denied contractual 
entitlements—Respondent argued the dismissal was warranted because of serious repercussions from errors in her work and 
failure to maintain standards and Applicant's action since dismissal militated against re-employment—Commission found on 
evidence that in all the circumstances the dismissal was unfair and contractual benefits claim not within jurisdiction— 
Commission further found compensation should be limited to five weeks pay due to length of time in bringing the case before 
the Commission—Granted in Part—Dimovska A. v. Express Travel Pty Ltd—No. 956 of 1992—Kennedy C.—17/07/93— 
Travel  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union 
claimed summary termination was effected where there was no misconduct and Respondent had not met its obligation in 
supplying safety boots—Respondent argued that employees' action re safety boots was further demonstration of his rude and 
unco-operative manner and attitude towards policies, management, staff and customers—Commission found on evidence that 
employees' dismissal was harsh in the circumstances of the actual application of policy on safety boots and that the Commission 
should order re-employment—Granted in Part—S.D.A. v. Alco 1% Ltd—No. CR240 of 1993—Kennedy C.—11/08/93— 
Retail   

Application for reinstatement and contractual entitlements due to unfair dismissal—Respondent argued that termination was due to 
bona fide redundancy and was not unfair—Commission found on evidence that as the Applicant's work performance was 
satisfactory and no bona fide redundancy existed the dismissal was unfair—Granted—Inglis B.H. v. Bolder Steels Pty Ltd—No. 
331 of 1993—Halliwell S.C.—19/08/93—Iron and Steel Manufacturing  

2Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2872) re compensation payment for unfair dismissal—Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found that the real crux of the matter was that the Commission acted contrary to the ratio decidendi of decisions 
of the Industrial Appeal Court—Full Bench found until the Industrial Appeal Court reviewed the past decisions then the 
Commission was bound by those cases—Dismissed—Nappy Happy Service v. F.M.W.U.—Appeal No. 1592 of 1992—Sharkey 
P., Negus C, Kennedy C.—27/07/93—Laundry and Dtycleaners  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

TERMINATION—continued 2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 412) re reinstatement to a lower grade position on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal—Appellant argued Commission erred in various finding of fact, in failing to properly apply the law in respect of 
misconduct, in failing to give sufficient weight to the public interest in whether the Respondent was a fit and proper person 
to hold office in the police force and having found that the actions of the Respondent required severe disciplinary action, by 
substituting the opinion for that of the Appellant—Full Bench reviewed authorities. Police Force Regulations and Police Force 
Act 1892 and found it was open to the Commission to find on video and oral evidence that there was no premeditation to the 
assault but that finding did not dispose of the Commission's duty to consider and give proper weight to those factors arising 
out of the assault—Full Bench further found that the Commissioner of Police did not abuse his statutory duty and it was not 
for the Commission to look at what was done in the light of punishment as it did—Upheld—Minister For Police and Another 
v. Smith DJ—Appeal No. 149 of 1993—Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Fielding C.—27/08/93—Police Service  

Conference referred re application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union 
argued there was a denial of procedural fairness in the manner by which the summary dismissal was effected as the employee 
had not committed any misconduct—Respondent argued that as a result from employee failing to satisfactorily refute allegations 
of two separate assault incidents summarily dismissal occurred—Commission found on evidence that employee's actions were 
attempts to restrain the child concerned and employee was not guilty of misconduct—Granted—F.M.W.U. v. The Board of 
Management, Gurlongga Njininj Children's Centre—No. CR750 of 1992—Coleman C.C.—19/8/93—Child Care Services .. 

2Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2613) dismissing claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal—Appellant argued Commission erred in finding relating to a car accident, failed to account for all facts and erred 
in finding that the Respondent did not act with harshness or oppression towards the Appellant—Full Bench found Commission's 
failure to find that a denial of representation was unfair was not an error which should result in finding the dismissal unfair 
and no procedural unfairness in not making certain specifications in letters of dismissal—Full Bench further found that findings 
relating to inter alia failure to comply with directions, provide books and reports were open on the evidence—Dismissed— 
Mac ale D.M. v. Ngowar Acrwah Aboriginal Corporation—Appeal No. 1491 of 1992—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Fielding 
C.—22/07/93—Health and Community Services  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant union argued that employee had no 
formal warnings or counselling offered to enable her to address any aspects of her behaviour thought to be 
inappropriate—Respondent argued that decision to terminate was made after consideration of alternatives and investigation of 
complaints—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the employer's right to terminate the contract was 
not exercised in a way that was unfair therefore application must fail—Dismissed—F.M.W.U. v. Silver Chain Nursing 
Association—No. CR266 of 1993—Gregor C.—08/09/93—Health and Welfare Services  

Appeal against decision of Public Service Commissioner re termination of employee for alleged misconduct—Respondent employer 
argued that employee had attempted to cover up his serious demeanours and was left with no alternative but to dismiss 
Appellant—PSAB found on evidence there was no corrupt intent or profit from the misconduct, that Appellant had an 
unblemished record of service and ordered that he be given the strongest possible sanction short of dismissal—Upheld—Marek 
J. v. Public Service Commission—PSAB 10 of 1993—-Negus C., King/Treymant—27/08/93—Fisheries  

Appeal against decision of Commission (72 WAIG 2859) re dismissed claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal—Appellant union argued that the Commission erred in fact or in law in finding that the Respondent was entitled to 
summarily dismiss employees when there was no sufficient evidence that the fight was one of serious enough nature to render 
the employees liable to dismissal and potential to disrupt harmony of the village—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found 
on evidence that the altercation was a serious one, that although it did not create disharmony in the village it was such that 
amounted to rejection of the contract of employment—Dismissed—A.W.U. v. Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 
1525 of 1992—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Parks C.—24/09/93—Mining  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements—^Tribunal had no jurisdiction as no 
contract of employment existed because the offer was not authorised and as no due service had occurred—G.S.T.T. found on 
evidence that actions of Respondent in unilaterally repudiating the contract of employment were unfair and ordered employee 
be re-employed and paid contractual benefits equal to 4 months' salaty—Granted—S.S.T.U. v. Minister for Education—No. 
T8 of 1993—Kennedy €., Reeves/Pollard—03/09/93—Kfechnical and Further Education  

Appeal against decision to summarily dismiss employee for misconduct—Applicant claimed that he was unaware of Code of Conduct 
and use of wife's promotional firm was due in good faith as main concern was to hire best promotional group—^Respondent 
argued that as employee had breached Code of conduct and was 'prima facie' a criminal offence and there now existed a total 
lack of trust dismissal was warranted—PSAB reviewed authorities and found on evidence that by Respondent dismissing 
employee after Minister's decision for formal reprimand and options to resolve conflict were given the dismissal was unfair 
but was not persuaded that reinstatement should occur as position was lost in Respondent's restructure—PSAB further found 
that employee should be compensated in amount equal to 6 months salary—Granted in part—Denver D. v. W. A.P.M.A.—PSAB 
15 of 1993—Public Service Appeal Board—14/09/93—Market Research Services (Public Admin)  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued summary dismissal was warranted as Applicant 
breached company policy by knowingly offering non "check sealed" stock to other employees for consumption—Commission 
reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the act did not constitute misconduct sufficient to justify summary 
dismissal—Granted—S.D.A.E.A. v. Action Food Bams (W.A.) Pty Ltd—No. CR294 of 1993—Beech C.—08/09/93— 
Supermarket and Grocery Stores  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed termination was due to Respondent organising 
someone else for the job and no complaints had been made about her—Respondent argued that employee had been cautioned 
on a daily basis in regards to interrupting consultations with clients, negative attitude towards other staff members, lewd remarks 
to staff and clients and had observed her behaviour for a week and found no improvement—Commission reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that Applicant did not discharge the onus of proof to establish unfairness and favoured evidence of 
Respondent—Dismissed—Harper V. v. (Richard Stratt) Boulevard Pharmacy Newman—No. 955 of 1993—Gregor 
C.—27/09/93—Pharmaceutical, Cosmetic and Tbiletry Retailing  

Claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal for alleged misconduct—Applicant argued that Respondent wrongly 
inputed her actions as incidents of disloyalty and disobedience—Respondent argued that they had lost trust in the employee 
because of her divided loyalty—Commission found on evidence that Applicant had done nothing to undermine the Respondents 
position therefore dismissal was unfair and ordered reinstatement to former position but declined to make an associated order 
as to loss of income in the interim—Granted in part—Keane SJ. v. Healthpoint Pty Ltd t/a Healthpoint Belmont—No. 518 of 
1993—Fielding C—02/09/93— Medical  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements—^Applicant claimed 
that Respondent had not accepted previous reinstatement had been justified and subjected to higher scrutiny them other 
employees—Respondent argued that dismissal was not summary—Commission reviewed authorities and found that employee 
had failed to adequately manage and maintain a high service and image of the centre and that lacked jurisdiction to deal with 
contractual entitlements—Dismissed—Candelaria A.D. v. Avel Pty Ltd t/a Timezone—No. 211 of 1993—Parks C.—06/10/93— 
Cultural and Recreational Services  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—^Respondent argued that employee had used offensive language 
after verbal warning given, organised a petition against company's services and abandoned employment by leaving workplace 
unattended for 3 days without explanation justified—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that Respondent 
hi failed to demonstrate the validity of grounds for summary dismissal but little prospect for an reasonable working 
relationships being re-established and therefore no further jurisdiction—Dismissed—Lawerence H. v. Kuljak Aboriginal 
Employment and Cultural Centre—No. 541 of 1993—Beech C.—17/09/93—Employment Placement Services  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Commission reviewed authorities and found that as 10 warnings 
had been given and no improvement resulted it favoured Respondent's case—Dismissed—Marklew D. v. City of Gosnells—No. 
813 of 1992—Halliwell S.C.—17/12/92—Local Government Administration  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

TERMINATION—continued 2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1352) re reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Application for 
extension of time for instituting appeal—Appellant argued appeal involved serious issues of fact and law delay was slight and 
it would be harsh to penalise the Appellant for an omission arising out of a misunderstanding between its representatives—Full 
Bench amended Respondent—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on majority that, having regard to all factual 
circumstances, the history of the proceedings, the conduct of the Applicant/Respondent during and after those proceedings, the 
consequences for the parties and the "vested right to retain the judgement" no inequity was done to the Appellant in refusing 
the application—^Dismissed—Tip Top Bakeries v. T.W.U.—Appeal No. 844 of 1993—-Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Halliwell 
S.C.—17/09/93—Food and Beverage Manufacture  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal for participation in strike action—^Applicant union 
argued that employees went on strike because fie first group of employees had been unfairly dismissed and fieir employer 
refused to reinstate them—Respondent employer argued that employees had at least four warnings that dismissal would occur 
if they withdrew their labour which was a breach of their contract of employment—Commission reviewed authorities and found 
on evidence that they had disobeyed lawful orders to return to work and fiat their conduct was a repudiation of their contract 
of service therefore dismissals were neither harsh nor unfair—Dismissed—C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Robe River Iron Associates—No. 
CR263 of 1993—Gregor C.—01/10/93—Mining  

Conference referred re claim for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—^Applicant union claimed that dismissal was in 
retribution for employee not taking a voluntary separation and alleged misdeeds occured in employee's role as union 
convenor—Respondent argued that dismissal was justified as despite repeated verbal and written warnings employee abused 
and disobeyed management and was generally unco-operative—Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that 
ample warning had been given of unacceptable employment attitude and behaviour—Commission was convinced that dismissal 
was in all aspects fair—Dismissed—M.E.W.U. v. Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd—No. CR305 of 1993—Fielding C.—15/10/93—Iron 
Ore Mining   

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal—^Applicant claimed termination was 
unjust as he had not been adequately instructed as to his responsibility to monitor subordinate's timekeeping—^Respondent 
argued that applicant had been given every opportunity to explain his position and assist in discovery of over payments—Further, 
termination was effected in terms of contract with benefits and due notice given—Commission found that in failing to adhere 
to written instructions on overtime principles Applicant had shown incompetence as a supervisor and termination was not 
unfair—Dismissed—Joyner L. v. Commissioner, Main Roads Department—No. 75 of 1993—Negus C.—10/11/93—Road and 
Bridge Construction   

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that performance goals set were 
unreasonable—Respondent argued that employee had not performed to expected level and had received previous warnings of 
required improved performance—Commission found on evidence that Applicant failed to discharge onus that employer acted 
unfairly—Dismissed—Andrews J. v. Berrivale Orchards Ltd—No. 1240 of 1993—Parks C.—24/11/93—Wholesale 
Trade/Personal and Household Goods  

2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1600) re contractual entitlements—Full Bench gave reasons for ordering 
adjournment, leave to apply for costs due to adjournment and that justice required extension of time to lodge appeal—Full Bench 
found case not distinguishable from Coles/Myer—Upheld—Tri Star Group Pty Ltd v. Ball D.J.—Appeal No. 1032 of 
1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C.—Beech C.—22/9/93 and 3/11/93—Computer Services  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—^Preliminary point re jurisdiction—Applicant argued that the degree 
of control which the Respondent held over the Applicant was such that the relationship created was that of employer and 
employee—^Respondent argued that Applicant was engaged as an agent, that the contractual relationship had not teen one of 
employer and employee therefore the Commission did not have jurisdiction—Commission reviewed authorities and found on 
evidence that Applicant had been an employee—Declared Accordingly—Fisher E. v. Tbtalisator Agency Board—No. 650 of 
1992—Parks C.—24/11/93—Cultural and Recreational Services  

Applications for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicants argued that there had been little expression of 
dissatisfaction or complaint by the employer of their work and they had not felt their jobswere at risk—Respondent employer 
argued that employees were dismissed for demonstrated lack of competence and that one employee had received written 
warnings—Commission found on evidence that whilst two employeeshad not discharged the onus of establishing their claims 
for reinstatement, the third employee had been dismissed on the grounds of a casual remark mistaken for disloyalty and ordered 
that he be reinstated with acompensation payment for his period of unemployment—Dismissed, Granted, Dismissed—Reynolds 
J.J. and Others v. Swift & Moore Pty Ltd—Nos. 851, 1088 and 1089 of 1993—Negus C.—27/10/93—Manufacturing  

Application for reinstatement on grounds of unfair dismissal—Respondent argued Applicant attempted to entice other employees 
to a new business—Commission found on evidence that Applicant was summarily and unfairly dismissed but could not grant 
reinstatement as employee was employed elsewhere—Commission further found fiat it lacked jurisdiction to award contractual 
benefits as no contract relationship existed when matter was first lodged—Dismissed—Kent K.T. v. Montreal Holdings Pty 
Ltd—No. 1029 of 1993—Fielding C—11/11/93—Property and Business Services  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed termination was a retribution for objection to 
unpaid wages and inadequate warning was given—Respondent argued that employee failed to enforce safety rules and breached 
management confidence in seeking legal advice on company matter—Respondent further argued no jurisdiction as no 
employment relationship existed when application was lodged—Commission reviewed authorities and found although dismissal 
was unfair having regard to employment record and restructure, reinstatement was not proper—Dismissed—Willmott L.E. v. 
Geo Services Pty Ltd—No. 1131 of 1993—Fielding C—26/11/93—Services to Mining  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed that duties were performed diligently and 
expeditiously in accordance with customs legislation—Respondent aigued termination resulted from poor work performance 
and productivity—Commission reviewed authorities and found employer's right to terminate had not been abused and without 
order to reinstatement was without jurisdiction to allow compensation payment for denial of adequate notice—Dismissed— 
Soukos A. v. Emery Worldwide—No. 1134 of 1993—Fielding C.—16/11/93—Services to Air Transport  

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal and application to dismiss substantive application—Ajylicant 
claimed that repercussions of IAC Coles/Myer decision effectively wiped out previous contractual entitlements claim and 
prompted re-application—Respondent argued length of time between termination and claim was too long and it was not in public 
interest to deal with matter—Commission found that Applicant had not shown good reason why, 18 months after event, the 
Commission should entertain the claim—Dismissed—Thylor T.B. v. S.G.S. Australia Pty Ltd—Nos. 977 and 1115 of 
1993—Beech C.—30/11/93—Wholesaling Farm Produce  

Conference about dispute re the fairness or otherwise of the termination of services of a number of persons referred for hearing and 
determination—^Applicant sought reinstatement of persons concerned—Dispute occurred after employees of the Respondent 
withdrew their labour during a "national day of action"—^Employees involved in the industrial action were subsequently 
interviewed and asked to give a commitment to work only in accordance with their contract of service and not take unauthorised 
absences in future—Those employees that would not give the required commitments were dismissed—Commission reviewed 
authorities on the right to strike and found that clearly no such right exists and if employees had been terminated for their failure 
to attend work on fie "national day of action" it would have been likely there would be no warrant for the Commission to 
interfere with the employers' right to terminate—Commission also reviewed other authorities notably Blight Chemicals Limited 
v. Bushnell where the High Court ruled that mere apprehension that an employee might do something incompatible with proper 
performance of his duties is not ground for dismissal in the absence of actudly having committed such incompatible 
conduct—Commission found that while the failure of the employees to give the required commitment was grounds for 
uneasiness for future conduct it was not in itself an act which would justify dismissal—Further, Commission found that the 
process of interviews by different managers where employees were required to make the commitment was unfair and the form 
of the commitment required was so broad in its effect that a reasonable, honest person could not make it—The termination of 
employees because they could not make such a commitment was unfair and justified the interference by the Commission in 
the Respondent's right to terminate—Reinstatement Ordered—C.M.E.T.S.U. v. Robe River Iron Associates—No. CR716 of 
1992—Gregor C—3/6/93—Mining  
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TERMINATION—continued 
Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed that termination was unjust as sale results made 

were of a high standard with monthly budget targets being achieved—Applicant further argued that no prior warnings on poor 
* performance was given—Respondent argued termination was warranted from a failure to achieve monthly budget targets during 

a 6 month observation of employee's performance—Commission found on evidence that by failing to warn employee of 
unsatisfactory performance Respondent erred—Granted—Head F. v. Alsco Linen Service Pty Ltd—No. 805 of 1993—Fielding 
C.—5/11/93—Personal and Household Goods Retailing  3475 2Appeal against decision jf Commission (73 WAIG 1900) re reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Appellant argued 
Commission erred in finding that the Respondent was dismissed when offered alternative employment or that it failed to have 
sufficient regard to the established principles in exercising the power of reinstatement—Full Bench found no term in contract 
of service re transferability and that the dismissal was summary—Full Bench found, though the order was within jurisdiction, 
the Commission miscarried in its discretion to order re-employment—Upheld—Real Estate Institute of W.A. Inc. v. 
F.C.U.—Appeal No. 939 of 1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Beech G—23/11/93—Property Services  3316 

TRAINING— 
Complaints re breach of award—Complainant union argued that Defendant breached Contract of Service clause by withholding 

payments of employees wages for refusal to work as directed due to industrial bans—Defendant argued that doctrine "no work 
as directed no pay" applied and justified failure to pay wages—Industrial Magistrate reviewed contracts of employment and 
found employer's requests could not be described as unreasonable—Dismissed—Bowden D. and Others v. W.M.C.—Complaint 
Nos. 59 to 64 of 1993—Bromfield S.M.—18/8/93—Nickel Ore Mining  2471 

TRANSFERS— 
Application to vary award re Transfers and Relieving—Applicant employer argued that the changes reflected a review of the 

conditions applying to public servants which have been endorsed formally in the relevant award—Respondent union argued 
that the employers' proposals amounted to an attempt to reduce conditions of employment in this area—Commission found 
on evidence that the link with public service standards did not go to standards of accommodation in relation to the employees 
concerned and found it appropriate to insert provisions within the amendment for genuine choice of alternatives—Ordered 
Accordingly—W.A.F.B.B. v. U.F.U.—No. 128 of 1993—Kennedy C—23/08/93—Emergency Services  2443 2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1900) re reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Appellant argued 
Commission erred in finding that the Respondent was dismissed when offered alternative employment or that it failed to have 
sufficient regard to the established principles in exercising the power of reinstatement—Full Bench found no term in contract 
of service re transferability and that the dismissal was summary—Full Bench found, though the order was within jurisdiction, 
the Commission miscarried in its discretion to order re-employment—Upheld—Real Estate Institute of W.A. Inc. v. 
F.C.U.—Appeal No. 939 of 1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Beech C—23/11/93—Property Services  3316 

UNIONS— 
Application for alteration of union rules re eligibility for membership (continued from 73 WAIG 563, 1232 and 1471)—TWU 

withdrew objection following amendment of application—Applicant argued solicitors and "Acting Secretary" had no authority 
to act on behalf of the FLAIEU and that an appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court had no effect because it was incompetent—Full 
Bench reviewed matters before the President, IAC, Regulation 6 of the Industrial Arbitration Act (WA Industrial Appeal Court) 
Regulations 1980 and found the order of the President subject of the appeal remained valid but unenforceable therefore no order 
prevented the objection of the FLAIEU being treated as valid—Full Bench granted in part application for further and better 
particulars—Full Bench further found it was not for it to determine whether an appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court was 
competent or not and that therefore the stay of proceedings under Regulation 6 of the IAC Regulations operated—Ordered 
Accordingly and Adjourned—F.M.W.U—No. 1167 of 1992—Sharkey P., Negus C., George C.—25/6/93—Unions  

Application for orders and directions re substitution of registered organisation as Respondent in proceedings and failure to assist in 
litigation—President found that as all dealings were with the Federal union, it did not have jurisdiction to deal with the matter 
as the orders were not being sought relating to the State organisation's rules—Dismissed—Horsman B.S. v. Wilson B. and 
Others—No. 569 of 1993—Sharkey P.—22/6/93—Unions  

Application for registration of an organisation—Full Bench found on evidence that whilst most sections of the Act had been complied 
with, there was not adequate information in the notice to the members of the intention of the organisation to apply for 
registration—In further Reasons for Decision, the Full Bench was satisfied that the requirements had been complied with and 
authorised the registration of the organisation—Granted—Real Estate Employers' Federation—No. 1350 of 1992—Sharkey P., 
Gregor C., Kennedy C.—26/07/93—-Real Estate      

Application for interim orders re Memorandum of Agreement—Applicant argued that the Committee of Management had entered 
into the agreement ultra vires and that it purported to hand over the agreement to the Secretary of another organisation without 
the consent of its members—Respondent argued that no person had purported to be appointed in lieu of the Applicant—President 
found that it was ultra vires the rules of the organisation to agree that the State SDA cover its members until any alteration 
of rules were made out, it was premature for the Committee to agree to alter its rules before they were altered by the organisation, 
therefore balance of convenience lied with the Applicant - Ordered Accordingly—Drake M.A. v. Carter L.B. and 
Others—Sharkey P.—No. 883 of 1993—14/7/93—Unions  

Application for orders re breach of union rules—Applicant sought • :ders that decisions made by union executive re removal from 
office of union nominee be declared invalid—Respondent argued that as decision was taken by properly constituted and 
conducted meeting in accordance with union rules no breach had occurred—President found that election of nominee to SEA 
is most applicable method of election and dismissed rest of applications—Ordered and Declared Accordingly—O'Neill C. v. 
S.S.T.U.—No. 951 of 1993—Sharkey P.—31/8/93—Unions  

Application for orders re breach of union rules over election of members—President determined date of election and close of 
nominations that Registrar should report in writing and gave reasons therefore—Ordered Accordingly—Jeffery J. v. Newton 
R.G. and Others—Nos. 1068 and 1082 of 1993—Sharkey P.—4/8/93—Unions   ..... 

Application for orders re compliance with union rules over conduct of election of office bearers—President initially found an election 
was due to be held in accordance with union rules, because of history of strife in Respondent union should be held in near future 
and ordered accordingly—President further ordered Registrar to report on eligible members for voting and nomination to 
office—Application for orders re Registrar's report and schedule of disputed proceeding of members—First Respondent argued 
members had paid dues via another union under Service Agreement—President found disputed members would be best served 
with a fresh application and that the interests of the members were best served by the election not by further delayed—Ordered 
Accordingly—Tavemer M. v. F.L.A.I.E.U. and Another—No. 861 of 1993—Sharkey P.—6/7/93 and 27/8/93—Unions  

Application for interpretation of union rules—Applicant argued that Respondent had breached rules by organising a campaign to 
raise funds to recover stolen breadcrates, prosecute offenders and co-ordinate publicity awareness—President found that 
resolution could not be struck down on the basis that it was passed for purposes outside the objects contained in rules and could 
see no conflict of interest as the benefits of the resolution would be for membership as a whole subject to monies being expended 
by and on behalf of the membership—Declared Accordingly—Saraceni Enterprises Pty Ltd v. Baking Industry Employers' 
Association—No. 740 of 1993—Sharkey P.—31/8/93—Bakery Product Manufacturing   ..... 

Application for interim orders re alleged breach of union rules—Applicant argued that Respondent organisation had declined to give 
him legal assistance in relation to a claim in the Equal Opportunity Commission—Respondent argued that legal assistance was 
refused because he had failed to follow advice, had elected to engage solicitors of his own and had not sought the assistance 
of the Respondent to provide its solicitors according to its policy—President found on evidence that it was a proper decision 
by Respondent not to spend funds on a matter which would be difficult to achieve success in and was granted such assistance 
as was fair and proper in the circumstances—Dismissed—Singh A, v. F.M.W.U.—No. 866 of 1993—Sharkey 
P.—15/09/93—Nursing Homes  
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UNIONS—continued 
Application for declaration that Unions membership rule is deemed the same as Federal Counterpart Body and Alteration of rule 

re Committee of Management—remitted from Industrial Appeal Court (72 WAIG 2741)—Full Bench reviewed S.71 and S.72 
of Industrial Relations Act and found that the qualifications for membership of the Applicant and Federal branch were 
substantially the same—Full Bench found no requirement to gazette intended rule change and allowed time to prepare 
submissions re no union rule enabling alterations of rales—In Supplementary Reasons majority of Full Bench found Applicant 
had taken reasonable steps to inform members of right to object and reasonable opportunity to do so—Granted—A.P.E.A.—No. 
1583 of 1991—Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C, Negus C,—08/04/93 and 10/09/93—Unions  

Application for declaration that Union's qualification for membership rule is deemed the same as Federal Counterpart Body and 
Federal Body's rule prescribing offices is deemed the same as State organisation—Full Bench reviewed S.71 (2) and S.71(4) 
of Industrial Relations Act and found that the qualifications for membership of the Applicant and Federal branch were 
substantially the same—Full Bench found that applications for S.71(6) and S.71(7) of the Act were premature and dismissed 
on this occasion—Granted in Part—C.S.A—No. 1218 of 1993—Sharkey P., Fielding C., Negus C.—08/11/93—Unions  

Applications for orders re that two nominees be declared valid nominations for delegates and that they be declared elected as delegates 
to the conference—Respondent argued that as nominations were received after the closing date it was unable to accept 
them—President found that Applicants had attempted to comply with the rules, that through no fault of their own the mail was 
late and therefore that they be accepted—Granted—Avenell J. and Others and The Returning Officer, State School Tfeachers' 
Union—Nos 1293 and 1314 of 1993—Sharkey P.—22/9/93—Unions  

Appeal against decision of President (73 WAIG 254) re orders relating to the conduct of union committee of management and its 
business—Respondent argued notwithstanding the fact that each resolution of the committee of management may not be capable 
of being struck down as a matter of law the President was able to look at the conduct of the majority and the way in which 
they conducted the affairs of the union and decide that the resolutions as a whole could not stand—Appellant argued President 
acted without or in excess jurisdiction and erred in law in various respects—IAC reviewed authorities, I.R. Act 1979, Union 
Rules and found the failure of the committee of management to elect a chair for each meeting did not necessarily result as a 
matter of law in the invalidity of the resolution passed by the committee and that nothing in S.66(2) empowered the President 
to declare the resolutions of the meeting as null and void—IAC further found it was open to the President to conclude that the 
industrial officers were in fact organisers—But not that the Acts including award variation approved of the industrial officers 
and the acting secretary were void—Upheld and Orders Quashed and Varied Respectively—IAC Appeal No. 2 of 1993—Carter 
L.B. and Others v. Drake M.A. and Others—Rowland J., Nicholson/Anderson J.J.—14/10/93—Unions  

Application to alter union rules re name and eligibility continued from (73 WAIG 563, 1232, 1471 and 1764)—Applicant Union 
argued alterations to rules would bring the eligibility rule of the Applicant in line with that of the LTU, that it was consistent 
with the objects of the I.R. Act, the public interest and there was a community of interest between the persons covered by the 
existing eligibility rule of the Applicant and those set out by the proposed rules—LTU, objecting, argued proposed new name 
would confuse the Applicant with itself and that the new rule was almost identical to its existing constitutional rule—Employer 
Objector argued relevant employees were currently eligible for membership of other unions and that there was potential for 
demarcation disputes and that it would adversely prejudice the industrial relations of the objector and the employees—Other 
objecting employers argued that there were not "good reasons" consistent with the objects of the I.R. Act to permit registration 
of the eligibility rule and that the LTU was not in disarray to such an extent that it no longer functioned properly—Other objectors 
withdrew—Full Bench reviewed authorities, union rule, the relationship between the Applicant and its federal counterpart body, 
the state of the LTU, the ability of the Applicant and LTU to serve its members, standards of evidence, and found that there 
was negligible overlapping with unions other than the LTU—Full Bench further found a substantial number of persons wished 
to be eligible to be members of the Applicant, that the Applicant and its federal counterpart body were the predominant 
organisations in the hospitality and tourism industry to which the extended coverage was sought and the LTU was not—Full 
Bench plainly found good reasons to allow application despite overlapping, no evidence of likely disputation and that the name 
change was not likely to mislead or be deceptive—Full Bench also gave reasons to do with matters of adjournment and sufficient 
interest to lodge objections—Granted—F.M.W.U.—No. 1167 of 1992—Sharkey P., Negus C., George C.—17/2/93 and 
15/11/93—Unions   

WAGES— 
Application for a General Order re adult minimum weekly wage on Commissions Own Motion—Submissions were heard by various 

parties to determine the minimum wage for award or non award covered employees—Respondent argued that whilst a minimum 
of $325.40 was not likely to have a dramatic effect on the economy, die State was still suffering depressed commodity 
prices—Furthermore if the minimum wage was fixed on the basis of 78% of base rate for metal tradesman it would discourage 
rational discussion of future structural changes—CICS found that it should not fix the wage on the basis of social justice but 
on industrial relations considerations therefore was not prepared to make a General Order—Refused—Hon. Minister for 
Productivity and Labour Relations and Others—No. 415B of 1992—Coleman C.C., Halliwell S.C., Fielding C, Salmon C., 
Negus C.—2/7/93—All Industries  

Conference referred re introduction of broad-banded salary classification system—Applicant association claimed that classification 
levels for Chiefs and Deputy Chiefs employed in teaching hospitals was a matter of concern—Respondent argued that no 
evidence of work value increase was produced and that Applicant's claims relied on maintenance of relativities—Commission 
found on evidence that number of positions situated at extremities of patterns present did not merit special consideration of 
further anomalies—Commission reminded parties that aggrieved employees may apply to have their classification reviewed 
under S.80E—Dismissed—H.S.O.A. v. Board of Management, Royal Perth Hospital and Others—No. PSA CR73 of 
1991—Negus C.—2/8/93—Hospitals  

Application to vary award re horizontal pay scales—Applicant union argued that the implementation of merit promotion clearly was 
integral to the introduction of overlapping pay scales—Respondent argued that the operative date for the application of 
performance increments should be later to allow management systems to ensure integrity of the appraisal—Commission found 
on evidence that the overlapping pay scales would see increments being expressed separate from the salary rates—Ordered 
Accordingly—W.A.P.U. v. Minister for Police—No. P10(3) of 1991—Kennedy C.—14/7/93—Police  

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal and denied contractual 
entitlements—Respondent argued the dismissal was warranted because of serious repercussions from errors in her work and 
failure to maintain standards and Applicant's action since dismissal militated against re-employment—Commission found on 
evidence that in all the circumstances the dismissal was unfair and contractual benefits claim not within jurisdiction— 
Commission further found compensation should be limited to five weeks pay due to length of time in bringing the case before 
the Commission—Granted in Part—Dimovska A. v. Express Travel Pty Ltd—No. 956 of 1992—Kennedy C.—17/07/93— 
Travel  

Complaint re breach of award—Complainant union claimed that Defendant had failed to pay employee for public holiday—Defendant 
argued that under Adverse Weather Clause employee did not have reasonable excuse for absence on previous day and was 
therefore entitled to withhold monies—Industrial Magistrate found that employee leaving early under union's directive prior 
to public holiday was not reasonable—Dismissed—A.E.E.F.E.U. v. Chei Australia Pty Ltd—Complaint Nos. 174—176 of 
1993—Heaney S.M.—25/08/93—Electrical Services  

Complaints re breach of award—Complainant union argued that Defendant breached Contract of Service clause by withholding 
payments of employees wages for refusal to work as directed due to industrial bans—Defendant argued that doctrine "no work 
as directed no pay" applied and justified failure to pay wages—Industrial Magistrate reviewed contracts of employment and 
found employer's requests could not be described as unreasonable—Dismissed—Bowden D. and Others v. W.M.C.—Complaint 
Nos. 59 to 64 of 1993—Bromfield S.M.—18/8/93—Nickel Ore Mining  
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WAGES—continued 3Appeal against Decision of Board of Reference (73 WAIG 1594) re assessment of amount of ordinary pay for purposes of long 
service leave entitlements—Appellant argued BOR failed to give sufficient reasons for decision, wrongly stated the question 
to be decided and failed to decide claim made—CICS reviewed authorities, CIPPLSL Act, heard Appeal in stricto sensu and 
found the BOR applied the provisions of CIPPLSL Act to the agreed facts and reached the correct conclusion as a 
result—Dismissed—Kirfield Engineering Pty Ltd v. Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Payments 
Board—Appeal No. 914 of 1993—Halliwell S.C., George C., Parks C.—28/09/93—Construction  

Application to vary award re hours, meal break and wages—Parties sought to increase casual employees' maximum engagement, 
reduce new employees' minimum daily engagement, allow casual employees to forgo meal breaks, exclude company from Easter 
eve overtime, increase wages and superannuation—Commission found that superannuation increase would exceed state wage 
principles however other variations were approved and the superannuation claim withdrawn Granted in Part—SDA v. Coles 
Supermarket Australia and Another—No. 285 of 1993—Beech C.—20/10/93—Supermarket and Grocery Stores  

Conference referred re claim over terms and conditions of employment relating to a mine site—Respondent argued terms and 
conditions presently on site were consistent with common terms and conditions employed by the company across all its mining 
sites—Respondent further argued that overall range of disabilities identified were inherent in mining industry and did not warrant 
special allowance—Commission found on evidence that as employment conditions had been well established between parties 
for many years it could see no reason to interfere—However, Commission found merit on Applicant's claim for relief of 
circumstances at mine site and ordered company to provide and pay for Rest and Recreation Leave after 7 weeks 
employment—Granted in Part—A.W.U. v. Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd—No. CR303 of 1993—Gregor C.—9/11/93—Metal 
Ore Mining   2Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (73 WAIG 2473) re failure to pay wages for public holiday pursuant to award—Full 
Bench gave reasons for extending time to file and serve appeal book—Appellant argued Industrial Magistrate erred in finding 
no reasonable excuse for absence on day prior to public holiday—Majority of Full Bench reviewed authorities and found 
employee absented himself contrary to award and acting pursuant to a union mattered not—Dissenting opinion found employee 
not absent from work before public holiday—Dismissed—A.E.E.F.E.U. v. Chei Australia Pty Ltd—Appeal No. 1286 of 
1993—Sharkey P., Halliwell SC., Fielding C.—2/12/93—Construction  

WORK VALUE— 
Application to vary award re changes in working arrangement, increase functions of integrated work group and additional 

classification level by consent—^Applicant argued that extra selected skills gained from the changes in operation warranted an 
additional classification level for mine transport services—Commission found significant net additions to work requirements 
warranted the new additional classification—Granted—Hamersley Iron Pty Limited v. A.W.U.—No. 927 of 1993—Fielding 
C.—12/08/93—Iron Ore  2460 2Appeal against decision of Commission (73 WAIG 1344) re Tally and Rodding Allowance—Appellant argued, inter alia, the 
Commission erred in finding tally should be increased despite the fact the slaughtering system was not 100% efficient—Further 
Appellant argued Commission erred in various findings of fact, refusal to grant inspection and breached natural justice in 
receiving a DOSHWA evidence without allowing submissions on it—Respondent argued earnings of employees were actually 
increasing and that operation between different abbatoirs were comparable—Full Bench found there was a sparseness of findings 
or reasons which would put the reasons close to offending the authorities—Full Bench reviewed authorities, adopted plain 
meaning of the award and found that the Commission having found that the systems was not a 100% efficient, had no alternative 
under the award but to say that the tally was not to be negotiated—Full Bench paid no attention to the loss of earning as required 
under the Wage Fixing Principles and erred in not deciding upon a request for an inspection—Full Bench further found that 
no opportunity to be heard in relation to the DOSHWA report or afford the party speaking to the minutes or producing orders 
in the form of minutes which rendered the decision invalid such that it must be quashed—Upheld and Quashed—A.M.I.E.U. 
v. Clover Meats—Appeal No. 837 of 1993—Sharkey P., Gregor C, Parks C.—26/11/93—Meat and Meat Product 
Manufacturing   3322 
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